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Introduction 
 
 
There are two trends in the development of modern object oriented systems: they are 
getting more complex and they have to cope with an increasing number of exceptional 
situations. The most general way of dealing with these problems is by employing 
exception handling techniques. Many object oriented mechanisms for handling 
exceptions have been proposed but there still are serious problems in applying them in 
practice. These are caused by 

o complexity of exception code design and analysis 
o not addressing exception handling at the appropriate phases of system 

development 
o lack of methodologies supporting the proper use of exception handling 
o not developing specific mechanisms suitable for particular application 

domains and design paradigms. 
 
Following the success of ECOOP 2000 workshop, this workshop aims at achieving 
better understanding of how exceptions should be handled in object oriented systems, 
including all aspects of software design and use: novel linguistic mechanisms, design 
and programming practices, advanced formal methods, etc. 
 
The workshop will provide a forum for discussing the unique requirements for 
exception handling in the existing and emerging applications, including pervasive 
computing, ambient intelligence, the Internet, e-science, self-repairing systems, 
collaboration environments. We invited submissions on research in all areas of 
exception handling related to object oriented systems, in particular: formalisation, 
distributed and concurrent systems, practical experience, mobile object systems, new 
paradigms (e.g. object oriented workflows, transactions, multithreaded programs), 
design patterns and frameworks, practical languages (Java, Ada 95, Smalltalk, Beta), 
open software architectures, aspect oriented programming, fault tolerance, 
component-based technologies. 
 
We encourage participants to report their experiences of both benefits and obstacles in 
using exception handling, reporting, practical results in using advanced exception 
handling models and the best practice in applying exception handling for developing 
modern applications in the existing practical settings. 
 
Our intention is to discuss the problem of perceived complexity in using and 
understanding exception handling: why do programmers and practitioners often 
believe that it complicates system design and analysis? What should be done to 
improve the situation? Why is exception handling the last mechanism to learn and to 
use? What is wrong with the current practice and teaching? 

 
Alexander Romanovsky     Christophe Dony 
Jørgen Lindskov Knudsen     Anand Tripathi  
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Invited talk  
 
 
William Ba il (Mit re): Getting Control of Exception 
 
Abstract 
 
Being able to define and use exceptions has provided a significant advantage in being 
able to write more reliable software. While not explicitly helping us avoid errors, they 
enable us to detect their presence and control their effects. Yet they act in opposition to 
much of what we have learned is good software design - simple structures with well-
defined control flows. In addition, they complicate the process of performing formal 
analyses on our systems. This talk explores this issue and projects some potential ideas to 
help reconcile these challenges, especially with the use of OO concepts. 



Errors and Exceptions – Rights and Responsibilities

Johannes Siedersleben
sd&m Research, Munich1

Abstract

There is no generally accepted agreement on how exceptions are to be used. Many projects
suffer from a mess of exceptions thrown across the system with no defined responsibility for
catching them. This paper presents a simple component-based strategy addressing the
following points:

• How many and which exception classes are useful?
• When should an exception be thrown? In Java: should it be a checked or an unchecked

exception?
• Who is responsible for catching exceptions?
• How far may exceptions be thrown?

Preconditions are considered in detail. The paper is based on the experience of many real
large software projects.

I. Introduction

Exceptions are considered to be an important added value of modern programming languages,
but they have turned out to be hard to use. We list some of the typical problems encountered
in many projects in the range from 1 to more than 100 man-years:

o There is a mess of exceptions flying around. It is neither clear when exceptions should
be thrown nor how they are caught.

o The code gets messy because of nested try-catch blocks.
o Many (sometimes all) catch blocks are either empty, contain nonsense code (output to

the console, useless mappings of one exception class into another) or – at best – some
logging, but no true exception handling.

o A huge number of exception classes create undesired dependencies between the caller
and the callee.

o Exceptions are misused to return ordinary values.

This paper presents a guideline for dealing with errors and exceptions in large systems. Code
examples are in Java, but most results apply to other object oriented languages as well. The
paper is based on material published as early as 1991 [Denert1991] and further developed in
[Siedersleben2002].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Chapter II and III discuss exceptions and the
problems they cause in programming languages; Chapter IV introduces the idea of
component-based emergencies; Chapter V and VI present strategies for exception handling.

                                                  
1 software design & management,
Thomas-Dehler-Str. 27
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Pre- and postconditions are addressed in Chapter VII, and Chapter VIII summarizes ten rules
to follow.

II.  Exceptions and Normal Business

Software may fail as any other result of human engineering. Thus, software is expected to
cope with failure: damage should be minimized; recovery and restart should be part of the
system design. [Parnas1976] calls undesired event whatever is not considered to be part of the
normal business and suggests to handling these events in separated traps. This is just another
application of separation of concerns, which is a truism in other branches of engineering. Let
us look at a fighter: as long as things go well, the fighter is fully functional without the ejector
seat; the whole system is unaware of this feature. The ejector seat becomes functional only in
the highly undesirable event of a hit or some other disaster; the seat may well be aware of the
context it runs in: on the ground it is disabled. While Parnas' paper is certainly one of the
main roots of current exception mechanisms, we find the term undesired event not appropriate
when the roof is on fire. Instead, we suggest the term emergency which is introduced in
Chapter IV.

III.  Exceptions and Programming Languages

Programmers have always felt the need for a supplementary information channel from the
callee back to the caller: doubtful constructs like global state variables, message areas and the
like have been in use to this day. Just returning one or more values is not enough. This is even
more so in object oriented languages: Constructors return nothing; overloaded operators
return exactly one value. So, there is no room to inform the caller about failures. This is the
syntactic reason for object oriented languages to provide an exception mechanism: you return
either nothing, a value, xor an exception.

Exceptions are a supplementary way for passing information to the caller, which can be used
for any purpose. [Goodenough1975] mentions three: signaling failure, classifying a result
(e.g. overflow, end of file) and monitoring (e.g. "that many records have been processed").
So, exceptions are not necessarily exceptional, but may well be part of the normal business. In
Java, only runtime exceptions such as ClassCastException or NullPointerException indicate
severe problems; checked exceptions are used for many different purposes (e.g.
InterruptedException, NumberFormatException), which are not exceptional at all, but happen
all the time. So, the term exception is not restricted to failures, undesired events or
emergencies.

Designing sound exception mechanisms turned out to be extremely difficult. [Howell1991]
complains how poorly Ada exceptions match with object orientation, Ada scoping rules, and
concurrency. C++- and Java exceptions match with object orientation and the less harsh
scoping rules of these languages, but C++-exceptions are completely unaware of concurrency;
in Java, exceptions never leave the thread of their origin. The InterruptedException plays a
very special role: it is thrown behind the scenes and serves for synchronizing threads.

Java distinguishes checked and unchecked exceptions. Checked exceptions must either be
handled within the method itself or they are part of its signature as in:

void foo() throws RemoteException { ..  }



While it is a good idea to be honest about possible failures, experience shows that checked
exceptions tend to spread all over the system. To see this, look at the foo-example: The
programmer calling foo has probably no idea how to handle a RemoteException and will
therefore propagate it to the next level. So, RemoteExceptions will show up everywhere,
creating an undesired dependency and making changes hard if not impossible. What should be
done is to pass RemoteExceptions to the next safety facade as discussed in Chapter VI.

Exceptions don't need to be handled immediately. They fly to the next matching catch block,
which can be at any distance; in the worst case, exceptions are caught by the outermost catch
block, i.e. the one of the runtime system. So, exceptions have a lot in common with the
notorious goto-statement; in fact, they offer similar opportunities for misuse.

Exceptions tend to reveal implementation details not intended for the caller. An example
would be a stack implementation throwing an IndexOutOfBoundsException [Howell1991].
This information is welcome for debugging; at runtime it is useless.

Exceptions are for free if they don't happen, but very costly if they do. In the following
example the first method is 750 times slower than the second one (under Windows XP and
Java 1.4) if called with non-Integers; if called with Integers, there is almost no penalty:

public static boolean testForInteger1(Object x) {

   try {

      Integer i = (Integer) x;

      return true;

   }

   catch (Exception e) {

      return false;

   }

}

public static boolean testForInteger2(Object x) {

   return x instanceof Integer;

}

As a consequence, [Cunningham2002] goes back to the roots and suggests that exceptions are
exceptional: they should only be used for rare events, not for the normal control flow – a good
idea, but not in agreement with the actual use of exceptions in Java.

IV.  Components, Emergencies and Assertions

We use the term component in the usual meaning (cf. [Szyperski1998]): There is at least one
interface and one implementation. The caller calls operations defined by the interface; he is
unaware of the implementation. In Java, a component is implemented by means of packages;
the top level package contains everything the caller needs to use the component. This top
level package typically contains one or more Java interfaces and the classes (including
exception classes) you need to use these interfaces. A component can call any number of
other components.

A component is either in its normal state (that is, it is able to process calls), or it is not. In the
latter case an emergency has occurred: an emergency is a situation where the programmer of
the component doesn't know what to do – there is no local help available: the component



where the emergency happened is unable to solve the problem; the calling component
however may or may not recover.

Emergencies range from programming errors to unreachable databases and crashed neighbor
systems. They could be stated as violated assertions, but assertions (and in particular assert in
Java 1.4) are often used for debugging purposes only; many programmers switch them off
once the system has been tested. Emergency handling, however, cannot be switched off.
All Java runtime exceptions are emergencies from the JVM's point of view: the JVM has no
way to solve the problem. At the programming level, we encounter a lot of emergencies as
well: the database is not available, an SQL-statement is incorrect, or a neighbor system
returns a meaningless value. The number of potential emergencies is as huge as the number of
possible reasons for a car to break down: a complete enumeration is impossible.

Inexperienced programmers tend to invent and implement ad-hoc repair measures. If this
happens at a large scale, the system is doomed to failure. It is the job of the system architect to
precisely define for each component what an emergency is and what is not. Let us look at the
case of an incorrectly working neighbor system: if this situation is considered to be an
emergency the calling component has the right to give up – and that is cheap to implement. If
it isn't, then you have to design a possibly complicated and expensive fallback procedure! The
emergency-decision is always binary (there is no warning level) and local for the component:
A find-operation may find zero, one or many matching objects – that's normal business, but
the caller may consider a zero-result as an emergency. The find-operation would consider
itself to be in an emergency if the database connection is down, but the caller may try to
reconnect the database and call find again.

We suggest using a simple class Emergency throwing an EmergencyException:

public class EmergencyException extends RuntimeException {

          public EmergencyException(String message) {

              super(message);

          }

      }

public class Emergency {

    public static void ifTrue(boolean condition, String message) {

       if (condition)

          throw new EmergencyException(message);

    }

    // ifFalse, ifNull, now, ...

}

So you would code

public void foo() {

    String result = ..                  // must never be null

    Emergency.ifNull(result, ...);

}



Emergencies should be detected as early as possible. Detected emergencies are not desirable,
but can be handled (cf. Chapter VI). The later you detect an emergency the more damage it
might have caused and the less debug information you will get. Emergencies not detected by
the program finally lead to a crash with no or little information about the reasons – the best
you can get is a dump (cf. [Denert1991]).

detected undetected
normal state ok never happens
emergency emergency handling crash

So there shouldn't be any undetected emergencies left, but this is not easy to achieve.

V. Application Errors

Methods can also fail for application reasons: you cannot withdraw money from an overdrawn
account. These are application errors as opposed to emergencies; they are part of the normal
business. In general, there are only a few possible application errors: often it is sufficient to
just return ok or nok; many methods (e.g. getter-methods or rollback) cannot fail at all from
the application point of view. Application errors can and should be fully enumerated. They
are completely different from emergencies.

There are two ways to inform the caller about application errors: return values and exceptions.
Our advice is: use return values whenever possible, use exceptions (in Java: checked
exceptions) otherwise. Example: find-methods should return null or an empty list if there are
no matching objects. Using an exception to report the found-nothing result makes the code
more complicated and is much slower if found-nothing is frequent. Another example: A
withdraw-method that normally returns the balance after withdrawal should throw a checked
exception if the account is overdrawn (and for performance reasons, we hope that this rarely
happens).

There is a hard rule: Exceptions representing application errors must be handled immediately
by the caller and not by some hidden exception handler. They don't fly. If they did you would
invariably end up with a scattered, goto-like control flow. This rule implies that checked
exceptions are far from being ideal for handling application errors: They are slow if the error
occurs and we only use a tiny part of the exception machinery.

When designing return codes or exception classes, one should carefully separate control flow
on the one hand and messages for the user on the other hand. It is quite common to have a
large number of different messages, which inform the user about success or failure, but only
two possible outcomes affecting the control flow: ok and nok. Our advice is to use self
implemented exception classes only if they do affect the control flow.

VI.  Emergency Handling and Safety Facades



Emergencies are not handled by the immediate caller. Let us first discuss how emergencies
can be handled at all and then ask who takes care. There are four ways to handle emergencies:
ignore, retry, call an alternative, or resign. Resigning means: minimize damage, write log
information, and signal definite and safe failure. Definite means: it makes no sense to try any
harder, and safe says that all damage reducing measures have been taken.

The first option is used rarely and only mentioned for completeness: You just don't care about
success or failure. Retry can be useful but should be handled carefully because cascaded
retries multiply. In some cases there is an alternative you can call: if the main database is
down, there might be a local fall back database. The most frequent option is to resign:
minimize damage by undoing or neutralizing side effects2, freeing resources and protocol the
sad event. Once the emergency has been handled, there are only two possible outcomes:
success or definite and safe failure.

All this is obvious, but who takes care of all this? Here's the answer: you can call a
component safely or unsafely. An unsafe call calls the callee directly with no emergency
handling in between. That is, caller and callee form a risk community: they succeed together
or they perish together. Risk communities grow by transitivity: if component a calls
component b unsafely then a and b belong to the same risk community.

Safe access to risk communities is provided by safety facades. The safety facade – a special
case of the well-known facade pattern [Gamma1995] – is in charge of emergency handling.
All emergencies detected within the risk community fly over all involved components and are
finally caught by the safety facade. This includes all runtime exceptions as well. Risk
communities must be designed carefully; all components belonging to the same community
share the same emergency handling mechanism. The safety facade provides the context the
risk community runs within. This architecture is quite opposed to the idea of plugged-in
emergency handlers.

Safety facades can and will usually be cascaded: emergencies are handled by the nearest
safety facade; the outcome (success or definite failure) would be reported to the calling
component which is free to consider the definite failure as an emergency or not: a batch
processing one million records would just protocol and skip unreadable records. So, at each
stage the emergency can either be masked or propagated to the next safety facade, job
abortion being the last resort at the outermost level (probably the main program).

What we are presenting can be considered as just a modern version of the trap mechanism
suggested in [Parnas1976].

VII.  Pre- and Postconditions

Pre- and postconditions are part of the contract between caller and callee (cf. [Meyer1995,
p.16]). This is an old idea: [Goodenough1975] discusses domain failures (some input
assertion is tested and not satisfied) and range failures (the operation fails to meet its output
assertion). In an ideal world, pre- and postconditions just hold – they must be valid, but in
practice one has to decide how to use them, how and where they are checked and what to do if
they don't hold.

                                                  
2 In practice, this is often done by a database rollback.



Preconditions are meant to protect the called component from illegal calls. They are stated in
terms of the input parameters and/or the component's state. It is a good idea to assume all
input parameters to be non-null as an implicit precondition and to allow null explicitly.

It is the caller's responsibility to make sure that all preconditions hold true. Thus, violated
preconditions are the caller's problem, not the callee's. The callee would just reject a call if at
least one precondition is violated. This is an emergency from the caller's point of view, but the
callee doesn't care.

We suggest using a simple class Reject, which throws a ViolatedPreconditionException:
public class ViolatedPreconditionException extends RuntimeException {

          public ViolatedPreconditionException(String message) {

              super(message);

          }

      }

public class Reject {

    public static void ifTrue(boolean condition, String message) {

       if (condition)

          throw new ViolatedPreconditionException(message);

    }

    // ifFalse, ifNull, now, ...

}

So you would code

public void foo(String s) {

    Reject.ifNull(s, ...);     // s must not be null

}

Preconditions must be designed carefully: weak preconditions mean more work for the called
method; strong preconditions more work for the caller. So, a square root function would
reject negative input values, but a matrix inversion would accept all non-null square matrices
regardless of their rank – if the caller had to compute the rank, it could invert the matrix as
well. The safety facade (cf. Chapter VI) – if present – catches all exceptions but the
ViolatedPreconditionException, which is passed unhandled to the calling component.

Postconditions are completely different from preconditions: postconditions protect the caller
against erroneous implementations. So, it is mainly the caller's interest to check
postconditions: the less confidence you have in a given implementation (e.g. when writing a
test driver) the keener you are on checking postconditions. The implementation itself is a bad
place for checking postconditions and leads to silly code like the following:

 int add(int a, int b) {

    int result = a + b;

    assert result == a + b;

    return result;

}

 
 
 



VIII.  Ten Rules

1. Have a clear distinction between emergencies and application errors.
2. Detect emergencies as early as possible.
3. Reject calls if there is a violated precondition.
4. Assume all input parameters to be non null by default.
5. Design risk communities accessed by safety facades.
6. Concentrate emergency handling in safety facades.
7. Let safety facades catch all exceptions but the ViolatedPreconditionException.
8. Report application errors using special return values (e.g. null) if possible. Use

checked exceptions otherwise.
9. Handle application errors immediately.
10. Don't use self implemented exception classes unless they are necessary for the control

flow.
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Analyzing Exception Usage in Large Java Applications 

Darrell Reimer  and   Harini Srinivasan 

                        IBM Research, 19 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne, NY, USA 10532 
{dreimer, harini}@us.ibm.com

Abstract. The Java programming language provides a way of identifying when 
semantic constraints of the program are violated using its exception mechanism. 
Whenever a semantic constraint in the program is violated, control flow is 
transferred from the point where the exception happened (throw site) to the 
point specified by the programmer (catch site). While this is indeed a robust 
and portable mechanism of handling semantic errors and exceptional program 
behavior, the mechanism is often misused and/or abused. In our experience 
working with large J2EE applications, we have encountered several inappropri-
ate exceptions usage patterns that have made maintainability of these applica-
tions extremely diff icult. Proper exception usage is necessary to minimize time 
from problem appearance to problem isolation and diagnosis.  This article dis-
cusses some common trends in the use of exceptions in large Java applications 
that make servicing and maintaining these long running applications extremely 
tedious.  The paper also proposes some solutions to avoid or correct these mis-
uses of exceptions. 

1   Introduction 

The Java Virtual Machine [12] uses exceptions to signal semantic errors in a pro-
gram. In particular, whenever a semantic error occurs, the JVM raises an exception. It 
is the responsibility of the application programmer to both (a) identify when such 
exceptions can happen, i.e., when semantic errors can happen and (b) catch these 
exceptions in a manner that helps identify them during program execution. Exceptions 
can also be used to remedy an incorrect execution behavior of the application.  

 
Proper handling of exceptions is extremely important to be able to manage and service 
large J2EE applications.  For example, consider a J2EE application that handles 
online banking transactions. Typically, the financial institution would like the applica-
tion to run in a 24x7 mode to be able to service their customers continuously. The cost 
of stopping and starting these applications is usually very high for these institutions. 
Given this scenario, if a failure happens during application program execution, it is 
extremely important to be able to quickly locate the point of failure. In particular, if an 
exception is not logged, once a failure occurs, additional logging must be added, the 
application restarted, and the problem must be reproduced. Restarting such 24x7 ap-
plications is highly undesirable. Most of the J2EE API methods whose execution can 



result in failures are designed to throw exceptions. Examples of such methods are 
those that result in interactions with other components of the application architecture, 
for example, database, network, LDAP etc. The most desirable programming practice 
that can help in tracing failure points is to catch the specific exceptions thrown by 
these methods and output some kind of log information indicating the failure. Logging 
the failure this way helps in understanding what happened during program execution 
later on.  However, in the large J2EE applications we have worked with, we noticed 
that this exception handling practice is not common.  

Before proceeding to talk about exception usage patterns in these applications, we 
give a brief overview of the exception mechanism in Java (Section 2). This section is 
not intended to be a tutorial of Java exceptions. The reader is advised to consult the 
Java language specif ication and the Java Virtual Machine specif ication for details on 
language and implementation semantics of Java exceptions. Section 3 discusses ex-
ceptions usage patterns in a handful of large J2EE applications we have worked with. 
This section is the primary contribution of this paper. In Section 4, we discuss ap-
proaches to solve this problem of improper exception handling. Section 5 discusses 
related work in the area of understanding exceptions usage in Java applications. 

2   Overview of Java Exceptions 

An exception can occur under one the following circumstances [11]: 
 

• An abnormal execution condition was synchronously detected by the JVM. 
For example, integer divide by zero, array out of bounds, out of memory er-
ror, loading or linking errors. 

• A throw statement was executed. 
• An asynchronous exception occurred because the stop method of class 

Thread was invoked or an internal JVM error occurred. 
 

The Java programming language defines class Throwable and allows the applica-
tion programmer to extend this class. The Throwable class and its subclasses are col-
lectively referred to as exception classes and instances of these classes are used to 
represent exceptions. Among these exceptions, all exceptions that are instances of  
class RunTimeException and its subclasses and exceptions that are instances of class 
Error and its subclasses need not be checked, i.e., these exceptions need not be explic-
itly handled by the application. All  other exceptions are checked exceptions and need 
to be explicitly handled in the program. The language provides the try  and catch  
clauses to define exception handlers. During the process of throwing an exception, the 
Java virtual machine abruptly completes, one by one, any expressions, statements, 
method and constructor invocations, initializers, and field initialization expressions 
that have begun but not completed execution in the current thread. This process con-
tinues until a handler is found that indicates that it handles that particular exception by 
naming the class of the exception or a superclass of the class of the exception. If no 
such handler is found, then the method uncaughtException is invoked for the 



ThreadGroup that is the parent of the current thread-thus every effort is made to avoid 
letting an exception go unhandled. [11]. The following is a simple try – catch combi-
nation:  

 
// in the main method:
try() {

foo();
} catch (MyException me) {

System.err.println(me);
} finally {

clearResources(); // code to close resources.
}

 
The method foo()  or one of its callees can potentially throw an exception of type 

MyException  (or a subclass of MyException ) .  MyException , in this case, is a 
checked Java exception. When such an exception is thrown, control is transferred 
from the call site of foo ()  to the beginning of the catch block and execution proceeds 
from that point on. When a method such as foo()  throws an exception, the signature 
of the method must advertise the specific exception(s) thrown. What happens inside 
the catch clause is still  up to the application programmer. It is possible that the 
exception is rethrown using a throw  statement, or the exception is logged or some 
code is executed or nothing at all happens. There is also the finally  clause to a try
statement. The semantics of the finally  block is that it is always executed. Whether 
a catch clause executes or not, the code within a finally  is always executed. In the 
above code snippet, the method clearResources() executes both when the program 
exhibits normal and exceptional control flow. The Java API itself defines a number of 
checked and unchecked exceptions.  

3. Exception usage in Large Java Applications 

From our experience working with large J2EE applications, we have observed the 
following exception usage patterns that have hindered the maintainability and service-
ability of these applications. All  these applications are “real-lif e” i.e., customer appli-
cations that have been deployed and in production. 

3.1 Swallowed Exceptions 

Exceptions should not be ignored through empty catch blocks.  In general, every path 
out of a catch{}  block should result in the exception being logged or the exception 
being re-thrown or have some kind of remedial code that remedies the exceptional 
execution behavior. If a handler block has neither logging code nor a rethrow, we refer 
to the corresponding exception as swallowed. The following is an example of a swal-
lowed exception:  
 

// example swallowed exception



try{
foo();

} catch (MyException me) {
}

 
where, there is no rethrow of an exception or some kind of logging code to record that 
the exception happened  within the catch block.  In one very large e-business customer 
application, the application code had ignored many exceptions, i.e., contained empty 
catch blocks without any logging information. Consequently, when such a system 
failed in production, it was extremely hard to track the cause of failures. Ignored ex-
ceptions severely impaired the effectiveness of monitoring systems in this application 
environment. For example, the application had a try block that had an SQL update in 
it.  The corresponding catch was empty. [An SQL update (executeUpdate())  
method call is part of the J2EE API to access the database component of  the applica-
tion. The method call  is usually implemented in a driver that interfaces with C code 
that exchanges information with the Database system, typically via sockets. ] In this 
case, if the update failed, there will  be no record of it for the application server.  

 
However, under certain circumstances, a catch block without any logging code or re-
throw is perfectly fine. These are usually cases where exception constructs are used to 
manage normal program control flow, or certain exceptions caught need not be 
logged, e.g., InterruptedException , or the catch  block contains remedial code. 
Listed below are a few examples:  

 
1. // example OK swallowed exception case

key = null;
try {

key = foo();
} catch (MyException me) { return key; }
return key;

 
In the above example, the value of variable key  is set to null  before the try  state-

ment. When foo()  throws an exception, the catch block executes but does not have to 
set the value of key  to be null  again. The exception thrown appears to be swallowed 
because of the absence of logging code or a throw statement within the catch block. 
Interestingly, in this example, if the programmer did not intend to use the try-catch for 
normal control flow, the calling method will  li kely see a NullPointerException  
that is not caught causing debugging nightmares. 
 

2. // example OK swallowed exception
try {

key = foo();
} catch(MyException me) {key = ValMaybeNull; }
return key;

In this example, a semantically valid assignment to the variable key occurs within the 
catch block which can potentially execute as normal program control flow. A variation 
of this example is when key  is initiali zed to null  prior to the try block and the han-
dler has no code in it. 



3. // example OK swallowed exception – remedial code

sentFlag = false;

while(!sentFlag){

for(int i=0; i<connectRetry && !sentFlag; i++){

try {

send_something();

if (success) sentFlag = true;

} catch (Exception ex){

Thread.currentThread().sleep(SLEEP_TIME);

retryCount=i; // used to track #failures

}

}
}

In the above example, taken from a real J2EE application, whenever a failure oc-
curs during the send, i.e., in method send_something(), an exception is thrown. 
The while  loop iterates until the method execution succeeds. This is an example 
where the exception causes remedial code to be executed. 

3.2 Single catch block for  mult iple exceptions 

If exceptions are caught in the same block, it should be possible to identify which 
exception was handled by the exception handler by the logging. However, several 
times, we have encountered  the following (undesirable) code in these applications: 

 
// exceptions are not handled individually
try {

foo();
bar();

} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println(“catching exception” + e);

}

The above example also points out the case where exceptions are subsumed. The 
following is preferred for debugging, where foo()  can throw the specific exception 
MyException  and bar()  can throw the exception MyException1 .  

 
try {

foo();
bar();

} catch (MyException me) {
System.out.println(“MyException raised “ + me);

} catch (MyException1 me1) {
System.out.println(“MyException1 raised “ + me1);

}

 
Within a try block, exceptions of the same type should not be raised at multiple pro-
gram points.  If not, it will  be difficult to identify within the catch block which pro-
gram point (call site) raised the exception resulting in debugging diff iculties. For ex-
ample, 



 
// multiple program points raising same exception
try{

foo();
bar();
Object obj = baz();

} catch (MyException me1) {
System.out.println(“me1 raised by bar”);

} catch (MyException me) {
System.out.println(“me raised by baz or foo”);

}

where both methods foo()  and baz()  can throw an exception of type MyExcep-
tion .
Likewise, if an exception is being re-thrown, the application should avoid mapping 
multiple exceptions to the same exception since this hides problem sources from de-
buggers. 

3.3 Exceptions not handled at appropr iate level 

Another coding pattern that makes debugging difficult is when exceptions are not 
handled close to the source of the exception.  If exceptions are propagated a long way 
up the call chain, the error message and handling will  become less meaningful and 
debugging much more diff icult.  

3.4 Log verbosity in catch blocks 

A common coding style in a handler that can do as much harm as good is: 
log(“some exception happened”);
e.printStackTrace();

For example, consider a system under a load surge – some resource in the system 
becomes overloaded, and temporarily fails, resulting in several exceptions getting 
thrown.  Normally, this would just affect the requesting users, but if the exception 
handling is overly heavy (e.g. lots of I/O, and getting the stack trace), it just adds more 
load to the system, causing a cascading failure that feeds on itself .  

3.5 Application Statistics 

The table below shows some statistics on a handful of J2EE applications that we ana-
lyzed. The results show the number of swallowed exceptions as defined in this section, 
after filtering out cases that have return  statements in the catch blocks and catch 
blocks that do not have to log exception information. The applications A1-A5 listed in 
this table are all J2EE customer applications and hence the names are hidden. The 
application PetStore is a J2EE sample application published by Sun Microsystems. 
The #classes, #methods and #handlers columns report the numbers in just the applica-
tion code, not including the J2EE and J2SE libraries. The last row shows the results 
on JDK1.3.1 rt.jar J2SE library classes. 



 
 

Applica-
tion 

# classes #methods #handlers #swallowed #after fil -
tering 

A1 1724 19387 9951 182 162 
A2 781 8509 492 74 35 
A3 666 9355 16770 80 47 
A4 1151 10458 3373 97 27 
A5 2202 30964 16215 444 350 
PetStore 353 2001 428 22 11 
rt.jar 5484 46723 3670 974 723 
 
The following table gives additional results on false positives for some of the applica-
tions, i.e., what goes on inside the handlers for some of the applications: 
Applica-
tion 

#handlers # handlers 
with calls 

#handlers with 
re-throws  

#handlers with 
loads/stores 

A1 9951 9363 0 27 
A4 3373 3119 0 18 
A5 16215 15487 0 54 
PetStore 428 372 0 1 
rt.jar 3670 2242 0 77 
 
Note that a majority of the handlers had calls in them and in the applications we ana-
lyzed, we did not come across exception re-throws. When we examined application 
A1 in more detail and looked at the calls made inside the handlers, we noticed that a 
majority of these calls were not to logging code, but calls to application code doing 
business logic of some kind.  

4. Approaches to handle the problem 

How can exception handling be made more effective? Most of the J2EE API methods 
require the programmer writing these applications to enclose the methods in try – 
catch blocks. It appears the kinds of improper exception handling that we discussed in 
the previous section happens due to lack of rigor in writing these applications. For 
example, consider an application method that (1) gets a database connection using the 
javax.sql.DataSource.getConnection()  call , (2) creates one or more data-
base SQL statements using java.sql.Connection.createStatement()  (3) 
executes the SQL statements created (that may be updates or queries to the database) 
using the java.sql.Statement.executeUpdate()  or 
java.sql.Statement.executeQuery()  methods and, (4) finally processes the 
results from the database using the java.sql.ResultSet  interface methods. Almost 
all of these methods throw SQLException.  It is tempting for the application devel-
oper (who does not practice rigor) to either (a) enclose all these methods within a 
single try – catch  block that catches an SQLException  or, (b) enclose each of the 



above method calls in a try – catch  block that catches an SQLException,  but the 
handlers do not log any information. We have encountered both these coding patterns 
in the applications we have worked with. As mentioned in the previous section, both 
these exception coding patterns make debugging an exceptional condition during 
program execution extremely tedious.  A log of which of the database operations 
caused the exception to occur will  be extremely helpful in debugging not only the 
application on the Java side, but also any database errors. 

Several approaches are possible to handle this “bad coding practice” problem: 
!" The programming environment (an integrated development environment, IDE) 

automatically inserts try – catch blocks for method calls whose signature has the 
throws  clause in it. In addition, such an IDE could also insert a default print 
method call  that logs some (minimal) information about the exception being 
caught by the handler. This approach saves a lot of trouble on the programmer’s 
side and also reminds the programmer to log exceptions. However, a drawback of 
this approach is that, in cases where the try – catch block is used to capture nor-
mal control flow (see examples in Section 2), the programmer has to explicitly 
undo some of the operations of the IDE. While one could argue that try – catch – 
finally is used for normal control flow only rarely, when actually used,  undoing 
the work of the IDE can be annoying to the developer. 

!" Another approach is to statically analyze the application program and point out 
program points in the application where exception handling has not been imple-
mented properly. For example, check the application for swallowed exceptions, 
multiple exceptions handled by a single catch block, catch block not catching the 
exact exception thrown but it’s supertype etc. Such an analyzer can be integrated 
as part of an IDE that checks for bad coding patterns. This is the approach that we 
have used in our tool called SABER. SABER does static program analysis (con-
trol and data flow) to check for many bad coding patterns, including swallowed 
exceptions and handlers catching supertype exceptions. The tool is integrated into 
the WebSphere Studio development environment and reports messages to the 
programmer in a manner within this IDE that links the error message to the pro-
gram point where the bad coding pattern appears. 

!" Finally, is it possible for the JVM to provide more information? Typically, when 
an exception is thrown, the JVM dumps a stack trace. However, if the exception 
is  rethrown within the catch block, the stack trace will  include method calls only 
from the point where the exception was actually caught. Another factor prohibit-
ing debugging of exceptions is when the JIT is on. Most JVMs do not provide 
line number information in the stack trace when the method has been JIT-
compiled. The optimizing compiler should keep track of this information and 
convey the line number of the method invoked that caused the exception to occur. 
This approach will still not be able to provide any other logging information other 
than the stack trace, which is not always suff icient in debugging the problem. 



5. Related Work 

Several research papers have looked into proper handling of exceptions and have 
studied the control flow aspects of exceptions. Robillard and Murphy [5][6] describe 
their tool called Jex that can be used to illustrate to the programmer the structure of 
exceptions in application code. Based on the exception control fl ow, the programmer 
will  be able to identify program points where exceptions are caught accidentally, error 
handling procedures are not being followed or finer-grained recovery code can be 
added in the program. Jex analyzes exception control flow and identif ies exception 
subsumption, i.e., wherever a precise exception is not raised, and unhandled excep-
tions. By presenting the resulting information to the application programmer, the tool 
allows the developer to encode handlers for exception types that are missing, there by 
increasing the robustness of the code. Our work is along the same lines as Robillard 
and Murphy’s and, we look at a wider range of exception usage issues including sub-
sumed and  unhandled exceptions within method bodies.  We also present results of 
exception usage on large real-li fe applications that are typically developed by multiple 
development organizations and hence exhibit varying coding styles and conventions. 
Ryder et al [10] describe another static analysis tool, JESP, for examining the usage of 
exceptions. The paper provides empirical results of exception usage on Java bench-
marks and discusses the implications of the results on compiler optimizations.  We 
have observed that not all the empirical results (#exception constructs (try, catch, 
finally), distance between the throw and the corresponding catch, prevalence of user-
defined and Java-defined exceptions, #exception classes and the shape of the excep-
tion hierarchy) apply to larger Java applications that we have analyzed.  
A number of  other papers talk about control flow representations of programs written 
in languages that support exceptions: the Marmot compiler [9], and Choi et al [4]  for 
Java, the Vortex compiler [3] that supports Modula-3, Java and the Cecil languages,  
Chatterjee et al [8] that talks about modeling exceptions in an interprocedural control 
flow graph. Another paper that raises issues related to flow analysis of Java programs 
in presence of exceptions talks about instruction scheduling in presence of these con-
structs [7]. 
Stevens [1,2] studies exception control flow in Java programs and the negative impact 
of this type of control flow on compiler driven optimizations. He also discusses ap-
proaches to reducing this effect using static, whole program analysis on the byte code 
representation of Java programs. 
Romanovsky and Sander [13] talk about misusing exception handling in Ada pro-
grams that have a lot in common with how exceptions are misused in Java.   
Miller and Tripathi [14] discuss how object-oriented techniques interact with excep-
tion handling and which OO features conflict with current exception handling mecha-
nisms.  
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1 Introduction

In this discussion, exception handling is treated purely as a control-flow mech-
anism versus a class-specific or a software-engineering mechanism [7]. From the
perspective of control-flow, routine and exceptional transfers can be character-
ized by two properties: 1) static/dynamic call, where the routine/exception
name at the call/raise is either looked up statically or dynamically, and 2)
static/dynamic return, where completion of a routine/handler returns to its
static or dynamic context; resulting in the following language capabilities:

call/raise
return/handled static dynamic

static sequel termination
dynamic routine/member resumption

While several main-stream object-oriented programming languages (OOPL)
provide exception handling mechanisms (EHM), e.g. Ada, C++, Modula-3, Java,
C#, to deal with ancillary control flow, the EHM is disjoint from the object
paradigm. This position paper reexamines previous ideas for binding exceptions
to objects, as well as suggesting some extensions to these ideas.

2 Bound Exceptions

Most EHMs usually rely on only the exception type to find a matching handler.
For example, the exception FileErr raised during a file operation is caught by any
handler for FileErr. The problem is the lack of connection between the exception
and the object raising the exception. This lack of specificity makes it difficult to
distinguish among multiple files in a catch clause when one file raises an excep-
tion, which may be crucial to correct handling. Hence, matching only by type is
insufficient in complex situations, and especially in object-oriented systems. For
example, in the left example of Figure 1, FileErr exceptions can be raised by the
doWrite method of logFile, dataFile and tmpFile. For the matching-by-type strat-
egy, all exceptions are handled by a single unbound handler, regardless of which
object actually causes the error (note, SpecialFileErr is derived from FileErr). In
many circumstances, it is unlikely that errors from three different file objects
can be uniformly handled by a single handler. When appropriate, it should be
possible to use a separate handler for each file object raising an exception.
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class FileErr { . . . };
class SpecialFileErr : FileErr { . . . };
class File {

void doWrite() {
. . . throw FileErr(); . . .

}
};
class SpecialFile : public File {

virtual void doWrite() {
. . . throw SpecialFileErr(); . . .

}
};
File logFile;
File dataFile;
SpecialFile tmpFile;
try { . . . logFile.doWrite(); . . .

. . . dataFile.doWrite(); . . .

. . . tmpFile.doWrite(); . . .
} catch( FileErr ) { . . . }

procedure BoundExceptions is
generic package File is

FileErr : exception;
procedure doWrite;

end File;
package body File is

procedure doWrite is
begin . . . raise FileErr; . . .
end doWrite;

end File;
package dataFile is new File;
package logFile is new File;
begin

. . . dataFile.doWrite; . . .

. . . logFile.doWrite; . . .
exception

when dataFile.FileErr => . . .
when logFile.FileErr => . . .

end BoundExceptions;

Fig. 1. Unbound (C++) versus Bound (Ada) Exception Matching

From an object-oriented standpoint, the conventional matching-by-type han-
dling of exceptions is inconsistent. Objects are the main components in an object-
oriented software design, and their actions determine program behaviour. Hence,
an exceptional situation is (usually) the result of an object’s action, suggest-
ing the object responsible may need to be associated with the catching. While
prior discussion exists on associating objects with exceptions for Ada [3], C[2],
Lisp [8], Smalltalk [4] and Beta [5], none of this work has had an effect on
main-stream OOPLs. Therefore, it is important to strongly reiterate this cru-
cial object-oriented exception-handling design objective. This discussion focuses
almost exclusively on this specific point.

For example, Ada has a partial solution by binding an exception to a pack-
age instance, so the same exception originating from different instances can be
handled separately. In the right example of Figure 1, the FileErr exception is
declared inside the generic package File. Pseudo-objects are created for both
instances of File, i.e., dataFile and logFile. Then it is possible in the handler
to bind the FileErr exception with dataFile and logFile using the dot-notation.
Matching during propagation now uses both the exception type and the object
raising the exception. However, Ada disallows an unbound version of FileErr in a
generic package, precluding the ability to handle some cases as instance specific
and others by a general handler. While Lisp/Smalltalk/Beta can mimic bound
exceptions, it is done through mechanisms that do not or cannot exist in main-
stream statically-typed OOPLs, e.g., continuations, dynamic typing, reflection,
runtime compilation, virtual-machine. But most importantly, mimicking is a pro-
gramming convention versus a language construct; we strongly believe this is a
situation in which it is necessary to cast a convention into a specific construct,
to ensure correct usage and for efficiency.
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The following example construct for binding objects and exceptions is in-
spired by the Ada example:

try { . . . logFile.doWrite(); . . .
. . . dataFile.doWrite(); . . .
. . . tmpFile.doWrite(); . . .

} catch( logFile.FileErr ) {. . .} // bound
catch( dataFile.FileErr ) {. . .} // bound
catch( FileErr ) {. . .} // unbound

The dot-notation is an extension to the catch argument, where catch( object .
exception-type ) only matches if the raised exception is of type exception-type

and bound to object. This syntax is backwards-compatible but unusual as the
second operand of the dot-operator is a type rather than a field of an object.
Notice that exceptions from logFile and dataFile are handled by bound handlers,
while exceptions from tmpFile are still handled by an unbound handler. Finally,
the exception raise has to be extended to transfer an object/exception pair in
the event. Initially, it is assumed the object used at the raise is fixed during
propagation, called static binding (see Section 5 for dynamic binding).

3 Static Bound Exceptions

Attempts are often made to simulate static-bound exceptions; however, we claim
these simulations are either unsatisfactory or incomplete. A simple simulation
is to embed each operation in its own try-block so each error condition can
be handled individually. However, because the try-block is so tight around the
method call, nonlocal error-handling is impossible, i.e., error handling at outer
scope levels. Additionally, since block positioning determines automatic storage
allocation and execution control, it is often impossible to achieve an equiva-
lent simulation. An intermediate approach is to only support bound exceptions
among classes rather than the more general case of objects, while retaining the
ability to have unbound handling by deriving class-specific exceptions from an
unbound exception type. That is, matching is based on the type of object that
raised the exception and the exception type. This approach provides discrim-
ination among classes in bound matching, and may be accomplished with no
language extensions. However, besides the restriction to only class-bound excep-
tions, there are several major disadvantages, such as the large number of required
exception types and a restriction to languages supporting exception inheritance.

The most advanced approach to mimic bound exceptions is through the
“catch and reraise” approach [1, §6.4]. The parameter mechanism is used to
pass the “bound value” from the raise to the catch site, such as the object’s id
(most likely its address), and this association can be interpreted as a binding
relationship. In C++, the latter can be done by introducing an attribute into
the exception class (left example in Figure 2). After catching the exception, the
passed value can be compared to the desired binding; if equal, the exception can
be handled, otherwise it is reraised. This solution is now able to differentiate be-
tween exceptions raised by logFile and those raised by dataFile, which is a major
advance over class-specific exception types. On the other hand, this approach
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class BoundException {
public:
void * origin; // object́ s ID/address
BoundException(void * p) : origin(p) {}

};
class FileErr : BoundException { . . . };
class SpecialFileErr : FileErr { . . . };
. . .
try { . . . logFile.doWrite(); . . .

. . . dataFile.doWrite(); . . .

. . . tmpFile.doWrite(); . . .
} catch( FileErr e ) {

if (e.origin == &logFile) { . . .
} else if (e.origin == &dataFile) { . . .
} else if (e.origin == &tmpFile) { . . .
} else throw; // reraise

}

try { . . . logFile.doWrite(); . . .
. . . dataFile.doWrite(); . . .
. . . tmpFile.doWrite(); . . .

} catch( SpecialFileErr e ) {
if ( e.origin == &tmpFile ) { . . .
} else throw; // reraise

} catch( FileErr e ) {
if (e.origin == &logFile) { . . .
} else if (e.origin == &dataFile) { . . .
} else if (e.origin == &tmpFile) { . . .
else throw; // reraise

}

Fig. 2. Catch and Reraise / Reraise Anomaly

increases the program’s complexity by adding additional data and code to the
exception handling process. In particular, a programmer must follow the strict
convention of inheriting from BoundException, and manually checking the binding
information after catching the exception and reraising it if there is no handler for
that binding. Following such a convention is always unreliable and error-prone.
As well, there are situations in which the “catch and reraise” approach does not
work. In the right example of Figure 2, a SpecialFileErr bound to tmpFile is to
be handled, or a FileErr bound to logFile, dataFile, or tmpFile (note SpecialFileErr
inherits from FileErr). If tmpFile raises a SpecialFileErr exception, the first catch
matches and the handler is executed correctly. If one of logFile or dataFile raises
a SpecialFileErr exception, the first catch also matches but the binding fails, and
therefore, the exception is reraised. However, because a catch clause has already
been matched for the guarded block, the reraise cannot perform further match-
ing on the lexically following catch clauses of the same try-block. Thus, the
“catch and reraise” strategy cannot reach the second catch clause, which would
otherwise match and handle the exception. This behaviour does not match the
usual semantics of exception handling and that necessary for bound exceptions,
is counter-intuitive, and results in control flow that is difficult to predict.

By using a complex programming transformation, it is possible to eliminate
the reraise anomaly [6]. The approach splits related catch-clauses into differ-
ent (nested) try-blocks, but since the order of catch clauses is important, the
catch clauses lexically following a related one must also go into the containing
try-block. While try-block splitting can mimic bound exceptions with conven-
tional exception handling, the conversion is complicated and can produce large
amounts of additional code. As for the other simulations, it is unreasonable to
rely on programmers to follow complex conventions to achieve a sophisticated
programming concept. Therefore, if bound exceptions are a desirable feature, it
is necessary to implement them as part of the language.
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4 Bound Exception Design

There are multiple issues in designing bound exceptions: where and how bound
exceptions are defined, and the object binding during exception propagation.

With respect to bound exception definition, there are multiple approaches
in languages like C++. Probably the best mechanism is specifying the binding
as part of the handler or the raise, giving four possible combinations of un-
bound/bound catching/raising:

unbound raise bound raise

unbound catch 1) unbound 2) unbound
bound catch 3) not handled 4) bound

Case 1) is the catch and raise are unbound, which is conventional exception
handling with unbound handler matching. Case 2) is an unbound catch and
a bound raise, so the handler is not object-specific. The unbound catch-clause
can handle all exceptions of that type, both unbound and bound. Hence, the
bound exception is handled by an unbound handler. Case 3) is a bound catch
and an unbound raise, but the bound catch-clause cannot handle this exception
because it is unbound. Case 4) is a bound catch and a bound raise (to the same
object), so the catch clause is able to provide an object-specific handler and the
exception is handled as a bound exception. It is possible to simplify the table
(eliminate column 1), with only minor loss in functionality, by defining all raises
to be bound, i.e., always include the object raising the exception as part of the
exception event. In this design, no functionality is lost between Case 1) and Case
2), as both perform an unbound catch. However, the functionality of Case 3) is
eliminated as there is always a binding at the raise, which may be a null binding
value (see below). Now the binding decision is made solely in the catch clause.
The positive consequence of this design decision is that legacy code, which does
not know about bound exceptions, continues to work after replacing all raises by
bound ones (possibly by recompiling). A negative consequence is that all raises
now require additional memory for the binding information and time to store
the binding information, regardless of whether the binding information is used.
However, the space/time overhead is not an issue because the space is small and
exceptions normally occur infrequently.

The selection of the binding object seems obvious, i.e., the object responsible
for the raise, which precludes raising an exception bound to a different object
(e.g., throw logFile.FileErr); such a possibility would weaken an object’s control.
For special cases, such as non-member routines and static class-members, the
binding value can be set to null. Hence, if a programmer does not want an
exception to have a direct binding, the exception can be raised indirectly in a
static-member routine.

Interestingly, extending the concept of bound exceptions to resumption prop-
agation is straight-forward since there are no differences during propagation with
respect to matching between termination and resumption exceptions. Nonlocal
propagation among coroutines/tasks (i.e., propagation across execution-stacks)
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is possible by extending the object binding. The previous binding rule is inappro-
priate for nonlocal exceptions because the object raising the nonlocal exception
in a coroutine/task may not be meaningful or even known in the target corou-
tine/task, and a nonlocal exception can essentially happen anytime, anywhere.
A better solution for nonlocal exceptions is to bind to the raising coroutine/task,
so it appears the exception emanates from it. For the case where a coroutine or
task does not care about the specific tasks sending it nonlocal exceptions, e.g.,
clients communicating with a server, it is possible to process the exceptions using
unbound handlers.

5 Dynamic Bound Exceptions

The problem with static binding is that the object raising the exception may be
a local variable or argument of a block. Therefore, once the exception propagates
outside of the declaring block, the binding object may disappear or be invisible.
This issue can be solved in many cases if the exception changes its binding during
propagation at each object it traverses through, called dynamic binding. These
cases are illustrated in the left example of Figure 3. Assume the declaration of
db either passes a file for initializing variable DB::f or DB::f is created as a local
variable. In either case, routine DB_ Manager::flush does not know about this file
object (especially when separately compiled). Now the catch clause inside commit
is within the scope of f, so it can catch any exceptions raised by f. However, the
attempted catches in flush are syntactically or semantically incorrect. The first
catch is syntactically incorrect since f is invisible inside the scope of flush (unless
coincidentally there is an f variable in the current scope, which would result in
a difficult to locate error). The second catch is semantically incorrect since db
does not raise the bound exception FileErr, so this catch is never matched. While
these catch clauses are wrong, logically the user is trying to do the correct thing.
That is, catch the specific FileErr exception associated with its operation (flush),
but not catch FileErr exceptions associated with other operations, which might be
handled at a higher level of abstraction. In fact, the catch clause catch(db.FileErr)
is probably what a user really wants to write, as db exists in the current scope
and (from a logical point of view) is responsible for raising the exception. This
catch clause works for dynamic binding because the binding object changes from
f to db when exception propagation terminates the call to commit. The right side
of Figure 3 visualizes the binding change during stack unwinding when dynamic
binding is used during propagation. In fact, we have identified cases where a user
may need both static and dynmaic binding to correctly handle an exception, and
with extra syntax it is possible to support both.

6 Conclusion

Bound exceptions truly incorporate exception handling into the object-oriented
design process. The ability to associate exceptions with objects strengthens the
relationship between an exception and the object responsible for its raise. This
feature creates more powerful exception handling capabilities, contributing to
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class DB {
File [&]f; // parameter or local
public: void commit() {

try { f.doWrite(); // raises FileErr
} catch( f.FileErr ) {. . .} // OK

}
};
void DB_ Manager::flush( DB &db ) {

try { db.commit();
} catch( f.FileErr ) {. . .}

catch( db.FileErr ) {. . .}
}
DB db(. . .);
class Driver {

public: static void run() {
DB_ Manager dbman;
dbman.flush( db );

}
};

do_write()

commit()

flush()

run()

Stack

f

db

dbman

Driver::run()

???

bound object

f

f

db

dbman

dbman

Fig. 3. Dynamic Binding

building more robust software. We believe this capability cannot be simulated in
most OOPLs, and hence, requires a language construct. This work discusses two
kinds of bound exceptions: static and dynamic. While some form of static binding
has been discussed previously, this discussion extends static binding and presents
dynamic binding as an interesting addition. As well, identifying that both kinds
of bound exceptions can coexist and that each provides distinct capabilities to
allow a user precise control in matching exceptions is an important idea.
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1 Intr oduction

Thedesignersof futurelanguageswill needto decidewhetherto includeexceptionsin theirnew languages.
If they decideexceptionsarewarranted,they mustthenconsiderwhatexceptionsrepresent: astructurefor
controlflow, astructurefor handling abnormal,unpredictablesituations,or somethingin-between.Finally,
thesyntaxandmeaningof exceptionsmustbeconsidered.

The syntaxof exceptionmechanismsis important:syntaximpactshow programcodelooks and is
comprehended,it influencesthe designandrealizationof algorithms,andit affectsthe mannerin which
programmershandleunusualcasesand unexpectedconditions (what we’ll call “errors”), thus indirectly
impactssoftwarereliability. While thesyntaxof exceptionmechanisms is thefacemostprogrammerssee,
their semanticsis what tool developersandlanguagetheoreticiansmustwrestlewith. In general,a small,
elegantsemanticsis desired byall parties.

An excellentway to considerhow to designa featurelike exceptionsin futurelanguagesis to analyze
theirdesignin today’s languages.Theanalysisof exceptionsin niche,historical,or researchlanguageslike
Ada, PL/I, andCLU canreveala gemor two, but perhapsmorecanbegainedby examiningthecontrary
viewpointsthatexist in two modernlanguages.

The programminglanguagesJava andEiffel offer two opposingviewpoints in the designanduseof
exceptions.A detailedanalysisof exceptionsin thesetwo languages:their languagedesign,formal spec-
ification andvalidation,core library use,andnon-technical“social” pressures,canhelp future language
creatorsdesigntheir own exceptionmechanisms.

2 LanguageDesign

Languagedesignonly partiallyinfluencestheuseof exceptions,andconsequently, themannerin whichone
handlespartialandtotal failuresduringsystemexecution.Theothermajor influenceareexamplesof use,
typically in corelibrariesandcodeexamplesin technicalbooks,magazinearticles,andonlinediscussion
forums.

This latter “social” effect is clearlyseenin theuseof exceptionsin Java andEiffel, aswe will discuss
in Section5.

Exceptionsin Javaaredesignedto beusedascontrolstructures.This is alsotrue ofexceptionsin most
othermodernprogramminglanguagesincludingAda,C++,Modula-3,ML and OCaml,Python,andRuby.

Eiffel’s exceptions,on the otherhand,aredesignedto representandhandleabnormal,unpredictable,
erroneoussituations.The languagesC#, CommonLisp, and Modula-21 usethis generalmeaningfor ex-
ceptionsaswell.

1 NotethatModula-2did notoriginally have exceptions;their additioncauseda greatdealof controvery throughthe
early1990s(i.e.,,compare[12] to [13]). Seehttp://cs.ru.ac.za/homes/cspt/sc22wg13.htmfor a historicaldiscussion
of such.



2.1 Java

Exceptionsin Javaareusedto modelerroneouscircumstances.They alwaysindicatesituationsthatshould
not bewitnessedduringa typical executionof a program.Most Java exceptionsaremeantto bedealtwith
at runtime—justbecauseanexceptionis thrown doesnot meanthattheprogrammustexit.

Java’s exceptionsare representedby classeswhich inherit from the abstractclassjava.lang.-
Throwable . They aregenericallycalledthrowablesbecauseraisinganexceptionis Java is accomplished
with thethrow keyword.

Java’sthrowablesareoneof twodisjointtypes:uncheckedexceptionsorcheckedexceptions. Theformer
inherit from eithertheclassjava.lang.RuntimeExcept ion or theclassjava.lang.Error , the
latterinherit from java.lang.Exception [4, Section11.2].

Java’s Checked Exceptions If a methodcanraisea checkedexception,thecheckedexceptiontype must
bespecifiedas part ofthesignatureof amethod.Thethrows keyword is usedto designatesuch.A client
of a methodwhosesignatureincludesanexceptionE (i.e., themethodstates“ throws E”) musteither
handleE with acatch expression,or theclientalsomustdeclarethatit canthrow E.

Checked exceptionsaremainly usedto characterizefailure conditionsfor method invocations,like a
file not being readableor a buffer overflowing. Not all erroneousconditionsin Java are representedby
exceptionsthough.Many methodreturnspecialvalues,encodedasconstantfield of related classes,which
indicatefailure.Thisbringsusto thefirst key pointof thispaper:

Exceptionsshouldhavea uniform, consistentinformal semanticsfor thedeveloper.

Thestateof Javawith regardto pointoneis poor. While someattempthasobviouslybeenmadeto use
exceptionsonly for truly unexpectedincidences,therearenumerousexamplesof inconsistentuse(e.g.,
ArrayStoreException , FileNotFoundException , andNotSerializableException ).

Examplesof commoncheckedexceptionsthatarepart ofmany methodsignaturesincludeIOExcep-
tion andInterruptedException .

Java’s UncheckedExceptions Uncheckedexceptionsareeitherruntimeexceptionsor errors.
Runtimeexceptionsareconditionsthatcanrarely(but potentially)befixedat runtime,andthusarenot

errors.ExamplesincludeArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExce ption , ClassCastException , andNull-
PointerException .

Errorsindicateseriousproblemswith which mostapplicationsshould not try to deal.Most errorsin-
dicateabnormalconditionswith either the operatingenvironmentor the programstructure.Examplesof
errorsareAssertionError , NoSuchMethodError , StackOverflowError , andOutOfMem-
oryError .

2.2 Exceptionsin Eiffel

Thefundamentalprinciple in Eiffel is thata routinemusteithersucceedor fail: eitherit fulfills its contract
or it doesnot. It the lattercaseanexceptionis alwaysraised[9, 8]. Thus,exceptionsare,by design,to be
usedin Eiffel exclusively to signalwhenacontractis broken.

Exceptionsarenotspecifiedas part ofthetypesignatureof aroutine,norarethey mentionedin routine
contracts.In fact, thereis no way to determineif a routinecanraisean exceptionotherthanthroughan
inspectionof theroutine’s code,andall thecodeonwhich it depends.

Eiffel exceptionsarerepresentedby INTEGER andSTRING values;thereareno exceptionclasses2.
Exceptionsthatarepart ofthelanguagedefinitionarerepresentedby INTEGER values,developer-defined
exceptionsby STRING values3. This limited andnon-uniformrepresentationof exceptionsbringsus to
thesecondkey point:

2 Eiffel classnamesarealwayscapitalized.
3 Earlierversionsof the Eiffel languagestandardpermitteddeveloper-definedintegerexceptionvalues,but thisseems

to no longerbethecase.It is unclearwhenand why thischangewasmade.



Exceptionsshouldhavea uniform representation,
andthat representationshouldbeamendableto refinement.

Eiffel’sexceptionshave two representations,causingsomedesignimpedancewhendealingwith them.
Additionally, becausethey arebasicvaluesandnot objects,they have no internalsemantics beyond that
whichcanbeexpressedin ahelperroutine,whichnecessarilycannotbefoolproofbecauseof therepresen-
tationoverloadingin effect.

Contract Failur e Contractscanbeviolatedin severalways,all of which areconsideredfaults, but only
someof whichareunderprogrammercontrol.

Operatingenvironmentproblems,suchasrunningoutof memory, areonesituationin whichexceptions
are signaled.In these casesa contractcan fail, but not necessarilybecausethe caller or the calleedid
somethingwrong.

Certainly, intentionallyallocatingtoo muchmemory, or otherwise usingan extraordinaryamountof
systemresources,is thefault of theprogram.But suchsituationsaremoremaliciousthantypical.

Softwareinfrastructurefailurescancauseexceptions. Some operating systemsignalsraisean excep-
tion. Failuresin non-Eiffel librariesthatareusedby anEiffel applicationcancauseexceptionsaswell. For
example,Eiffel programsthat link with Microsoft Windows COM componentscanwitness anexception
specificto COM routinefailure.Eiffel programsthatuseUNIX librariescanseeanexceptionwhich indi-
catesthatanexternallibrary failedbut did notsettheerrno systemvariable.A floatingpoint exception
is raisedonsomearchitectureswhenadivisionby zerois attempted.

But mostexceptionsusedin Eiffel arenot dueto externalfactors,but insteadareassertionviolations
or developerexceptions, bothof whichareusedto indicateprogramerrors.

If assertioncheckingis enabledduringcompilation,assertionviolationscauseanexceptionto beraised.
Theseexceptionsareclassifiedaccordingto thetypeof assertionthathasbeenviolated.

The check instruction,which is equivalent to C’s or Java’s assert construct,causea Check -
instruction exceptionto beraised.A Loop variant exceptionis anotherassertionviolation; it is
raisedwhena loopvariantdoes notmonotonicallydecreaseduringloopexecution.

Violatingacontract,eitherby failing to fulfil l aclassinvariant,amethodpreconditionor postcondition,
or a loop invariant,is thefinal kindof exception.Contractviolationsfall into two categories: thosethatare
thefault of theclient of a class,and thosethatarethefault of thesupplierof a class.Theclassificationof
anexceptionis determinedby thecontext of thefailureduringprogramexecution.

If a contractis brokenat thetime a methodis called,regardlessof whetherthecaller is anotherobject
or thecurrentobject(in thecaseof acallback,or theuseof theretry keyword,seebelow), thenthefault
lieswith thecaller.

Exactlyonekind of exception,calledVoid call target , canbethefault of eitherthecalleror the
callee.If amethodis invokedonanobjectreferencewith valueVoid , aVoid call target is raised.If
thecallersetthevalue to Void , or did notcheckthereferenceprior to makingtheinvocationattempt,then
thefault lies with thecaller. In situationswherethereferencewasobtainedvia a routinecall, eithervia a
formalparameteror a returnvalue,andthevalueis Void , thefault lieswith thecallee,asthespecification
of theroutineis not strongenoughto eliminatethepossibilityof theVoid value.

Theuniform designfor assertionviolation signalingwith exceptionin Eiffel is contrary to thatwhich
exists in Java. Several toolsexist to permit the formal specificationof contractfor Java code.We usethe
excellentJML tool suite[7]. Unfortunately, becauseassertionviolation semanticsis soprimitive in Java,
thereis nouniformity of exceptionsacrossdifferentassertiontoolsandspecificationlanguages.Thisbrings
usto point three:

If exceptionsareusedto representassertionfailure, their designandsemantics
shouldbeincorporatedinto thecore languagespecification.

Theusersof thesetoolshavesufferedtremendouslybecausethecreatorsof Java ignoredthiskey point
in languagedesign.



2.3 Comparing Eiffel’ s Exceptionsto Java’s UncheckedExceptions

Eiffel’s exceptionsand Java’s unchecked exceptionsare exclusively focusedon unexpected, erroneous
behavior thatanapplicationshouldnot try to handle.Thus,onewouldexpecteveryEiffel exceptionto map
to asingleJavauncheckedexception.This is not thecase.

Someof Eiffel’s built-in exceptiontypesareequivalent to standardchecked exceptionsin Java. For
example,Eiffel’s Io exception , Runtime io exception , andRetrieve exception aresemi-
equivalentto IOException andsomeof its children.

A numberof uncheckedexceptionsareequivalentto standardEiffel exceptions.For example,Void -
call target is equivalentto NullPointerException , andFloating point exception is
equivalentto ArithmeticException .

Finally, somechildrenof java.lang.Error areequivalentto theremainingEiffel exceptions:As-
sertionError isequivalentto thesetof specification-centricEiffel exceptions(Check instruction ,
Class invariant , Loop invariant , Loop variant , Postcondition , andPrecondition ),
andNo more memory is equivalentto OutOfMemoryError andStackOverflowError .

Missing Mappings Severalexceptionsthatexist in eachlanguagehavenopeerin theotherlanguage.
Rescue exception hasno mapping,as Java doesnot performany specialhandlingof exceptions

thrown in a finally clause.
An equivalent for Signal exception is not part of the core Java languageas Java’s definition

focusesonmultiplatformdevelopmentandnotall platformshavesignals4. TheEiffel languagespecification
statesthatsuchsystem-specificexceptionsshouldbecontainedin system-specificclasses,but nocompilers
implementthis suggestion.

An errorlikeVoid assigned to expanded is notpossiblein Javaas Javahasnoexpandedtypes
andthetypesystemprohibitsassignmentof void to built-in typeslike int andboolean .

The Eiffel literatureclaims that Eiffel hasno casting(cf., [10, page194], thusthereis no equivalent
to Java’s ClassCastException . This claim is a bit disingenuousbecauseEiffel’s assignmentattempt
operator‘?=’ is simply abuilt-in conditionaldowncastin theform of anoperator5.

Routine failure is a genericexceptionthat indicatesa routinehasfailed for somereason.The
reasonis sometimesrecorded(asaSTRING) in themeaning associatedwith theexception,but this isnot
mandatory. This is alsotrue of Java exceptions,eachof which hasanoptionalmessageassociatedwith it
obtainablevia Throwable ’s getMessage method.Unfortunately, thereis absolutelyno uniformity to
theuseof theserepresentationsin eitherlanguage.

Whendefininga new typeof exception,humanandmachinecomprehensiblerepresentations(e.g., a string
valueanda predicate)shouldeitherbemandatory, or notexist at all.

Noneof the various Java exceptions dealingwith out-of-boundsaccessto arraysandstringsexist in
Eiffel becausethecontractsof accessorroutinesfor thesetypesprohibit such.Cloning-relatedexceptions
donotexist becauseall objects canbeclonedin Eiffel.

Integratedcontractssignificantly decreasethenumberandcomplexity of exceptions.

Thispoint is emphasizedby thequantativeanalysisof Section4.
StandardEiffel alsodoes not have several featuresof Java: reflection,introspection,concurrency, and

sandboxing.Thesefeaturescontributesignificantlyto thecomplexity of Java’s exception classhierarchy.

4 One can catch and handle signals in Java, but internal classes like sun.misc.Signal and
sun.misc.SignalHandler , or apackagelike [6], areneeded.

5 This is not theonly pragmaticcircumventionin Eiffel. Otherexamplesincludethedualsemanticsof routinecalls
(with andwithoutanexplicit “Current ”) andthesemanticsof theequal andclone routinesof ANY.



Controlling Exceptionsin Eiffel Exceptionsareprimarily controlledin Eiffel usingrescueclausesand
the retry instruction.Exceptionsarealsoindirectly controlledby thechoicemadein compilationmode
duringapplicationdevelopment.

A routinemayendwith arescueclause.A rescueclauseof aroutineis ablock of codethatwill execute
if any exceptionis raisedduring theexecutionof theroutine.

The rescueclausedoesnot discriminatebetweendifferent typesof exceptions.In this respect,it is
functionally equivalent to the surroundingevery Java method body with a try /catch block wherethe
catchexpressionis “catch (java.lang.Throwab le) ”. Therescueclauseis notequivalentto Java’s
finally construct.Thecodeenclosedin a finally block is alwaysexecutedwhena methodcompletes,
whetherit completesnormally or abnormally, while a rescueclauseonly executeswhen a routinefails.

The retry instructioncausesa routineto restartits execution, attempting again to fulfill its contract.
This instructioncanonly beusedwithin a rescueclause.If a rescueclausedoesnotcontaina retry instruc-
tion, thentheroutinefailsand thecurrentexceptionis raisedin theimmediatecaller.

Wewill returnto thedetailsof finally andrescue in thesequel.
Exceptionsaremanipulatedin Eiffel usingtheEXCEPTIONS class.Usingthisclassonecanfind out

informationaboutthe latestraisedexception(muchlike errno in C), handlecertainkindsof exceptions
in a specialway, raisespecialdeveloper-definedexceptions, andprescribethatcertainexceptionsmustbe
ignoredat run-time.

TheEXCEPTIONS classis part ofthe Eiffel KernelLibrary, thusis availablein all Eiffel compilers.

3 ExceptionalSpecificationsand Validation

The key differencebetweenthe useof exceptionsin the two languagesin that exceptionsarepart of a
methodcontractin Javaandarenot part ofa routinecontractin Eiffel. Thus,a fundamentalnotionof “De-
signby Contract”, thatof exceptionsexclusively indicatingcontractfailure,hasa differentinterpretation
in Java.

3.1 Contracts with Exceptionsin Java

WeusetheJavaModelingLanguageto write formalspecificationsof Javacomponents[1]. Wehavepartic-
ipatedin thedevelopmentof a coalgebraicsemanticsfor Java andJML [5]. Thediscussionin this section
arebaseduponthatexperience.

Thesemanticsof Java,andthusJML, aresignificantly complicatedby thepossibilityof abruptmethod
termination(i.e.,anexceptionbeingthrown). Validationproofsmust dealwith threecasesin Java: normal
termination,abrupttermination, anddivergentbehavior, sometimestripling proof size.

Thedefaultspecificationfor a failureis simply“true”, whichmeansthattheroutineguaranteesnothing
in particularwhena failuretakesplace.Rarelycannothingstrongerbesaid,andin factexceptionalcases
areoftenthefirst part ofa formal specificationwewrite.

This informationhelps thecallerdealwith theexceptionalcasesin amorereasonablemannerthanjust
halting.We have alsofound that thespecificationof a postconditionfor abruptterminationis mandatory
for reasoningaboutsystemsduring abrupttermination.Without suchassertions,classinvariantswould
becomesignificantlymorecomplex becauseghostvariableswouldbeneededto representfailurestatesfor
all of theroutinesof aclass.

3.2 Specificationsof Eiffel Exceptions

In Eiffel, thesemanticsof exceptional-correctroutinesis rolled into thedefinition of classcorrectness[10,
Chapter15andSection9.16].

Thedefinition[10, Section15.10] of exception-correct is:
A routiner of aclassC is exception-correctif andonly if, for everybranchb of its rescueblock:

1. If b endswith aRetry : {true} b {INV_C and pre_r}
2. If b doesnotendin aRetry : {true} b {INV_C}



whereINV C is theclassinvariantof C; pre r is thepreconditionof routiner.
This existing semanticsis a problemin practicebecauseit meansthat Eiffel code mustalwayshave

a rescueblock that“puts everythingright” (fulfills thenormalpostcondition), which usuallymeanseither
a significantweakeningof thepostcondition(onecanbarely stateanything is true if thingscaneitherfail
or succeed) or an extremelycomplex postconditionwith a large setof disjunctswith error-flag guarded
expressions.

For example,

method_call_failed implies (F || G || H)
|| not method_call_failed i mplies (I || J || K)

This kindof specificationis evidentin theveryfew placeswhereexceptionsarehandledin Eiffel code,and
wespeculatethis istruebecauseof theinherentcomplexity in suchspecifications.

Specificationsin JML that usekeywordslike exsures andexceptional behavior which are
simply shorthandfor thesemore complex expressions.We believe that Eiffel could benefit from such
expressionsaswell.

This semanticssignificantlycomplicatescontractsandweakenstheir application.Neithercaseis sur-
prising:either(in case1) arescueclausemustfulfill theinvariantandthepreconditionof theretriedroutine
or, (in case2) aretrydoesnothappensotheroutinehasto leavethe objectin a legitimatestateby fulfilling
its invariant.What is surprisingis thatnothingis know aboutwhenor why the exception happened in the
first place,sinceboth preconditionsareasweakaspossible,andnothingnew canbe specifiedaboutthe
stateof theobjectswhena failure takesplace,sincethepostconditionis exactly theinvariant.

JML is exactly contraryhere—itprovidestheability to statea strongerpostconditionin theseexcep-
tional cases,andthis informationis essentialto validatingprogramswith exceptions.

Thisbringsusto ournext key point:

Thespecificationof objectstatewhenanassertionis raised,eithervia anexceptional postconditionor an
exceptionpredicate, is very desirableif programsare to beformally verified.

TheJavaModelingLanguagefulfills this key pointadmirably, while Eiffel fails in this regard.

4 Qualitati veand Quantitati veComparisons

In theend, it is unclearhow importantexceptionsarein theEiffel world. This might bedueto exception’s
perceived second-classnaturein the Eiffel universeof “correct” software,asevidencedby their rareuse
(seebelow).

If exceptionsin Eiffel areequivalentto uncheckedexceptions in Java, andif library programmersfor
the two languagesequally carefulandcapableof handlingunexpectedcircumstances,thenananalysisof
exceptionusagein thetwo corecodebasesshouldyield comparableresults.

Thedatain Table1 is theresult of suchananalysis.In thecaseof theGoboandSmartEiffel systems,all
code,library andapplications,wasanalyzedfor thisdata.Thenumberof declaredexceptionsis determined
by countingandclassifyingall calls to EXCEPTIONS.raise andEXCEPTIONS.die, in thecaseof Eiffel,
andcountingall descendantsof java.lang.Throwable , in the caseof Java. The numberof raised
exceptionsis determinedby acount of thenumberof callsto EXCEPTIONS.raise andEXCEPTIONS.die,
in thecaseof Eiffel, andthenumberof throw expressions,in thecaseof Java. Thedataon stacktraces
is determinedby countingandanalyzingall callsto routinesexception name, tag name, meaning ,
and developer exception name of classEXCEPTIONS. All numbers are approximateand only
measuredusingthewc command.

Considerthat in Java an unchecked exceptionis thrown for approximately every 140 lines of code,
where in Eiffel one is usedfor every 4,600 lines of code; that is a differenceof over thirty times in
frequency. The above statisticsclearly show that either or both (a) exceptionsin Eiffel, either through
technicalissuesor socialpressure,have asecond-class(or perhapsevenignored)status,or (b) thebuilt-in
existenceof adequatespecification technologiesinherentlyleadsto fewer assertionsbeingthrown. Given
the preponderanceof quality Eiffel softwareavailable, the latter point holdsmuchmoreweight. This is
especiallyhighlightedin thecompletelackof exceptionusagein theGNU SmartEiffel system.



Library Gobo 3.1ePosix1.0.0 ISEEiffel 5.3 SmartEiffel 1.0 JDK 1.4.1(java.)
Numberof direct/indirect
mentionsof EXCEPTIONS,
or uncheckedexceptions 18 3 17 0 525/15,000
Numberof unchecked/checked
exceptionsdeclared 3/- 6/- 5/- 0/- 50/150
Numberof raisedunchecked/
checkedexceptions 66/- 87/- 13/- 0/- 3,000/2,650
Numberof rescue or
finally clauses 6 10 29 0 50
Numberof retry commands 81 3 15 0 N/A
Numberof timesastacktrace
is (a) checkedor manipulated,
or (b) printedor ignored 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 8/79
Total linesof codeanddocumentation250,000 25,000 372,000 115,000 421,000

Table1. Useof Exceptionsin Eiffel andJava

Thisdatashouldbecarefullyconsideredby thecommitteeperformingECMA languagestandardization
of Eiffel. It alsoprovidesevidencefor potentialavenues for languagerefinement,particularlywith regards
to thespecificationof exceptional conditions.

5 ExceptionEquivalency

Bothlanguageshave exceptionsmechanismsthatcanbetreatedasequivalent.A hierarchy encodingcanbe
representedby integeror stringvalues,sowe couldbuild anartificial typehierarchy for Eiffel exceptions
if we felt it necessary.

Likewise, the minimal exceptioninterfaceof Eiffel, embodiedin the EXCEPTIONS class,could be
modeledin Java. In fact, some Java developersadvocateavoiding checked exceptionsentirely, instead
inheritingexclusively from RuntimeException [3].

We canfind no evidenceof theconverse,thatof Eiffel programmersusing exceptionsasflow control
mechanisms.

As any Java programmerknows, the volumeof try /catch codein a typical Java applicationis far
largerthanthecomparablecodenecessaryfor explicit formalparameterandreturnvaluecheckingin other
languagesthatdonothavecheckedexceptions.

In fact,thegeneralconsensusamongin-the-trenchesJavaprogrammersis thatdealingwith checkedex-
ceptionsis nearlyasunpleasanta taskaswriting documentation.Thus,many programmersreportthatthey
“resent”checkedexceptions.This leadsto an abundanceof checked-but-ignoredexceptions,asevidenced
by thenext to thelastline of thetableof theprevioussection.

Additionally, the presenceof checked exceptionspercolatesthroughthe system.As discussedby the
designersof C# [2],

Examinationof small programsleadsto the conclusion that requiring exceptionspecifications
could both enhancedeveloperproductivity andenhancecodequality, but experiencewith large
softwareprojectssuggestsa differentresult– decreasedproductivity andlittle or no increasein
codequality.

This attitudeguidesthe designof error handlingin the .NET framework aswell [11, seeSection“Error
RaisingandHandlingGuidelines”].

Theseissuesleadusto our last,andperhapscrucialpoint:

Checkedexceptionsgenerally increasesystemfragility (becauseof signature refactoring), increasecode
size(dueto explicit, localized, mandatoryhandling),andcauseprogrammerangst(asevidencedby the
numberof emptyor spiteful catch blocksin public Javacode),sotheir inclusionin a languageshould

becarefully considered.



In theend,solongasanexceptionmechanismhasasimplesemantics,is consistentlyused,andprovides
a tool which programmerscanunderstand,dependupon, and not resent,thenthey shouldbe includedin
futurelanguages.
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Abstract. While there is quite a lot of techniques to separate non func-
tional properties from functional code, the handling of induced excep-
tions remains often blurred within application. This paper identifies Non-
Functional Exceptions as exceptions related to various failures of non-
functional properties (distribution, transaction or security). We propose
a hierarchical framework where reified exception handlers are attached
to various entities (proxies, remote objects, futures). Such handlers allow
middleware and application oriented handling strategies for distributed
and mobile computation. The mechanism tries to handle exceptions at
non-functional level as much as possible.

1 Introduction

Distributed environments provide synchronous and asynchronous calls, remote
references, migration of activities. Complex communications are subject to var-
ious failures such as the remote communication failure. It is always unclear
whether the failure occurred in the communications medium or in the remote
process, and the state of the system is in general uncertain. Unfortunately, the
try/catch construction is heavy to use, and only convenient for simple commu-
nication errors.

In this article, we define non-functional exceptions as exceptions related to
distribution. We present a hierarchical model based upon handlers of exception.
Sets of handlers are dynamically attached to various entities (JVMs, remote
and mobile objects, proxies, ...) in order to provide a generic and flexible re-
covery mechanism at a non functional level. This model has been implemented
and bench marked in a framework for parallel, distributed and mobile comput-
ing known as ProActive1. As implementation remains simple, the port to other
middlewares is possible.

The first section presents previous works related to exception handling in
distributed architectures. Then, non-functional exceptions are defined and those
related to distribution are classified. The next chapter describe a flexible model
used to handle simple communication failures but also to create advanced fault-
tolerance strategies. Finally, pragmatic examples are presented. Performances
are discussed in the appendix.

1 http://www.inria.fr/oasis/ProActive
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2 Related Work

Exceptions have been created in ADA in the 1970s and are now a standard mech-
anism to report errors and failures. In distributed environments, they are raised
from host to host and thus are difficult to handle. Through the development of
our distributed library, we realized that standard handling mechanisms are not
appropriate to distribution, as developers must define handling code for every
distributed exception.

Authors of [4] highlight a critical problem that appears when several failures oc-
cur simultaneously. While communications between distant processes are broken,
an unstable state is probably reached. This article suggests to gather communi-
cating processes into a conversation before starting any kind of communication.
Participants first save their own state ; then a set of handlers is associated to
the conversation. All action participants are involved in co-operative handling of
any exception raised by any action participant : the conversation is paused until
the handling process is terminated. When handlers are not sufficient to recover
from failure, the conversation is canceled. Every process checks possible side ef-
fects and rollbacks to its initial state. This collaborative strategy seems really
promising but fails with asynchronism. As the return time of an asynchronous
call is unknown, the lifespan of the conversation is also unknown. The recovery
process could be maintained as long as no result is delivered.

Agents are active objects having autonomous behavior according to their en-
vironment. As mobility is one possible behavior, an agent can decide to migrate
on a different virtual machine. In this context, authors define guardians in [5]
as centralized mechanisms helping agents to handle exceptions related to distri-
bution. Only one guardian is needed for every agents-based application. When
an agent cannot handle an error, the exception is raised to the guardian which
send back instructions. Of course, the handling behavior depends not only of
the nature of the exception but also of the agent environment. When distant
objects become unreachable, the guardian can advise to delay communication.
When critical failures occur, the guardian can terminate agents. An interesting
strategy to handle failures related to the migration of agents could be to find
an equivalent destination using the replication strategy. This centralized model
offers simplicity as it provides only one single guardian even for large distributed
systems. However, many problems would occur if the guardian becomes unreach-
able or crashes.

3 Non-Functional Exceptions

During the conception process, we identified three majors features required for
distributed handling mechanisms : flexibility, genericity and dynamicity. Con-
sidering that previous models did not meet all of these requirements, we decided
to create an original model from scratch based upon a new classification of ex-
ceptions.
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3.1 Functional versus Non-Functional

In recent literature, classifications of exceptions are proposed. According to [7],
exceptions can be divided into internal exceptions, raised from and handled
within a method, and external exceptions propagated toward other methods.
This classification is not useful for distributed environments which require com-
plete description of internal failures. In our framework, we consider the mecha-
nism of distribution as a non-functional property [8]. We use this specificity to
define non-functional exceptions as exceptions raised from any non-functional
property.

Definition 1 Non-functional Exceptions announce failures occurring in non
functional properties. They are raised in non-functional code and handled, as
much as possible, within it.

We make a clear difference between functional exceptions, related to abnormal
behavior of applications, and non-functional exceptions, related to failures of
non-functional properties. Exceptions related to distribution should be consid-
ered as non-functional exceptions coming from the middleware. We agree with
the recommendation of [9] which claims that exceptions have to be handled
at meta level. It is much more simple indeed to handle exceptions directly in
internal mechanisms of distribution.

3.2 Location of Non-Functional Exceptions

Distributed environments provide synchronous and asynchronous communica-
tions as describe in [1]. Failures in such communications result in non-functional
exceptions as shown in 1. While in synchronous calls, those exceptions are simply
handled at results delivery, asynchronous calls lead to two solutions. Exceptions
are eventually handled when requests containing reified calls are synchronously
queued. But non-functional exceptions have to be handled in future objects when
pending requests are served or when results are stored within them.

Functional Code

VM A

// v is an active object

// foo returns an int
// The call is synchronous
int result = v.foo();

// The call is asynchronous
B b = v.bar();

// bar returns a reifiable object

b.useResult();
// and used when available
// Result is stored in B,

Non−Functional Code

Handling

Mechanism

Exceptions also occur

at result delivery or

in future objects

Exceptions related to
synchronous calls

calls are stored in queues

exceptions occur when

In asynchronous calls,

Fig. 1. Exceptions Raised from Synchronous and Asynchronous Calls
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3.3 A Hierarchy of Distributed Exceptions

We first identified and classified potential failures (figure 2) of distributed envi-
ronments. Then, we built a hierarchy of potential failures, opened to developers
who can add new failures and topics. We kept this structure customizable as
flexibility is the most important feature of recovery mechanism. Finally, we asso-
ciated non-functional exception to every failure. This hierarchy is used to define
handling strategies for specific exceptions as well as for groups of exceptions.

Distributed Exceptions

Communication Migration Security Creation Group Services

SendRequest

SendReply

SendCom

ReceiveRequest

ReceiveReply

ReceiveCom

SendRequest

SendReply

SendCom

ReceiveRequest

ReceiveReply

ReceiveCom

SendRequest

SendReply

SendCom

ReceiveRequest

ReceiveReply

ReceiveCom

Serialization

OnDeparture

OnArrival

ActiveObject

Future

ReifyObject

Send Send Send ReceiveReceiveReceive

ServiceFailed

Fig. 2. Hierarchy of Failures Encountered in Distributed Environments

4 A Hierarchical and Dynamic Handling Mechanism

The hierarchy of failures described above is used in the construction of hierar-
chical handlers, working indifferently at functional or non-functional levels.

Definition 2 Handler of exceptions handle non-functional exceptions as well as
groups of such exceptions, thanks to object inheritance.

For instance, a handler can be associated to SendRequestGroupException or to
every member of GroupException (see [10] for detail about group communica-
tions). Handlers provide basic strategies in non-functional code, but application-
specific strategies are also possible. They reify the try/catch construction to
support both genericity and flexibility required by any handling mechanism.
Handlers implement a common interface and provide functional as well as non-
functional treatments of non-functional exceptions.

4.1 Prioritized Levels of Handling

Our mechanism is based upon a default and static level, created during the
middleware initialization, and some dynamic levels set during execution. Each
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structure can provide a specific fault tolerance strategy created from an ap-
propriate set of handlers. Every non-functional exception is associated to one
handler in the default level. The default strategy is basic but always present
while complexes strategies appear occasionally in higher levels. We defined six
different levels, associated to constants within the implementation and presented
below from lower to higher priority.

1. Default level is static and initialized in core of applications. This level provide
a basic handling strategy for every non-functional exception.

2. Virtual Machine level is the first level that can be created dynamically. It
offers the possibility to define a general handling behavior for every VM.

3. Remote and Mobile Object level is used to bind handlers to remote objects.
Handlers associated to mobile entities migrate along with them.

4. Proxy level is used to define strategies for references to active objects. When
reference are passed to other VMs, handlers are passed also.

5. Future level is attached to the results of asynchronous calls.
6. Code level allows temporary handlers to be set in the code.

As describe above, the default level provides a basic handling strategy, defined
during the initialization of middleware. Virtual machine level and higher ones
are set dynamically to improve this strategy. Dynamic handlers are created at
runtime and added to an appropriate level (VM, remote object, proxy, future or
code levels).

4.2 Presentation of the API

The API is both used for middleware adaptation (e.g. wireless oriented) and
for distributed application. It consists in two major static functions which offer
settings and configurations of handlers into appropriate levels. The five dynamic
levels are defined with constants.

// Binds one handler to a class of exception at the specified level.

void setExceptionHandler(level, Handler, Exception, Target);

// Removes handler associated to a class of exception at specified

// level. Target is different from null when level is object-related.

Handler unsetExceptionHandler(Level, Exception, Target);

The following example show how to protect an application from commu-
nication failures. We add a handler with the setExceptionHandler primitive.
Communication failures are thus handled for that object.

// Creation of a remote and mobile object with handlers

RO ro = (RO) ProActive.newActive("RO", "//io.inria.fr/VM1");

// A communication handler is dynamically associated

// to the remote object trough its proxy.

setExceptionHandler(ProxyLevel,

"CommunicationHandler",

"CommunicationException",

ro);
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4.3 Dealing with Mobility

Most of the distributed environments offer remote and mobile objects. Such ob-
jects can migrate from host to host. This additional constraint can break the
continuation of the handling mechanism. The migration process must be modi-
fied to take into account the migration of mobile object handlers. As explained
later, mobile objects and their associated levels remain always gathered. Han-
dling mechanism can be associated to proxy also in order to attach a specific
strategy to remote references.

4.4 Implementation

As explained before, the handling strategy is built upon one static level improved
occasionally with dynamic levels. Handlers are searched with the following ded-
icated function.

// Searches through prioritized levels the handler associated

// to the given class of exception

Handler searchExceptionHandler(Exception, Target);

The following code is part of the middleware and describe how to activate the
handling mechanism. Instead of providing a treatment directly in the try/catch
block, we use the searchExceptionHandler primitive.

try {

// Send the reified method call

sendRequest(methodCall, null);

} catch (NonFunctionalException e) {

// Looks for an appropriate handler and

// use the handler if possible

Handler handler = searchExceptionHandler(e);

if (handler) handler.handle(e);

}

We tried to keep implementation as simple as possible but performance is-
sues were also considered. Levels are implemented with hashmap to provide fast
access to handlers. Considering the memory available in modern computer, we
support time complexity instead of space complexity even if migration increase
memory requirements because of levels associated to mobile objects. The cost is
proportional to the number of handlers contained in the object level.

Reflexion is used to search handlers for a specific class of exception or for the
mother class of a group of exceptions. The algorithm supports generic handlers of
higher levels instead of specific handlers from lower level ; Levels have precedence
over the type of exceptions. For instance, on figure 3, the most suitable handler
for exceptions related to class 02 is found in the highest level. When no handler
is available at remote object level, the search continue in VM an lower level.
This choice, which seems more natural, can be invert.
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An exception

occurs

in class O2
VM LEVEL

− Handler O1

− Handler O2

O2
Class

3. Default level is usually used 
when no strategy is defined

1. The search starts in higher level
Handler O1 is preferred to an eventual
Handler O2 from lower levels

REMOTE OBJECT LEVEL

Class
O1 Handler O1

2. Search continues in VM Level

DEFAULT LEVEL

− Handler for every exception

Fig. 3. Levels have Precedence over Exception Type when Searching Handlers

5 Canonical Examples

We present in this section two applications which use our handling mechanism.

5.1 Handling Exceptions in Unconnected Mode (e.g. wireless PDA)

Distributed applications for Personal Digital Assistants should provide an un-
connected mode to handle at least communication exceptions due to broken
connections. We defined a strategy where handlers store requests sent to un-
reachable PDAs in a queue. Time by time, a thread checks if the connection is
restored in order to deliver requests. The point is not to define a sophisticated
strategy, but to show how easily it can be activated. Here is the scheme of such
a PDA-Handler.

Class PDACommunicationHandler implements Handler {

public boolean isHandling(Exception e) {

return (e instanceOf CommunicationException);

}

public void handle(Exception e) {

// A thread testing connectivity is created

if (firstUse) {

connectivityThread = new ConnectivityThread();

}

// Then reified method calls are stored in the

// queue and exceptions are not propagated anymore

queue.store(e.getReifiedMethodCall());

}

}
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Imagine now that an entity is about to create a mobile object that migrate
on some wireless PDA.

// Creation of a remote and mobile object with handlers

RO ro = (RO) ProActive.newActive("RO", "//io.inria.fr/VM1");

// A communication handler is dynamically associated

setExceptionHandler(ProxyLevel,

"PDACommunicationHandler",

"CommunicationException",

ro);

// The mobile object can now migrate safely

ro.migrateTo("//pagode.inria.fr/VM2");

5.2 Simulating a Centralized Error Manager

The handling mechanism can easily be configured into a centralized error man-
ager similar to the one presented in [5]. We create first a remote object containing
a complete set of prioritized handlers. This object is located on one virtual ma-
chine but is known from every active object of the application. Non-functional
exceptions reporting failure are not handled directly in the active object but are
raised to the centralized error manager instead. A handler corresponding to the
failure is sent back to handle the exception. This strategy does not avoid the
typical problems common to every centralized error manager but offers at least
an efficient centralized handling mechanism, easy to configure.

H1 H3H2 H4

H1’ H2’ H3’

H1" H2" H3" H4" H5"

Centralized GUARDIAN

Contains Set of Handlers

VM ARemote objects notify exceptions

related to distribution. Information

about the level is also provided.

handler according to the context

Guardian searches for a reliable

of exception. Then handlers is sent

back to the remote object

1

2

VM B

Signal exception

Send back a
reliable handler

Legend

Object
Remote

Object
Remote

Object
Remote

Object
Remote

Object
Remote

Fig. 4. Centralized Error Managers are Easy to Implement
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6 Conclusion and Perspectives

We defined a dynamic, flexible and generic model to handle non-functional ex-
ceptions. We proposed a classification for non-functional exceptions along with
a hierarchy of prioritized levels. As implementation use the classical try/catch
language construct, the model is reliable for a large panel of modern, object-
oriented, programming languages.
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Appendix: Time and Space Performances

Space Complexity : Each system contains at least default and virtual machine
levels : some handlers contained by two hashtables.

Strategy Description Number of Handlers Size in Byte

No Handler No handler is provided. We
just pay the cost of an empty
level based upon Hashtable

0 82

Minimal One global and generic
handler achieve application
soundness

1 209

Per Group One handler is provided for
each group of non-functional
exception (see 2)

7 1561

Per Communication Every communication ex-
ception has 2 handlers : re-
mote object level and VM
level

2 * 6 = 12 2833

Table 1. Space Requirements Depends of the Number of Handlers

Time Complexity : Adding and removing handlers do not break overall
performance of the system. Research of handlers is complexity-less, thanks to
hashtable properties. We raised a huge number of exceptions and measured time
to find handlers. The ratio is 1:4.
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NOHVÔXGdH_N9HVÖrZ�J_Z�N{ÔXj�â 
 J"Z�N{ÔXjhLVUXZS`fZ�Ù<H{j�GdÔ]Z�`9GIN{Ô]H/Ô]ÛPZSÔX\OÙOcIZ>j�ÙPL_×0ZçLVNP`�UXZ0Ô]UXGIZ�J"Z�`CÓ[lCÔ]ÛPZ
×0H"UXUXZ�j]Ù<H_NP`fGINO^9LV^_Z�N{Ô�þ GIiRi/Z�`fGÞLKÔ]Z�cdl_Ø G�ÖyÔ]ÛOZRLV^_Z�N{ÔSÚhL"jSÚ�L"G�ÔXGdNP^9ÖÝH_U�ÔXÛOZRZ�J"Z�N{Ô Y cILVÔ]Z�U
H"N¶Ø GdÖyGdÔ>j]Z�L"UX×)ÛPZ�j�ÖÝH"UçG�ÔçcÞLKÔ]Z�UçGdNßÔ]ÛOZ/ÔX\OÙOcIZRj]ÙPL_×0Z!Y H_USNOZ�J"Z�U�Ø GdÖÌÔ]ÛPZ/L"^"Z�N{Ô>`fH[Z�j:NOH"Ô
×�LVUXZ>LVÓ-H"\fÔhÔXÛOZ>Z�J_Z�N{Ô�â

Z HKÚ�Z�J"Z�U�Ø�L"cdcKÔXÛOZÌL"Ó<HKJ_ZriRZ�N_ÔXGdH_NOZ�`:iRZ�×)Û<LVNOGÞj�iCj ÖÝH_U+`fZ�LVcIGdNO^hÚ�GdÔ]ÛçÖ¤L"\Oc�Ô]á�ÔXH"cIZ�U)LVNP×�Z
LKÔ�Ô]ÛPZ$LVÙOÙPcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N�cdZ�J"Z�c´ØPj]\�� Z�U�ÖÝUXH"i ÔXÛOZ>Ö¤L_×�Ô�Ô]Û<LKÔ�Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N�Û<LVNP`fcIGINO^PØOGIN(GdÔXjhÔXUXLVá
`fG�ÔXGdH_NPLVcçj]Z�NPj]Z"Øh×�L"NONOHVÔ�Ó<Z UXZ�LVcIGIW�Z�`¶â ã NP`OZ�Z�`¶ØhL"N�Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N¶Ø�j]GI^"NPL"cdGINO^.L"NÜLVÓONPH"U]á
iRL"c+Z�J"Z�N{Ô�ØOGIj1NOHVÔ�NPZ�×0Z�j]jXLVUXGIcdl9×�LV\O^_Û{Ô1H"U�ÛPL"NP`fcIZ�`Ø<NOZ�GdÔ]ÛOZ�USj]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pj�cIlCH"USL"j]l{NOá
×)ÛOU]H_NOH"\<j�cIl"Ø[Ó[l9LVN(L"^"Z�N{Ô�â

ì<í\[ &�õ-ö óA'KôR/]M+ó�ô¤õ-ö

êhÛOZ1ÖÝHf×0\<jÌH"Ö¶Ô]ÛOGÞjyÙPLVÙ-Z�U�GIjyH"N�`fGIjX×0\<j]j]GdNP^$L�NOZ�ÚÕiRH[`OZ�c-HVÖ¶Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NpÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^/j�\OGdÔ�á
LVÓOcIZ1ÖÝH_UÌiRH"ÓOGIcIZSLVÙPÙOcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"NPjy`fZ�J_Z�cIH"Ù-Z�`RGIN9×0H[H_UX`fGINPLVÔ]GIH"Nfá·ÓPL"j]Z�`/Z�N{J[GIU]H_NOiRZ�N{ÔXj�â[ýS\PU
^"Z�NPZ�U)LVcrJ{GIZ�Ú ÛOZ�UXZ$GÞjSÔ]ÛPLVÔ:Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPjçLVUXZ�j]Ù<Z�×0GÞLVc � L"ÓONOH_U]iCLVc%��Z�J"Z�N_Ô)j1ÔXÛPLKÔ>×�L"NONOH"Ô
Ó<Z�Ô]UXZ�LVÔ]Z�`ßL"jS\Pj]\PLVc � NPH"UXiRL"cK�1Z�J_Z�N{ÔXj�â 
 eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"NPjSÛPLMJ"Z$Ô]H�Ó<ZF^	_�`;^	a>bC×�LV\P^"Û{Ô:L"NP`
ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�`Ø"ÔXÛOZ�lCL"U]Z1L"ÓONOH"UXiCLVcOZ�J"Z�N_Ô)jÌL"cdÚhLMlfj2NOZ�Z�`fGINO^�UXZ�L"×0Ô]GIH"N¶â[F:Z�NOZ�UXL"cdcIlRj�Ù-Z�L"k{GINO^<Ø
Ô]ÛOZ/LV^"Z�N{ÔSÙO\fÔ]Ô]GINO^pÔX\OÙOcIZ�GIN(ÔXÛOZ/j]ÙPL_×0Z$L"NP`�×0H_N{Ô]GIN{\PGdNO^9G�Ô)j�Ú�H"UXk�L_×�Ô)j1\ONP`OZ�U:Ú�U]H_NO^
L"jXj�\OiRÙfÔXGdH_N�Ô]ÛPLVÔSGdÔXj�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj�GINO^CÚ�H"\OcÞ`�^"H9j]iRH[HVÔ]ÛPcdl_â<êhÛOZ�ÙOU]H_ÓOcIZ�iCj�ÛOZ�U]Z$L"U]Z_þ<`f\PZ
Ô]H�`fZ�×0H"\PÙOcdGINO^>Z�J"Z�N{Ô�ÙOUXHf`f\P×�Z�U)jrÖÝU]H_i ×0H_NPj]\OiRZ�U)jrÔ]ÛOGÞj�LV^_Z�N{Ô�×0H_N_ÔXGdN[\OZ�j2GdÔXj2Z�e[Z�×0\fÔXGdH_N
L"jRGdÖçNPHéZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N»ÛPL"jpÓ<Z�Z�NøUXL"GIj]Z�`¶Ø�j�HéGdÔpGIjpNOHVÔpUXZ�L_`fléÔ]HéÓ-Z�GIN[J"H"cIJ"Z�`åGINøÛPLVNfá
`fcdGINO^<â?T(H_U]Z�HKJ"Z�U�Ø G�ÔR×�L"NécdZ�LMJ"Z/Ô]ÛOZ�cdHf×�LKÔ]GIH"N+â+êhÛOZ�UXZpGÞj�×0cIZ�L"U]cIlßL�NOZ�Z�` Ô]H�ÛPLMJ_Z � ÔXH
`fl[NPLViRGÞ×�LVcIcIl�×0UXZ�LVÔ]Z>H_U�cdGINOk���LCcIHf×�LVc+ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�U�Ô]ÛPLVÔ�Ú�H"\OcÞ`�j�l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NPH"\Pj]cdlp`OZ�LVc+Ú�G�ÔXÛ
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPj�Ø�Ú�ÛOGdcIZßÔ]ÛOZ ÙOUXH[×�Z�jXj�Z�jpU)LVGÞj�GINO^åZ�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"NPj�k"Z�Z�ÙÜ×�H"iRi$\ONPGI×�LKÔ]GINO^»L"j]l{NOá
×)ÛOU]H_NOH"\<j�cIl"â ã NéL"`P`fG�ÔXGdH_N Ô]H�Ô]ÛPGIj�Ø+GdÔ$GÞj>GdiRÙ-H"U]ÔXL"N_Ô>ÔXH(iCLVk"ZCZ�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N ÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^�L_j
cPZ0efGIÓOcdZ(L_jRÙ<H{j]j]GdÓPcdZ_âd�OH"UCZ�eOLViRÙOcIZ"ØrÔ]HéH!�-Z�U�ÖÝZ�LKÔX\OU]Z�j/Ô]Hé×)ÛPL"NO^"Z�`fl[NPLViRGÞ×�L"cdcIléÔ]ÛPZ
`fGdUXZ�×0Ô]GIH"N�HVÖ�Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N�ÙOUXH"ÙPL"^_LVÔ]GIH"N¶â

e fÕÐ�ÊSÊ�Ò]Ê<gihEjlknmioqpsr

UßZßGdN{Ô]UXHf`f\P×�ZßLåj]iCLVcIcSÓPL"NOk[GdNP^.j�lfj�Ô]Z�i3ÔXÛPLKÔ�H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔXZ�jCÚ�GdÔ]Û i/H_ÓOGIcdZàL"^"Z�N_Ô)j9L"NP`
U]Z�ÿ_\PGdUXZ�j Ö¤L"\OcdÔ+Ô]H_cdZ�UXL"NP×0Z_Ø�LVN<`>Ú�ÛOGÞ×)Û>GIj+GdiRÙOcIZ�iRZ�N{ÔXZ�`>GIN>Ô]ÛPZH9+L"NPL�Z�N{J[GIU]H_NOiRZ�N{Ô�â�êhÛOGIj
Z0eOLViRÙOcIZ1Ú�GIcdc-Ó<ZS\Pj]Z�`RÔXH$GIcdcI\Pj�Ô]U)LKÔ]Z1Ô]ÛOZ:`fGIjX×0\<j]j]GdH_NCH"NRÔXÛOZ�Ö¤L"\OcdÔ�á´Ô]H"cIZ�U)LVN{Ô2ÔXZ�×)ÛONOGÞÿ{\OZ�j
GdN{Ô]Z�NP`fZ�`9ÖÝH_U�iRH"ÓOGIcdZ�×�H[H"U)`fGdN<LKÔ]GIH"NOá´ÓPL_j�Z�`CZ�N[J[GIU]H_NOiRZ�N{ÔXj�â
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$í�ì O4trñ�uyùOö?ù î:ö�0¶ôR'Kõ-öv2åñ[ö ó
Y[GdN<×0Zw9?LVNPLçÚ�GIcdc<j�Z�U]J_Z1L"j�LçÓPL_j�GÞj�ÖÝH_U�H"\OUy`fGIjX×0\<j]j]GdH_N�H_NRÖ¤LV\OcdÔ�ÔXH"cIZ�U)LVNP×�Z"ØKÚ�Z�Ú�GdcIc��PU)j�Ô
Z0efÙOcÞLVGINøj]H"iRZF9+L"NPLßÖÝZ�LVÔ]\OUXZ�j�âHIyH"iRi$\PNOGI×�LKÔXGdH_NäGINPj]GI`fZ�L ÙPU]H_^"U)LVi�Hf×�×�\OURÔ]ÛOUXH"\P^"Û
j�l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NPH"\PjçiRZ0ÔXÛOHf`å×�L"cdcÞj�â Z HKÚ�Z�J_Z�U�Ø*9+L"NPL�ÙOUXH"^"U)LViCj>×�H"iRi$\ONPGI×�LKÔ]Z9\Pj�GINO^T^	bBa	x�y
zQ{�|~} x }	� byiRZ�Ô]ÛOHf`/×�LVcIcÞj�âMêhÛOZ�j]Zh×�LVcIcÞj?L"U]Z�j�Z�×0\OUXZyGIN�ÔXÛPLKÔrÔ]ÛPZh×�LVcIcdGINO^SÙOU]H_^"U)LViAGIjr^_GdJ_Z�N
L/ÖÝU]Z�j�Û����Na9H"Ó��wZ�×�Ô1Ú�ÛOZ�N�ÔXÛOZ$×�LVcIcGIj�GIjXj�\PZ�`ØPL"NP`�H"NOcIlCÔXÛOGIj�k"Z�l9×�L"N�Ó-Z�\Pj]Z�`�ÔXHCGdNfá
Ô]Z�UXÙOUXZ0ÔRÔ]ÛPZ(i/Z�Ô]ÛOHf`äU]Z�ÙOcIl"â�êhÛOGÞjCiRZ�×)ÛPL"NOGÞj�iæÙPU]Z�J"Z�N{Ô)j�iCL"cdGÞ×0GIH"\Pj/ÙOUXH"^_UXL"iCj�ÖÝUXH"i
GdN{Ô]Z�UX×�Z�ÙfÔXGdNP^/H_UhÔXL"i/Ù-Z�UXGINO^RÚ�G�ÔXÛ�iRZ�j]jXLV^_Z�jh`fZ�j�Ô]GINOZ�`9ÖÝH_U�HVÔXÛOZ�U)j�â

�W� �Ax���b�LVUXZç\Pj�Z�`�ÖÝH"U�j]Gd^_NPLVcIGINO^RU]Z�Ô]\OUXNOZ�`�JKLVcI\OZ�j1HVÖ2L"j]l{N<×)ÛOU]H_NOH"\<jyiRZ�Ô]ÛOHf`(×�L"cdcÞj�â
êhÛOZ�l9L"U]ZçLVcÞj]H/\<j�Z�`pÖÝH_U1j�GI^"NPL"cdGINO^/Z�UXU]H_UXjyH"UhZ�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPj�ØOj�\P×)Û�L"j�þOj]Z�×0\PU]GdÔwlCJ[GdH_cILVÔ]GIH"N
� NOH Ù<Z�U]iRGÞj]j]GIH"NéÖÝH_U/Lài/Z�Ô]ÛOHf`ä×�LVcIc%��Ø�H"U�Ô]ÛOZ�Ö¤L"×0Ô$ÔXÛPLKÔ/Ô]ÛOZ�UXZ�ÿ{\OGIU]Z�`éÙOUXH"^"U)LViëÛPL_j
i/HKJ_Z�`â�G�UXZ0áv`fZN�<NOZ�`�Z�J"Z�N{ÔSÔwl{Ù-Z�jSGINP×0cI\P`fZ�Ô]ÛOH{j�Z_þPÔXÛPLKÔ:GdN<`fGI×�LKÔXZ$ÔXÛPLKÔçLpiRZ0ÔXÛOHf`�ÛPL_j
U]Z�Ô]\OUXNOZ�` �R���������������!������� �BY<Ô]ÛPLVÔ�ÔXÛOZ9iRZ0ÔXÛOHf`.×�LVcIcÌÛPL_j�Ö¤L"GdcIZ�`å`O\OZpÔXH�Ô]ÛPZ9GIN{J_H"k_Z�`
ÙOU]H_^"U)LVi ÛPLMJ[GINO^�iRHKJ_Z�` �1�������������	�!�������6��� �BYKNPHRL_×�×�Z�jXjyUXGI^"Û{Ô�ÛPLMJ[GdNO^/Ó-Z�Z�N�^"U)LVN{ÔXZ�`
�������������>�������6�����!���6�!� �NY"ÔXÛOZ/Z0efZ�×�\fÔ]GIH"NßHVÖ2Ô]ÛPZ�iRZ0ÔXÛOHf`à×�H[`OZ�ÛPL_j�^_Z�NOZ�UXLVÔ]Z�`(LVNàZ�e[á
×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N*Y?Ô]ÛOZ�U]Z�iRHVÔ]Z9ÙOcILVÔ�ÖÝH_U]ië^"Z�NOZ�U)LKÔXZ�` LVN � j�lfj�Ô]Z�iC��Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N¶ân���Na>b9L"U]Z9\Pj�Z�`
Ô]H cdHf×)k H"Ó��wZ�×�Ô)j�L"NP`éZ�J_Z�N{ÔXj�â@�vx��1� � ��k"Z�lfj�L"U]Z�LV\fÔXH"iCLKÔXGI×�LVcIcdl ^"Z�NOZ�U)LKÔXZ�` ÖÝH_U�Z�L"×)Û
L"j]l{N<×)ÛOU]H_NOH"\<j�iRZ0ÔXÛOHf`.×�L"cdc´â; ;��¡��¢.k"Z�l[j/×�L"NåÓ-Z�^_Z�NOZ�UXLVÔ]Z�`éÓ[låj�Z�J"Z�U)LVcyÙOUXH"^"U)LViCj�Ø
Ô]ÛOZ�l L"cdcIHKÚ Ô]U)LVNPj�ÖÝZ�U�HVÖ�ÚyZ�cdcdá·k{NPHKÚ�N H_Ó��wZ�×0Ô�×0H_ÙOGIZ�j>ÔXÛOUXH"\O^_Û Ô]ÛOZ�\Pj�Z9HVÖ1Là×�H"iRiRH"N
k"Z�l_â

êhÛOZ$L"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\PjhNOH"Ô]G��<×�LVÔ]GIH"N(HVÖ2Z�J"Z�N{Ô)j1GÞj�LKÔSÔ]ÛOZ$ÛOZ�L"U�Ô�H"Ö2Ô]ÛOZ�×0\OUXU]Z�N{Ô1Ö¤LV\OcdÔ�á
Ô]H"cIZ�U)LVN<×0ZpiRZ�×)Û<LVNOGÞj�i ÙOUXHKJ[GI`OZ�` Ó[l89+LVN<LOâ?êhÛPZ9Ôwl[ÙOGÞ×�L"c�jX×0Z�NPLVUXGdH(GÞj$Ô]ÛOZ�ÖÝH"cIcdHKÚ�GINO^<þ
LVN�LV^_Z�N{Ô�Ù-Z�U]ÖÝH"UXiCj��PU)jwÔSL"N�L"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\PjhiRZ0Ô]ÛPH[`à×�LVcIc´ØPGdÔ�Ô]ÛPZ�Nà×�H"N{Ô]GIN[\OZ�j�GdÔXjSZ0efZ�á
×0\fÔXGdH_N � Ú�GdÔ]ÛPH"\fÔ>ÚhLVGdÔ]GINO^pÖÝH_U�ÔXÛOZ�iRZ�Ô]ÛOHf`�UXZ0ÔX\OUXN(��Ø H"N<×0Z/G�ÔçGIj:GIN{Ô]Z�UXZ�j�Ô]Z�`(GINàÛPLMJ[GINO^
Ô]ÛOZ>iRZ0ÔXÛOHf`�U]Z�Ô]\OUXN¶ØfGdÔ�Ù-Z�U]ÖÝH"UXiRj�L"N �6£�¤!�������]¥ ¦ Ø"Ú�ÛOGÞ×)Û�ÓOcIH[×)kfj�ÔXÛOZ�LV^_Z�N{Ô�\ON{Ô]GIc¶Ô]ÛPZ
i/Z�Ô]ÛOHf`àÛPL"jSU]Z�Ô]\OUXNOZ�`â-êhÛPZ$UXZ0Ô]\PU]Nà×�LVN�Z�G�ÔXÛOZ�U:Ó-Z$ÔXÛOZ�Z�efÙ<Z�×�Ô]Z�`(UXZ�j]\Oc�Ô�Ø H"USL"N̈ §�Z�e[á
×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N�©�Z0efÙOcÞLVGINOGINO^�Ô]ÛOZCÙPU]H_ÓOcdZ�i�â*9+LVN<L�L"cdcIHKÚ1jçj�\<×)ÛßZ�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPj:Ô]H�Ó-ZC^"Z�NOZ�U)LKÔXZ�`
ÖÝU]H_i L�U]Z�i/H"Ô]Z/ÙOcÞLKÔ�ÖÝH_U]i�ØÛOHKÚ�Z�J_Z�USÔ]ÛOZ �!£�¤!�������]¥ ¦ ×�H"iRiCLVNP`ßi$\Pj�Ô>Ó<ZCcIHf×�L"c�ØG´â Z_âdØ
LVN�L"^"Z�N_Ô�Ô]Û<LKÔhi/HKJ_Z�jyi$\Pj�Ô1`fZ�cIZ�^{LKÔXZ�ÔXÛOZ �!£�¤!�������]¥ ¦ ÔXH/L"N�LV^_Z�N{Ô�Ô]ÛPLVÔ�j�ÔXLMlfjyGdN�Ô]ÛPZ
ÙOcILVÔ�ÖÝH_U]i ÖÝUXH"i Ú�ÛOZ�UXZ:Ô]ÛOZ�×�LVcIcÛPL"jhÓ-Z�Z�N�GIjXj�\PZ�`â

$í%$ - ù�'�ª-ñ{ó�«>û�ùOð"ñßî�ï¶ù�2éòrû�ñ�¬PuÌùOörù®�ñ�,�ô¤ü-ö
�?GI^"\PU]ZF�pj]ÛOHKÚ1j>L(\Pj]Z�U�Ø¶Ú�GÞj�ÛPGdNO^�ÔXH�L"×�ÿ_\PGdUXZpj�H_iRZCÙOU]Hf`f\<×�Ô�â Z ZpcÞLV\ON<×)ÛOZ�j�L�ÓP\Ol"Z�U
LV^"Z�N{Ô�ÔXÛPLKÔRÚ�GdcIc�UXH_LViëÔXÛOZ ã N_ÔXZ�UXNOZ0ÔCj]Z�LVU)×)ÛOGINO^�ÖÝH_U/L j]Z�cIcdZ�URL"^"Z�N_ÔRH6� Z�UXGINO^�ÔXÛOZ�U]Z�á
ÿ_\PZ�j�Ô]Z�` H_Ó��wZ�×0Ô�â+êhÛPZpÓO\Ol_Z�U$L"NP` j�Z�cdcIZ�U$L"^"Z�N_Ô)j>Ú�GIcdcyi/Z�Z0Ô$GINåLVN Z�cdZ�×�Ô]UXH"NPGI×RiCLVUXk"Z�Ô
ÙOcIL_×0Z_Ø�Ú�ÛOZ�U]Z�ÔXÛOZ�l:Ú�GdcIc"Z�eO×)ÛPLVNO^_Z2GdNOÖÝH"UXiRLVÔ]GIH"NçUXZ�^_L"UX`OGdNO^hÙOUXHf`f\P×0ÔXjÔXÛPLKÔ+Ô]ÛOZ�GdU?U]Z�j�Ù-Z�×0á
Ô]GIJ"Z�\Pj]Z�U)j�`fZ�j�GIU]ZçÔXHpÓO\Ol�H"U1j]Z�cIc´â 
 L_×)Û(LV^"Z�N{ÔhGÞj1Z�ÿ{\OGdÙPÙ<Z�`�Ú�G�ÔXÛ�LVN(Z0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z:ÛPH"cÞ`fGdNP^
j�H_i/ZhLViRH_\ON{ÔrH"ÖPZ�cIZ�×0Ô]UXH"NOGÞ×ÌiRH_NOZ�l_â ã Ö<Ô]ÛOZyÔwÚ�H:L"^"Z�N{Ô)j+ÛPLMJ_ZÌiCLKÔ)×)ÛOGINO^SUXZ�ÿ{\OZ�jwÔ)j�Ø�ÔXÛOZ�l
U]Z�L"×)ÛßL"NßL"^"UXZ�Z�iRZ�N_Ô � ÔXÛOZCÙOUXHf`f\P×�Ô>GÞjçÓ<H[H_k"Z�`¶Ø L"NP` L�×�H"N{Ô]U)L"×0Ô:GÞj>×0H_NP×0cI\P`fZ��̀��Ø¶L"NP`
Ô]ÛOZ1Ù<LMl{iRZ�N_Ô�GÞj�ÔXÛOZ�NCUXZ�L"cdGIW�Z�`�Ó[l$Ô]U)LVNPj�ÖÝZ�UXU]GINO^>j]H"iRZ�iRH"NOZ�l�ÖÝUXH"i Ô]ÛOZ�Z�á´ÙO\PUXj]Z�HVÖ Ô]ÛPZ
ÓO\Ol"Z�U>LV^"Z�N{Ô:`fGIU]Z�×�ÔXcdl�ÔXH�ÔXÛOZ/Z0á·ÙO\OU)j�Z/HVÖ�ÔXÛOZCj�Z�cdcIZ�U>L"^"Z�N{Ô�â ã NßÔ]ÛOGÞj>×�L_j�Z$Ô]ÛOZRZ�á´ÙO\PUXj]Z
L"×�Ô)j�L_j1×�L_j�Û(iRH"NPZ�l"ØPÔ]ÛOZ�U]Z$GIj�NOHpNOZ�Z�`�Ô]H�L"j]k9ÖÝH_USLRÓPL"NOk�×�Z�U]Ô]G��<×�LVÔ]GIH"N¶â ã Ö�Ô]ÛOZ�ÙPLMl{á
i/Z�N{Ô�Ö¤L"GdcÞj�Ø[Ô]ÛOZ�N9ÔXÛOZ>LV^"UXZ�Z�iRZ�N{Ô�Û<L"jyÔ]H/Ó<Z�×�LVNP×�Z�cIcdZ�`ØfLVNP`9Ô]ÛPZçj]Z�cIcIZ�U�LV^_Z�N{Ô�UXZ�cIZ�L_j�Z�j
Ô]ÛOZ(ÙOUXHf`f\P×0Ô�â�b1NøZ�á´ÙO\PUXj]Z�GIjRGIiRÙOcdZ�iRZ�N{Ô]Z�`äÓ[l.L"N»L_`O`fGdÔ]GIH"NPL"c1LV^_Z�N{ÔRÔ]ÛPLVÔRÛ<LVNP`fcIZ�j

¯



Ô]ÛOZCLViRH_\ON{Ô:H"ÖÌiRH"NOZ�l(HVÖÌÔXÛOZRZ0á·ÙO\OU)j�Z_Ø-L_×�×�Z�jXj�ÙOUXGIJ{GIcIZ�^"Z�j�Ø`fZ�Ù<H{j�GdÔ>LVNP`àÚ�G�ÔXÛP`fU)LMÚ�L"c
H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔ]GIH"N<j�â

ã N�ÔXÛOGÞj�jX×0Z�N<LVUXGdH<Ø[Ô]ÛOZ�ÓP\Ol"Z�U�LV^_Z�N{Ô1×�LVN(Ó-Z�Z�G�ÔXÛOZ�U�L"cdH_NOZ>H"U1×�H"iRÙ-H_j]Z�`�HVÖ�j]Z�J"Z�UXL"c
LV^"Z�N{ÔXjUXH_L"i/GINO^hÔXÛOZ ã N{Ô]Z�U]NOZ�Ô?j]Gdi�\Oc�Ô)LVNOZ�H"\Pj]cIl"â ã ÔriRLMlSÓ<Zy`fG�°p×�\Oc�ÔrH"U?Z�J"Z�NçGdiRÙ-H_jXj�GIÓOcIZ
ÖÝH"U�ÔXÛOZ9\<j�Z�U$ÔXHà×0H_N_Ô)L"×0Ô�Ô]ÛOZ�ÓO\Ol_Z�U/LV^"Z�N{Ô$H"U>ÖÝH_U$ÔXÛOZ9ÓP\Ol"Z�U�LV^_Z�N{Ô�ÔXHß×0H_N{ÔXL"×0Ô�Ô]ÛPZ
LV^"Z�N{ÔXj�`OGIj�Ô]UXGdÓP\fÔ]Z�`�Ú�H"UXcI`[á·Ú�GÞ`fZ"â ã NP`fZ�Z�`ØLpiRH"ÓPGdcIZ ã G j]×)ÛOZ�iRZ$Z�N<LVÓOcIGdNP^pÔ]H�×0H_N{ÔXL"×0Ô
i/H_ÓOGIcdZçLV^_Z�N{ÔXjyGdUXUXZ�j]Ù<Z�×�Ô]GIJ"Z�cdl/HVÖ+Ô]ÛOZ�GdUhÙ-H_j]G�ÔXGdH_N9GÞj�`OG�°p×0\Pc�Ô�Ô]HR×0H_NPj�GÞ`fZ�UyÚ�ÛOZ�N�L"^"Z�N{Ô)j
NOZ�GdÔ]ÛOZ�U1k[NOHKÚ�Z�L"×)Û�HVÔ]ÛPZ�U�NOH_U�ÙPLVU]Ô]GÞ×0GIÙPLKÔXZçGdN�Ô]ÛPZ�j]L"i/Z>L"ÙOÙOcIGI×�LKÔ]GIH"N+â

±;²�³�´	µ�´(¶ ��u̧ ·�qXtH¹+����°XqS¸�º_���>²_��q

êhÛOGIj�Z0eOL"i/ÙPcdZ�j�×�H"NPj]GIj�ÔXj$HVÖ1ÔwÚ�H�iCLVGINT9?LVNPLàLV^"Z�N{ÔXj�þ¶Ô]ÛPZ�ÓO\Pl"Z�URLVN<` Ô]ÛOZ�j]Z�cIcdZ�U
LV^"Z�N{ÔSÔXÛPLKÔ>Ú�H"UXk�H_NàÓ-Z�ÛPL"c�Ö�HVÖyÔ]ÛOZRÓO\Ol_Z�U�ØLVNP` j�Z�cdcIZ�U:UXZ�j]Ù<Z�×�Ô]GIJ"Z�cdl_â+ýSNP×0ZRÓ-HVÔ]ÛßÔ]ÛPZ
ÓO\Ol"Z�U�LVNP` j]Z�cIcdZ�UçL"^"Z�N_Ô)jçÛPLMJ"Z/UXZ�L"×)ÛPZ�`(ÔXÛOZRiCLVUXk"Z0Ô>ÙOcÞL"×�Z"Ø¶L�j]Z�ÿ{\OZ�N<×0Z/HVÖ�`OLKÔ)L�Z�e[á
×)ÛPLVNO^_ZçH[×�×0\OU)j�Ô]ÛPU]H_\O^"Û�Ô]ÛPZ>i/Z�j]jXLV^_ZçÓ<H{LVU)` � GdN�ÔXÛOZ�×�L_j�ZçÚ�ÛOZ�U]ZçÔXÛOZ�UXZ>GIj1NOHCZ�UXU]H_U�0þ
Ô]ÛOZçÓO\Ol_Z�U � j�Z�cdcIZ�UB��LV^"Z�N{Ô�GINPj]Z�U]ÔXjhL/ÓO\Ol[GdNP^ � j�Z�cdcIGINO�̂�yUXZ�ÿ{\OZ�j�ÔhU]Z�j�Ù-Z�×0Ô]GIJ"Z�cIlCGIN9ÔXÛOZçÔ]\fá
ÙOcdZ:j�Ù<L"×0Z_â_êhÛOZSÓO\Ol_Z�UyL"^"Z�N_ÔyU]Z�Ô]UXGdZ�J"Z�j�Ô]ÛOZ:j�Z�cdcIGINO^�UXZ�ÿ{\OZ�j�Ô�L"NP`RÙOUXH"Ù-H_j]Z�jyL�×0H_N_ÔXUXL_×�Ô�Ø
Ú�ÛOGI×)Û�GÞj1L"×�×0Z�ÙfÔ]Z�`�Ó[l9Ô]ÛOZ$j]Z�cIcIZ�U�âPêhÛOZ>GIN_ÔXZ�U)L"×0Ô]GIH"N�Z�NP`Oj�Ú�G�ÔXÛ�Ô]ÛOZ�Ù<LMl{iRZ�N_Ô�ØOG´â Z_âdØOÓ[l
Ô]U)LVNPj�ÖÝZ�UXU]GINO^/iRH"NOZ�lCÖÝU]H_i Ô]ÛPZ>ÓO\Ol"Z�U�Z0á·ÙO\OU)j�Z:ÔXHRj]Z�cIcIZ�U�Z0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z"â

UßZ�Ú�GIcIc+NOHKÚ ×0H_NPj�GÞ`fZ�UhÔ]ÛOUXZ�Z>Ôwl[Ù-Z�j�HVÖ�Z�UXU]H_UXj�þOj�lfj�Ô]Z�i Z�UXUXH"U�ØOLVÙOÙOcIGÞ×�LKÔXGdH_N�Z�UXU]H_UXj�Ø
NOZ0ÔwÚ�H"UXk.Ö¤L"GdcI\OUXZ�j YyL"NP`�j]Z�Z�ÛOHKÚ ÔXÛOZ�lÕ×�LVNÕÓ-ZßÛPL"NP`fcIZ�`ÕÚ�GdÔ]ÛPGdNÕÔXÛOZ ×0\OUXU]Z�N{ÔE9+L"NPL
i/Hf`fZ�c�þ

»½¼ a>bB�¾�N¿À� |B|~}	| â{êhÛOZ�cdHf×�LVcOH_U�U]Z�iRHVÔ]ZhÙOcÞLKÔ]ÖÝH"UXi ^_Z�NOZ�UXLVÔ]Z�jrL"NCZ�UXU]H_U�ØMZ_â ^<âdØKÔXÛOZ�×�H[`OZ
×�L"NONOHVÔ�Ó-Z>Z0efZ�×�\fÔ]Z�`ØfÔXÛOZ�×�L"cdcIZ�`�LV^_Z�N{Ô�ÛPL"jhiRHKJ"Z�`ØfZ0Ô)×Vâ

»iÁ }�z ^	_�ÂWÃ!Ã�_Ä� z ^	�Å� } x � |B|~}6| bNÆ��PH"U�GINPjwÔ)LVNP×�Z"ØfÚ�Z>×�LVN�iRZ�N{Ô]GIH"N+þ
Ç Ô]ÛPZ�UXZ>GIjhNOHCH!�-Z�U�iCLKÔX×)ÛPGdNO^/ÔXÛOZ>U]Z�ÿ{\OZ�j�Ô Y
Ç Ô]ÛPZ�UXZ�GÞjyL>ÓP\O^$GINCÔ]ÛPZSj]Z�cIcdZ�UyLV^_Z�N{Ôy×�H[`OZ"þ{G�Ô�GIjÌGdiRÙ-H_jXj�GIÓOcIZ1Ô]H�U]Z�L"×)ÛCLVN�LV^"UXZ�Z�á
iRZ�N{Ô1H"UhÔXHCL"×�×�Z�jXj�Ô]HRZ0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z!Y

Ç Ô]ÛPZ>ÓO\Ol"Z�U�Z0á·ÙO\OU)j�Z>`fH[Z�jhNOHVÔ�×�H"N{ÔXL"GdN�j�\�°C×�GdZ�N{ÔhiRH_NOZ�l�Y
Ç Ô]ÛPZ�ÓO\Ol_Z�UyZ0á·ÙO\OU)j�Z�`OH{Z�jÌNPHVÔyÙPU]Z�j�Z�N_Ô�j�\�°p×�GdZ�N_Ô�ÙOUXGdJ[GIcdZ�^"Z�j�ØVZ_â ^<âdØ[L�×0H_N��P^_\OUXLVá
Ô]GIH"N�Z�U]UXH"U�`fH[Z�jhNPHVÔ1LV\fÔXÛOH"UXGIW�ZçiRH"NOZ�lCÔ]HCÓ-Z>Ú�G�ÔXÛP`fU)LMÚ�N9ÖÝUXH"i=Ô]ÛOZ>Z�á´ÙO\PUXj]Z"â

È



»ÊÉ �KbB� | �1Ë � �¾�¢FÂHÃ!Ã�_Ä� z ^	�Å� } x � |B|~}	| bAÆ�YfZ�J"Z�UXL"c�L"^"Z�N_Ô)j$Ú�H"UXk ×0H[H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔXGdJ_Z�cIl"ØrZ"â ^PâIØ+ÔXH
ÓO\Ol�j�Z�J"Z�U)LVc GdÔ]Z�iRj1HVÖ+ÔXÛOZ�jXLViRZ�j�Z�U]GIZ�j�â ã N�Ô]ÛOZ�×�L"j]Z:H"ÖrL"N�Z�U]UXH"U�Ø{Ô]ÛOZ�U]ZçGÞj1L/NOZ�Z�`
ÖÝH"U1LR×0H_cdcIZ�×0Ô]GIJ"ZçUXZ�×0HKJ_Z�UXlRHVÖrÔ]ÛOZ>Z�U]UXH"U�â

»ÊÌ �A��` }6|~Í  v^	�%_ ��| �BbAÆ-êhÛOZ�U]Z>LVUXZ>×0H_i/i�\ONOGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N�Ö¤LVGIcd\OUXZ�jhÓ-Z0ÔwÚ�Z�Z�N9ÔXÛOZ>ÓO\Ol_Z�U1L"NP`
j�Z�cdcIZ�U1L"^"Z�N_Ô�ÙOcÞLKÔ]ÖÝH"UXiCj�ØfH_U�Ó-Z0ÔwÚ�Z�Z�N�Ô]ÛOZ�L"^"Z�N{Ô�ÙOcÞLKÔ]ÖÝH"UXi LVNP`�GdÔXj�\Pj]Z�U�â

ã NåÔ]ÛPZ�×�L"j]Z�H"ÖSj�lfj�Ô]Z�i�Z�UXU]H_UXj�Ø¶ÔXÛOZ�cIHf×�L"c�H_U�UXZ�iRH"Ô]Z#9+LVN<L�ÙOcÞLKÔ]ÖÝH"UXi�^"Z�NPZ�U)LKÔ]Z�j
LVNåZ�J"Z�N{Ô�Ø?G´â Z_âdØrGdÔ�GINPj�Z�U�Ô)j�ÔXÛOZ�×0H"UXUXZ�j]Ù<H_NP`fGINO^�Ô]\OÙPcdZ�GdN.Ô]ÛOZ�j�ÛPL"U]Z�` iRZ�iRH"UXléj�ÙPL_×0Z_â
êhÛPLVNOkfjyÔ]H/ÔXÛOZçk"Z�l_Ø{Ô]ÛOZ:Ô]\PÙOcdZçGÞjyÔ]ÛOZ�N�UXZ0ÔXU]GIZ�J_Z�`CÓ[lRÔXÛOZ>LV^"Z�N{ÔyÔXÛPLKÔ�ÚhL"j�Ú�L"G�ÔXGdNP^$ÖÝH_U
Ô]ÛOZ�×�H"UXU]Z�j�Ù-H"NP`OGdNO^/H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔXGdH_N¶â

ã N�Ô]ÛPZ/×�L"j]Z$HVÖ�LVÙOÙOcIGÞ×�LKÔXGdH_NàZ�U]UXH"U)j�ØPZ"â ^PâIØ<ÔXÛOZ�UXZ/GIjçLVNßZ�UXU]H_US`f\PU]GINO^pÔXÛOZRÙPLMl[iRZ�N{Ô
`f\OZ�ÔXH�GdN<j�\�°p×�GdZ�N_Ô�iRH_NOZ�l_ØVÔ]ÛPZ1ÓO\Ol_Z�UÌL"^"Z�N{Ô�GINPj]Z�U]ÔXj�LçÙPLMl[iRZ�N{Ô2Ö¤L"Gdc<Z�J"Z�N{Ô�ØVUXZ0ÔXU]GIZ�J_Z�`
Ó{låÔ]ÛOZ�j]Z�cIcdZ�UpLV^_Z�N{Ô�ÔXÛPLKÔpÚhL"jRÚhLVGdÔ]GINO^ßÖÝH"URÔXÛOZ(ÙPLMl[iRZ�N{Ô�â�êhÛOZ(cÞLKÔ]Ô]Z�Up×�LVN<×0Z�cÞj/Ô]ÛPZ
Ô]U)LVNPjXL"×0Ô]GIH"N¶Ø¶L"NP` U]Z�GdNPj]Z�U]ÔXjSÔXÛOZ9j]Z�cIcdGINO^�U]Z�ÿ{\OZ�j�Ô�âP�rGINPLVcIcIl"ØÔXÛOZCÓO\Ol_Z�U�LV^_Z�N{Ô>GdNOÖÝH"UXiRj
Ô]ÛOZSÓO\Ol"Z�UyGINCÔXÛOZSH_U]GI^"GINPL"cOÙOcÞLKÔ�ÖÝH_U]i8ÔXÛPLKÔhLVNpZ�U]UXH"U�Hf×�×0\OUXU]Z�`C`f\OUXGdNP^�Ô]ÛPZ�ÙPLMl[iRZ�N{Ô�Ø{GdÔ
GdNPj]Z�U]ÔXj�ÔXÛOZ�×0H_U]UXZ�j]Ù-H"NP`fGINO^/Z�J_Z�N{Ô�GdN�Ô]ÛPZ>H"UXGd^_GdNPL"c ÙOcILVÔ�ÖÝH_U]i�â

êhÛOZÌ×�L_j�ZÌHVÖP`fGÞjwÔXU]GIÓO\fÔXZ�`�L"ÙOÙOcIGI×�LKÔXGdH_NPj¶Z�U]UXH"U)jGÞjÔ]ÛPZyiRH_j�Ô+GIN{Ô]Z�UXZ�j�Ô]GINO^1H_NOZ"â ã NP`fZ�Z�`Ø
Ô]ÛOZSÙOU]H_ÓOcIZ�i8ÛOZ�UXZ1GÞj�ÔXH�U]Z�L"×)Û¶Ø_Z�J_Z�NpL"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pj]cdl_ØKÓO\fÔyNPZ�×0Z�j]jXLVUXGIcdl_Ø"LV^_Z�N{ÔXjÌÚ�ÛOH_j]Z
cdHf×�LVÔ]GIH"NßGIjçNOH"Ô>k{NPHKÚ�N¶â¶b8Ù<H{j]j]GdÓPcdZCLVÙPÙOU]H{L"×)Û(ÔXH�U]Z�LVcIGdW�GdNO^9Ô]ÛOGÞj>GINÎ9?LVNPL�GÞj:ÖÝH"UçÔ]ÛPZ
LV^"Z�N{ÔXjRÔXHåLV^"UXZ�Z�\OÙ-H"N�Lé×�H"iRiRH"NøÙOcÞLKÔ]ÖÝH"UXi Ú�ÛOZ�U]Z(Z�J"Z�N_Ô)j�ØÌU]Z�cILVÔ]Z�`äÔXHåLVÓONOH_U]iCL"c
j�GdÔ]\PLVÔ]GIH"NPj�ØPL"U]Z>j�Ô]H"UXZ�`¶âPb�Ö ÔXZ�U�ÔXÛPLKÔ�Ó-HVÔXÛ�Ô]ÛOZ4��\Ol_Z�U�L"NP`�Ô]ÛOZ$YfZ�cIcdZ�U�LV^_Z�N{ÔXjhcIZ�LMJ_ZçL"N
L"`O`fGdÔ]GIH"N<LVcPL_j]j]GIj�ÔXL"N{ÔÌLV^"Z�N{Ô�GINRÔ]ÛPGIjÌÙOcILVÔ�ÖÝH_U]i�Ø"Ú�ÛPH_j]Z�U]H_cdZhGÞj2Ô]H>H_ÓPj]Z�UXJ"Z�Ô]ÛOH{j�Z�Z�J"Z�N{ÔXj�Ø
LVNP`9Ô]HCGINfÖÝH"UXi ÔXÛOZ�GIU1UXZ�j]Ù<Z�×�Ô]GIJ"Z>L"^"Z�N{Ô)j�â

�?GINPL"cdcIl"Ø?Ô]ÛOZÏ9+L"NPL(iRHf`fZ�chLVcIcdHKÚ1j$NOZ0ÔwÚ�H"UXkß`OGIjX×0H_NONOZ�×0Ô]GIH"NPj�Ô]HßÓ<Z�ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�`éGdNäL
J"Z�UXl�j�GIiRGdcÞLVUSÚ�LMl_âPb1^_Z�N{ÔXj:LVUXZ>GdNOÖÝH"UXi/Z�`(HVÖ2ÔXÛOZ�Ö¤L"GdcI\OUXZ>Ô]ÛPU]H_\O^"Û(Z�J"Z�N{Ô)j�Ø LVNP`�Z�G�ÔXÛOZ�U
Ú�L"G�Ô�ÖÝH_U1Ô]ÛPZ$LMJKLVGIcIL"ÓOGdcIGdÔwlpHVÖ�Ô]ÛPZ$×0H_NONOZ�×0Ô]GIH"N¶Ø<H"U�×�H"N{Ô]GIN[\OZçÔ]ÛPZ�GIU�Z0efZ�×0\fÔXGdH_N�\PN_ÔXGdc?Ô]ÛPZ
×0H"NPNOZ�×0Ô]GIH"N�GIj�\PÙ¶ØOH"U�`fZA�PNOGdÔ]Z�cdl�^"GIJ"Zç\OÙ¶â

$íKJ Ð�ö?ùOû1Ñ*,�ô�,
9+LVN<L�ÔXU]Z�LKÔXjyZ0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPjhL"jyÔ]ÛOZ>×�H"N[J"Z�N_ÔXGdH_NPLVcPÔ]\OÙPcdZ�j�LVNP`9H6� Z�U)jyÓ<L"j]GI×SÙOUXGdiRGdÔ]GIJ"Z�jyÖÝH_U
GdiRÙOcIZ�iRZ�N{ÔXGdNO^:Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N>ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^Pâ>��\fÔ�ÚyZyÛPLMJ"Z2ÖÝH_\ONP`çÔXÛPLKÔrÔ]ÛPZ�UXZÌGÞj?×�cdZ�LVUXcdlçL�j]ÙPL"×�Z
ÖÝH"U�Z0efÙPL"NP`fGINO^�ÔXÛOZ�j]Z�ÖÝZ�LVÔ]\OUXZ�j?Ô]HçÛOZ�cdÙRLVÙPÙOcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N�ÙOU]H_^"U)LViRiRZ�U)j¶GIN/`OZ�J"Z�cdH_ÙOGINO^�Ö¤L"\OcdÔ
Ô]H"cIZ�U)LVN{ÔÌL"ÙOÙOcIGI×�LKÔ]GIH"N<j�GdNpL�jXLKÖÝZ�U�LVNP`RcIZ�jXj2Z�U]UXH"U]á´ÙPU]H_NOZyÚhLMl"â6�rGIUXj�ÔÌH"Ö L"cdc´Ø�9?LVNPLçLVcIcIHKÚ1j
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPjÔ]H1Ó-Z�cIZ0Ö Ô?\PNOÛPLVN<`fcdZ�`:áPÚ�ÛOGÞ×)Û>GIj+×0cIZ�LVUXcIl�Z�UXUXH"U]á´ÙOUXH"NPZrL"NP`ç×�LVN>Û<LMJ"Z2j�Z�U]GIH"\<j
ZN� Z�×�Ô)j�H_N j]lfjwÔXZ�i�U]Z�cdGÞLVÓOGIcIG�Ôwl_â?Y[Z�×�H"NP`Ocdl_ØÔ]ÛOGÞj�iRHf`fZ�c�iRG�efZ�j$NOH"UXiCLVc�L"NP` LVÓONOH_U]iCL"c
cPHKÚ1j�HVÖ�×�H"N{Ô]UXH"c¶L"NP`(×0Hf`fZ_ØPLVNP`(`OH{Z�j�NOH"ÔSj�Z�ÙPLVU)LKÔXZ�j�\�°C×�GdZ�N{Ô]cIlpÔ]ÛPZ�NOH"UXiCLVc+j]lfjwÔXZ�i
Ó<Z�ÛPLMJ[GdH_\OU/ÖÝU]H_i�Ô]ÛOZ�L"ÓONOH_U]iCLVc�H"NPZ�á�Ú�ÛPGI×)Û»GIjCÔ]ÛOZ�iCLVGINäGÞ`fZ�LßÓ-Z�ÛPGdNP`»Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N
ÛPLVNP`OcdGINOÒ̂� Ó	� � L"jSLRiRLVÔ�ÔXZ�U�H"Ö?Ö¤L_×�Ô�GIN�Ô]ÛPZ�GIU�Z�L"U]cIl9Ú�H"UXkCÔXÛOZ�L"\fÔ]ÛOH_UXjhH"Öd9+LVN<LCjwÔ)LKÔ]Z�`
×0cIZ�LVUXcIl����A�Ô]ÛPLVÔ1Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPjhj]ÛOH"\PcI`�NOHVÔ1Ó-ZçGdN{ÔXU]Hf`f\P×�Z�`�L"jhNOH_U]iCL"c-Z�J"Z�N_Ô)jQ�0âOêhÛOGIUX`fcIl"Ø
Ô]ÛOZ<9?LVNPLSiRH[`OZ�cP`fH[Z�j?NPHVÔ�GINP×0cI\P`fZ�LVN[l$j]Ù-Z�×0G��<×hj]\OÙOÙ-H"U]ÔrÖÝH_U2Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N/ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNO^>L"NP`
cdZ�LMJ"Z�j>L"cdc�×0H_i/ÙPcdGÞ×�LVÔ]Z�` GÞj]j]\OZ�j>Ú�G�ÔXÛ Ô]ÛOZ�LVÙOÙPcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"Né`fZ�j]GI^"NOZ�UXj�â¶êhÛOZ�j]ZpÛPL_j�j]Z�J"Z�UXL"c
j�Z�U]GIH"\PjC×�H"NPj]Z�ÿ{\OZ�NP×0Z�j/Ú�ÛOGI×)ÛøiCLMlä×�H"iRÙOcIGI×�LKÔXZ�j]lfjwÔXZ�i `fZ�j]Gd^_N»L"NP`»iCLVk"Z�GdÔ9iRH"UXZ
Z�UXU]H_U�á·ÙOUXH"NOZ_â�ýSNOZ�HVÖ�Ô]ÛOZ(Z�efL"iRÙOcdZ�GÞj/Ô]ÛPLVÔ/ÔXH ^"\PL"UXL"N_ÔXZ�Z9Ô]ÛPLVÔCÔ]ÛOZ�GINfÖÝH"UXiCLKÔ]GIH"NäGIj
`fZ�cIGdJ_Z�UXZ�`/ÔXÛOZ�ÙOUXHf`f\P×�Z�UÌj]ÛOH"\PcI`CÚhLVGdÔ�ÖÝH_U�Ô]ÛPZ�NOH"Ô]G��<×�LVÔ]GIH"NRÔ]H$Ó<ZSGdiRÙOcIZ�iRZ�N{ÔXZ�`pLVÔÌÔ]ÛPZ
LVÙOÙOcIGÞ×�LKÔXGdH_N�cIZ�J"Z�c�Ø-GIN(Ô]ÛOZR×0Hf`fZ�HVÖ�Ó-HVÔXÛ�Ô]ÛPZ�ÙOUXHf`f\P×�Z�USL"NP`�ÔXÛOZ/×�H"NPj]\OiRZ�U�â<b�NOHVÔXÛOZ�U

Ó



Z0eOLViRÙOcIZ�GIj/ÔXÛPLKÔC9+L"NPL `fH[Z�jRNOH"ÔRÙPU]HKJ[GÞ`fZ�jRLVN[låj]lfjwÔXZ�iCLKÔXGI×�ÚhLMl[j$ÖÝH"URÔXUXL"NPj�ÖÝZ�UXU]GINO^
U]Z�j�Ù-H"NPj]GIÓOGdcIGdÔwl ÖÝH"URÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^ Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N<j/ÖÝU]H_i Ô]ÛOZ�ÙOUXHf`f\P×0Z�URHVÖSL"NäZ�J"Z�N{Ô/Ô]Héj]H"iRZ
HVÔ]ÛPZ�U�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj�V×0Hf`fZ"â�T(H"UXZ�HKJ_Z�U�Ø2Ô]ÛPGIj�iRHf`fZ�c>`fH[Z�j�NOH"Ô�GIN{Ô]UXHf`f\P×0ZàÔ]ÛOZ ×0H_NP×0Z�ÙfÔ�HVÖ
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N»×0H"N{ÔXZ0e[Ô�Ø�Ú�ÛOGÞ×)Û.GÞjR×0UX\P×0GÞLVcyÖÝH"UCLVN[l Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N.ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNO^ iRZ0ÔXÛOHf`fH"cIH"^_lßá
Ú�ÛOGI×)ÛßiCLVk"Z�j:G�Ô>GIi/Ù-H_jXj]GdÓOcIZ�Ô]H�\ONP`fZ�UXj�ÔXL"NP`�Ú�ÛOH�ÛPL"NP`fcIZ�j:Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPj�Ø Ú�ÛOZ�NßL"NP`�GdÖ
Ô]ÛOZ�l�LVUXZ�ÛPLVN<`fcdZ�`�LKÔçLVcIc�âê?H[HpiCLVN[l�U]Z�j�Ù-H"NPj]GIÓOGdcIGdÔ]GIZ�j � LVN<`(U]H[H_i ÖÝH_U�iRGÞjwÔ)LVk"Z�jQ��LVUXZ
cdZ�Ö Ô�Ú�G�ÔXÛ(LVÙOÙOcIGÞ×�LKÔXGdH_N�ÙPU]H_^"U)LViRiRZ�U)j�â ã N(L"`O`OG�ÔXGdH_N�ÔXH/Ô]ÛOGÞjw9?LVNPL/Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N�ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNP^
`fH[Z�jCNOH"Ô�j]\OÙOÙ-H"U]Ô9NOZ�j�Ô]GINO^<Ø�NOH"U9G�Ô�j]\OÙOÙ-H"U]ÔXj9×0H[H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔXGdJ_Z�Û<LVNP`fcIGINO^éÔ]Û<LKÔ9GIN[J"H"cIJ"Z�j
j�Z�J"Z�U)LVc ÙOUXHf×0Z�j]j]Z�j�â

Ô hÏj1Ñ�r*o1ËOÒ�ÎÌÊÖÕ×k2Ê�Ïqp�Ò�ÊwgiØæÎhÏwrPp

ã NéÔ]ÛOGÞj$j]Z�×0Ô]GIH"NéÚ�Z9`fGÞj]×�\PjXj�H"\PU$LVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)Û Ô]H�GIN{Ô]UXHf`f\P×0GINO^à×�H[H"U)`fGdN<LKÔ]GIH"NOá´ÓPL_j�Z�`àZ�e[á
×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N�ÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^RÚ�ÛOGÞ×)Û�j]Ù-Z�×0G��<×�LVcIcdl9ÖÝH[×�\Pj]Z�jhH"N�×0Hf`fZ>iRH_ÓOGdcIGdÔwl"â

J¶í�ì Ù�ñ�Ú�MrôR'Kñ�2åñ[ö ó ,
Û HKJ"Z�c2Ö¤LV\Pc�Ô�Ô]H"cIZ�U)LVN<×0ZRÔ]Z�×)ÛONOGÞÿ{\OZ�j�Ô]HàÓ-Z9L"ÙOÙOcIl{GINO^�GIN.`fZ�J"Z�cdH_ÙOGdNP^�×0H"iRÙOcIZ0e iRH"ÓOGIcIZ
j�lfj�Ô]Z�iCj�ÛPLMJ_ZÌÔXH>×0H"UXUXZ�j]Ù<H_NP`çÔ]HçÔXÛOZ�GIU�j]Ù<Z�×0G��<×h×)ÛPLVU)L"×0Ô]Z�UXGÞjwÔXGI×�j�âMb�j�H_\OU�LVNPL"cdlfj]GIjrGINÏ� ¯ �
j�ÛOHKÚ1j:ÔXÛOZCiCLVGIN Ú�LMl�H"ÖyZ�NPj�\PU]GINO^�Ö¤LV\OcdÔ�ÔXH"cIZ�U)LVNP×�Z�GINåj�\<×)Û j]lfjwÔXZ�iCj>GÞjçÓ{lßZ�iRÙOcIHKl{á
GdNO^>L"ÙOÙOcIGI×�LKÔ]GIH"NOá·j]Ù<Z�×0G��<×yZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N�ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^çiRZ�×)ÛPL"NOGIj]iCj�âKb�i/H_NO^çHVÔXÛOZ�U�GIi/Ù-H"U]ÔXL"N{Ô
ÙOU]H_Ù<Z�U�ÔXGdZ�jhÔ]ÛPZ�j]Z$iRZ�×)ÛPL"NOGÞj�iCj1j]ÛOH"\PcI`�Ó-Z$cIGd^_Û{ÔSLVNP`Ïc<Z0efGdÓPcdZ_ØPÔXÛOZ�l�j�ÛPH"\OcÞ`(LVcIcdHKÚAÖÝH_U
`fl[NPLViRGÞ×>L">̀�w\Pj�Ô]iRZ�N_Ô)j1LVN<`pÖÝH_U1LV\fÔXH"NOH_i/H_\Pj � cIHf×�L"cdGIW�Z��̀��ÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^RHVÖ2LVÓPNOH"UXiCLVcj�GdÔ�á
\PLKÔXGdH_NPj�â[êhÛOZ�j�Z1iRZ�×)ÛPLVNOGÞj]iRj�j]ÛOH"\OcÞ`RÓ-Z:j]\OGdÔXLVÓPcdZ�ÖÝH"UÌH_Ù<Z�N9j]l[j�Ô]Z�iCjÌGINpÚ�ÛOGÞ×)ÛpiRH"ÓOGIcIZ
LV^"Z�N{ÔXj�LVUXZçÔ]HCH_Ù<Z�UXLVÔ]ZçGIN(\ONOk[NOHKÚ�N�Z�N[J[GdUXH"NPi/Z�N{ÔXj�LVN<`�Ó-Z$×�LVÙPL"ÓOcdZçH"Ö2`OZ�LVcIGINO^RÚ�G�ÔXÛ
LVÓONOH_U]iCL"c j]GdÔ]\PLVÔ]GIH"NPj�ÔXÛPLKÔ�L"U]ZçNOH"Ôhk[NOHKÚ�N�GIN�L_`fJKLVNP×�Z"â

J¶í%$ - õ+ú?ñ[û
êhÛOZÜ�PU)jwÔSÙOU]H_ÓOcIZ�i ÛOZ�UXZ�GÞj�Ô]H�jwÔ)LMl�Ú�GdÔ]ÛOGINà`fZ�×0H_\OÙOcIZ�` � L_j�l[NP×)ÛPU]H_NOH"\Pj��×0H_i/i�\ONOGÞ×�LVá
Ô]GIH"NRiRH[`OZ�cPL"NP`RLKÔ2Ô]ÛPZ1j]L"i/Z�ÔXGdiRZ�ÔXH>^"\PL"UXL"N_ÔXZ�Zh`fZ�cIGIJ"Z�UXl�H"Ö-Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPjrÔ]H>Û<LVNP`fcIZ�U)j�â
ýSNOcdlRGINpÔXÛOGIj�×�L_j�ZSÚyZ:×�L"Np^"\PL"UXL"N{Ô]Z�Z1Ô]ÛPLVÔ�LVcIc-Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPj�LVUXZS×�LV\O^_Û{ÔyLVNP`�LKÖ ÔXZ�UyÔ]ÛPLVÔ
ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�`ârýS\OU>GÞ`fZ�L�GÞj:Ô]H(k_Z�Z�Ù \Pj]GdNP^�\<j�\PL"c�jwÔ)LVNP`PLVU)`ßL_j�l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NPH"\PjSÚ�LMlfj:HVÖ�×0H_i/á
i$\ONOGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N � G�â Z"â-k"Z�lfj1H"USZ�J_Z�N{ÔXj��ÓO\OÔSÔXHpiCLVk"Z/j�\PU]Z>ÔXÛPLKÔ�Ø-j]ÛOH_\OcI`àLVN�Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N�Ó-Z
UXL"GIj]Z�`Ø[ÔXÛOZ>ÛPL"NP`fcIZ�U1LVcIÚhLMl[jyZ0efGÞjwÔ)j�GIN9ÔXÛOZ>cdHf×�LKÔ]GIH"N+â

b�j$`OZ�ÙOGÞ×�ÔXZ�`åGINS�rGI^"\OUXZE?fØ+Ô]ÛOZ�\ONP`fZ�U]cIl[GdNP^�GI`OZ�L�ÛPZ�UXZpGIj�Ô]ÛPLVÔ�Ú�Z�L_j]j]\OiRZCÔ]Û<LKÔ�Ø
G�Ö�L"N �����6��� GIj�×0H_NPj�\Pi/Z�`ÕÓ[lÕLåÙOUXH"^_UXL"i �����6����Ý��!��¤>�!Þ���� Ø�LVN<`�LVN�Z�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N �
GIj�UXL"GIj]Z�`ø`f\PU]GINO^åÙOUXHf×0Z�j]j]GdNP^éHVÖ>Ô]ÛPGIj�Z�J_Z�N{Ô�ØÌÔ]ÛOZ�NÕÔ]ÛOGÞj�Z�J"Z�N{Ô9GIjpÔ]ÛOZ ×�L"\Pj�ZàHVÖ>Ô]ÛPZ
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N¶Ø?LVNP`éj]\P×)Û Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"Néj]ÛOH"\PcI` Ó-ZRÔ]UXZ�LVÔ]Z�` H_\fÔXj]GÞ`fZ �����!����Ý��6��¤>�!Þ��!� â-ýSNPZ
Ù<H{j]j]GdÓPcdZ:j�H_cd\fÔXGdH_NpGÞj�ÔXH�LVcIcIHKÚ»H_NOcIlRj]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\PjÌ×�H"iRi$\PNOGI×�LKÔXGdH_N¶Ø"GIN9Ú�ÛOGÞ×)Û9×�L"j]Z1Ô]ÛPZ
ÙOU]Hf`f\<×0Z�U�H"ÖOÔ]ÛOZhZ�J"Z�N{Ô�Ø �����!����ß����������!��� Ú�H"\OcÞ`�Ó-Z�Ô]ÛOZhÓ-Z�j�Ô2ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�U�â	��\fÔ�G�Ö-ÚyZhÚhLVN{Ô
Ô]HàL"cdcIHKÚ8L_j�l[NP×)ÛPU]H_NOH"\Pjç×�H"iRi$\ONPGI×�LKÔ]GIH"NéL"NP`éLV^_Z�N{Ô�iRH"ÓOGIcdGdÔwlàÚ�Z9×�LVNONOH"Ô�ÓOGINP` Ô]ÛPZ
ÙOU]Hf`f\<×0Z�U�â_Y[HçÔXÛOZ�H"NPcdl�Ù<H{j]j]GdÓPcdZ1j]H"cI\fÔ]GIH"NRGÞj2ÔXH�×0UXZ�LKÔXZ�LçNOZ�ÚøÙOUXHf×0Z�jXj]à ¥~��¦ Ô]H>ÛPL"NP`fcIZ
Ô]ÛOZ>Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N¶â

=



Handler Creation by System

result

H(E)

event

E

EventProducer

exception

EventConsumer

Shared Tuple Space

retrieved if necessary

Result of H(E) asynchronously

±d²\³�´Aá�´ ¸�º"°)q)²"twz���s ¶ �V�"q)�

êhÛOZ/j]Ù-Z�×0GÞLVcIGIW�Z�`àÙOUXH[×�Z�jXjwà ¥~��¦ GÞjç×0UXZ�LVÔ]Z�`àÚ�ÛOZ�N LVNßZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N � GIjçj]Gd^_NPLVcIZ�`(Ó[l
�����!����Ý��!��¤>�!Þ���� â ã N�H"\OU�LVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)ÛøLVN[läZ�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N�GÞj9LåÔ]\OÙOcIZàH"Ö$Låj]Ù<Z�×0GÞLVcSÔwl{Ù-Z"þ
Ô]ÛOZ�U]ZpGÞj$L"cdÚhLMlfj>L(ÙOUXHf×0Z�jXjçÚhLVGdÔ]GINO^(Ô]HàÛPLVNP`OcdZ � G�â Z"â+Ô]Hà×�H"NPj]\OiRZ��>G�Ô�ârY[\P×)Û.ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�U
à ¥~��¦ Ø U]Z�ÙOU]Z�j�Z�N{Ô]GINO^9ÔXÛOZCZ0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N ×�H"N{Ô]Z�e{Ô�ØGIjç\<j�\PL"cdcIlà`fZ�j�GI^"NPZ�`ßÓ{l�Ô]ÛOZp`fZ�J"Z�cdH_Ù<Z�U
HVÖ �����!����ß����������6��� ÓO\OÔpG�Ôp×�L"N.Ó-Z(`fZ�j]Gd^_NOZ�`.Ó[léÔ]ÛOZ(`fZ�j�GI^"NPZ�U/HVÖ �����!����Ý��!��¤>�!Þ����
L"j�ÚyZ�cdc´â ã N�Ô]ÛOZ cILVÔ�ÔXZ�U�×�L"j]ZàZ�G�ÔXÛOZ�U�Ô]ÛPZßÛPL"NP`fcIZ�U�ÙOUXHKJ{GÞ`fZ�`øÓ{l �����!����ß����������!��� GIj
Gd^_NOH"UXZ�`CGIN9UX\ON{Ô]GIiRZ>LVNP`9H"NOcIl/Ô]ÛOZçÛPL"NP`fcIZ�Uhj�\OÙPÙOcdGIZ�`�Ó[l �����6����Ý��!��¤>�!Þ���� GIj�\Pj]Z�`Ø[H_U
Ó<H"Ô]ÛéÛPL"NP`fcIZ�U)j>U]Z�×0Z�GdJ_Z/Z�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N �T� GdNéÚ�ÛPGI×)Ûå×�L"j]ZRÔ]ÛOZ�lß×�L"Nå`fZ�×�GI`OZRÔ]H�ÛPL"NP`fcIZpGdÔ
×0H[H"Ù-Z�U)LKÔXGdJ_Z�cIl��0â+êhÛOZpÛ<LVNP`fcIZ�U�ÙOUXH[×�Z�jXj>\Pj]\PLVcIcIl ×�H"iRÙOcIZ0Ô]Z�j�ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNP^�LVNP`å`OGdZ�j�â3�y\OÔ
Ô]ÛOZ�lp`fH$NOH"Ô�Û<LMJ"Z�ÔXHPâfF:Z�NOZ�UXL"cdcIlCj�Ù-Z�L"k{GINO^<Ø"ÔXÛOZ�lp×�LVNpÓ-ZSGIN[J"H_cdJ_Z�`RGINpÖÝ\OU]Ô]ÛOZ�U�j]lfjwÔXZ�i
Z0efZ�×�\fÔ]GIH"N�ÖÝH"U1L_jhcdH_NO^CL"jhNOZ�×0Z�jXjXLVUXl"â

ã N(H"\OU�L"ÙOÙOUXH_L_×)Û�Z�L"×)Û�Ô]\PÙOcdZXâ�ÙOUXHf`f\P×�Z�`�Ó[l �����!����ß����������6��� ÛPL"j�LCN[\Oi$Ó-Z�USHVÖ
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPjy`fZ�×�cIL"U]Z�`RGdN9G�Ô)jyj]Gd^_NPLKÔX\OUXZ"þ �*ã ØPâIâIØ ��� GdN9L_`O`fGdÔ]GIH"NRÔXH�L�j]Z0Ô�HVÖ¶ÙPL"UXL"i/Z�Ô]Z�UXj�â
UÕÛOZ�NÜâSGIjÙP\fÔ+GIN_ÔXH1L�Ô]\OÙPcdZÌj]ÙPL_×0Z�Ô]ÛPZÌj�lfj�Ô]Z�i j]ÛOH"\OcÞ`:ÛPLMJ"Z�UXZ0ÖÝZ�U]Z�NP×0Z�j-Ô]H�`fZ�×0cÞLVU)LKÔXGdH_NPj
HVÖfN�ÛPL"NP`fcIZ�U)j�þ�H"NOZ2ÖÝH_U+Z�L"×)Û>Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N¶â�êhÛOZyÛPLVN<`fcdZ�U¶ÙOUXHf×0Z�jXj¶GÞj+×�U]Z�LKÔXZ�`çcIH[×�LVcIcdl_Ø�Ú�ÛOZ�N
LVN�Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N�GÞj1j]Gd^_NPLVcIZ�`�ÓO\fÔ�GdÔ�`fH[Z�j1NOHVÔ1ÛPLMJ_Z:Ô]HCÓ-Z$LVcIÚ�LMlfj�cIH[×�LVc´þOGdÔ�×�LVN�iRHKJ"Z:ÔXH
Ó<Z�Ô�Ô]Z�URÛPLVNP`OcdZ�Ô]ÛOZ�Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N¶ân�y\OÔ/GdÔ/GÞj/GdiRÙ-H"U]ÔXL"N_Ô�Ô]H LVcIÚ�LMlfj�×0UXZ�LKÔXZ9GdÔ/Ú�ÛPZ�NäL"N
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NßGIjçj]Gd^_NPLVcIZ�`â�U Z/Ó-Z�cIGIZ�J"Z�Ô]Û<LKÔçG�Ô>Ú�H"\OcÞ`(Ó-Z/Ú�UXH"NP^pÔ]H�iCLVk_Z�LVN[l�Z0efGÞjwÔXGdNP^
ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj>Ô]HßÓ<Z�L�Û<LVNP`fcIZ�U�Ó<Z�×�L"\Pj�Z9Ô]ÛOZ�U]Z�GIj�NOHß^"\PL"UXL"N_ÔXZ�ZCÔXÛPLKÔ/G�ÔRÚ�GIcdc�ÛPLVN<`fcdZ�Ô]ÛPZ
Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N Ú�G�ÔXÛOH"\OÔ>`OZ�cÞLMl[j�þ G�Ô$×�LVNßi/HKJ_Z$ÔXH(LVNOH"Ô]ÛOZ�U:cIHf×�LVÔ]GIH"N Ó<Z�ÖÝH"UXZRL"NàZ�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N
GIj>j]Gd^_NPLVcIZ�`àH"U:G�Ô$×�LVNßÓ<ZRÓO\Pj]là`fH_GdNP^�H"Ô]ÛOZ�UH�wH_Ó L"NP`�Ó-Z�×�LV\Pj]ZRHVÖ�ÔXÛOZCL"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pj
NPLKÔX\OU]ZçH"Ö�×�H"iRi$\ONPGI×�LKÔ]GIH"N�iCLMlp`fZ�×�GI`OZçÔ]HCÛPL"NP`fcIZ:GdÔ1Ú�ÛOZ�N�GdÔ1GÞj�Ô]H[HCcILVÔ]Z_â

ýS\OU�j]×)ÛPZ�iRZCLVcIcdHKÚ1jç`fZA�PNOGINO^�L�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXjçÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^(j�Z�J"Z�UXL"c � H"U�ØZ�J_Z�N¶Ø¶L"cdc�Z�eO×0Z�ÙOá
Ô]GIH"NPj�yÖÝU]H_i Ô]ÛPZ�j�GI^"NPLVÔ]\OUXZ:HVÖlâ ØOH"U�ØfZ�J_Z�N¶Ø[ÖÝUXH"i ÔXÛOZ�j]Gd^_NPLKÔX\OU]Z�j�HVÖ2`fG�� Z�UXZ�N{ÔhÔ]\PÙOcdZ�j�â

ýSNOZ1ÙOUXH"ÓOcIZ�i Ú�Z�LVUXZ1ÙOcÞLVNPNOGdNP^>Ô]H/L"`O`fUXZ�jXj�GÞj�þ_Ú�ÛPLVÔyÛPL"ÙOÙ-Z�NPjÌG�Ö �����!����Ý��!��¤>�!Þ����
i/HKJ_Z�jSÔ]H(L"NOHVÔXÛOZ�UçcIH[×�LKÔXGdH_NßLVN<`ßj]Gd^_NPLVcÞj:Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N � Ú�ÛOGIcIZR×�H"N{Ô]GIN[\OGINO^�ÙPU]Hf×0Z�j]j]GINO^
Ô]ÛOZ:×0H"N<j�\OiRZ�`/Ô]\OÙOcIZäâ�GINCÔ]ÛPGIjycdHf×�LKÔ]GIH"N+â!U ZSj]ÛOH"\OcÞ`CÓ-ZSL"ÓOcdZ1Ô]H�×�U]Z�LKÔXZ�ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�UHà ¥~��¦
GdN�Ô]ÛOZ>NPZ�ÚÜcIHf×�LVÔ]GIH"N9Ó-Z�×�LV\Pj]Z:Ô]ÛOGÞj�GÞjhÚ�ÛOZ�UXZSÔ]ÛOZ>Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NpÔX\OÙOcIZ>GIjhÙO\OÔ1GdN�Ô]ÛOZ>cIHf×�L"c
Ô]\OÙOcIZ�j]ÙPL"×�Z"â

�



ê+H/iCLVk"Z:H"\PUhjX×)ÛOZ�i/Z:Z�J_Z�N�i/H_U]ZqcPZ�e[GIÓOcIZSÚ�ZçÙOcÞLVNpÔXHCLVcIcdHKÚ>þ[LVN�Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N9Ô]HRÓ-Z
ÙOU]H_ÙPLV^{LKÔXZ�`(ÔXH�j�Z�J"Z�UXL"c2ÛPLVNP`OcdZ�U>ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj�Z�j>LVNP`ßÔ]ÛPZCÛPLVNP`OcdZ�U$LVNP`ßÔXÛOZCZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N ÔXH
Ó<Z�`fl[NPL"iRGI×�LVcIcdl9L_j]j]Hf×0GÞLKÔXZ�` � Z"â ^PâOÚ�ÛPGdcIZçGdNPj]Z�U]Ô]GINOå̂âpGIN{Ô]HpL/cdHf×�LVc Ô]\PÙOcdZ�j]ÙPL_×0Z��0â

b1NOH"Ô]ÛOZ�U�ÖÝZ�LVÔ]\OUXZpÚ�ÛOGÞ×)ÛåÚ�H"\OcÞ`éL"`PÎ̀cPZ0efGIÓOGdcIGdÔwlàÔXHàH"\PU�jX×)ÛOZ�iRZpGÞj>ÔXHàLVcIcdHKÚ L"N{l
Z0efGIj�Ô]GINO^/ÙOUXH[×�Z�jXj�Ø_Ú�ÛOGÞ×)Û9GÞjycIHf×�L"cPÔXH �����!����Ý��!��¤��!Þ���� LVNP`CÔ]H/Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N � Ø_Ô]H/ÛPL"NP`fcIZ
G�Ô�ÔXH"^"Z�Ô]ÛOZ�U�Ú�G�ÔXÛ(jwÔ)LVNP`OL"UX`9ÛPLVN<`fcdZ�U�ÙOUXH[×�Z�jXj�Z�j�â ã N�ÙPL"U�ÔXGI×�\OcIL"U�Ø[GdÔ�j�Z�Z�iCj�Ô]HCÓ-Z>\Pj]Z0ÖÝ\Oc
Ô]HpLVcIcIHKÚ �����6����ß����������!��� Ô]HD�wH_GdN�GIN�ÔXÛOZçÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^<â

J¶íKJ - ù�'�ª-ñ{ó�«>û�ùOð"ñßî�ï¶ù�2éòrû�ñ#Ù9ñ�0¶ô1,�ôÝó�ñ{ú
UßZÌ`OZ�iRH"NPj�Ô]U)LKÔXZ�H"\PU+LVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)Û:\Pj�GINO^hÔXÛOZÌiCLVUXk"Z�Ô¶ÙOcÞL"×0Z2Z�eOLViRÙOcIZ�GdN{ÔXU]Hf`f\P×�Z�`:Z�L"U]cIGIZ�U�â

Shared Tuple Space

exception

Buyer Agent

Handler1 InsufficientMoneyException

Buyer E-Purse Agent

Seller E-Purse Agent

Seller Agent

Asks Money to the Bank

MoneyTransfer

PaymentReceived

ContractConcluded

StartPayment
DepositMoney

StartPayment

±d²\³�´Næ�´ ¸*º_���>²_�}qhºyqX|"z}~vz�twq���çf�V�{°)°)qX~v~·�Þ�{�PºÌq)°)�0|MqXuv�

ã NRÔ]ÛOGÞjÌÙ<LVU]Ô]GÞ×0\OcÞLVUÌjX×0Z�NPLVUXGIHçÔ]ÛOZw��\Ol_Z�U�b1^"Z�N{ÔyL"j]kfj2G�Ô)j 
 áèGÌ\OU)j�Z�b1^_Z�N{Ô�ÔXH�U]Z�cdZ�L"j]Z
Ô]ÛOZßi/H_NOZ�lÕL"NP`ÕÙOUXHKJ[GI`fZ�jRÔ]ÛPZ 
 áèGÌ\OUXj]Z�b1^_Z�N{Ô�Ú�GdÔ]Û LåNPL"i/ZàHVÖ�GdÔXj�ÙOU]HMefløLV^_Z�N{Ô
� Z L"NP`fcIZ�U����yÔXÛPLKÔS×�LVN�Ó-Z�cdHf×�LVcIcdl�×0UXZ�LKÔXZ�`�Ú�ÛOZ�N(NOZ�×�Z�jXj]L"U]lCÔXHp`fZ�L"c¶Ú�GdÔ]Û(Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NPj�â
êhÛOZé��\Ol_Z�U 
 á·ÙO\OU)j�Z/b1^"Z�N{ÔSU)LVGÞj�Z�j�LVNßZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"Nß`f\OZ�Ô]HpÔXÛOZ�Ö¤L"×�Ô:Ô]Û<LKÔ:Ô]ÛOZ�U]Z�GIj:NOH"Ô
Z�NOH_\O^"Û/iRH"NOZ�l�GdN/ÔXÛOZ1Z0á·ÙO\OU)j]ZÌÖÝH_U�U]Z�LVcIGdW�GdNP^�ÔXÛOZ�ÙPLMl[iRZ�N{Ô�âVêhÛOZ1j]lfjwÔXZ�i Ô]ÛOZ�NR×�U]Z�LKÔXZ�`
Z LVN<`fcdZ�U �_ØfÚ�ÛOGÞ×)Û�×�LKÔ)×)ÛOZ�jhÔXÛOZ>Z0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N¶â Z L"NP`fcIZ�U��>L"×�×�Z�jXj�Z�j�Ô]ÛOZ>Ó<LVNOk ØOGIN�H"U)`fZ�UhÔXH
Ô]U)LVNPj�ÖÝZ�UhiRH"NOZ�lRÖÝU]H_i Ô]ÛPZ:Ó<LVNOk9L_×�×�H"\ON{ÔÌÔXH/Ô]ÛOZçZ0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z � j�Z�ZD�rGI^"\OUXZD5���â ã Ô1`fZ�Ù<H{j�GdÔXj
Ô]ÛOZ�N Ô]ÛOZpiRH_NOZ�l�H_N Ô]ÛOZpZ�á´ÙP\OUXj]Z"Ø?LVNP` j�ÔXLVU]ÔXj>L"^_L"GdNßÔ]ÛOZ9ÙPLMl[i/Z�N{Ô�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�`f\OUXZ"â¶êhÛPZ
i/H_NOZ�lçÔXUXL"NPj�ÖÝZ�U?ÖÝU]H_i ÔXÛOZ��y\Pl"Z�UrZ0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z�Ô]HSÔ]ÛPZhY[Z�cdcIZ�U�Z�á´ÙO\PUXj]ZÌHf×�×�\OU)j+NOHKÚå×�H"UXU]Z�×�ÔXcdl_â
êhÛOZhYfZ�cIcdZ�UrZ�á´ÙP\OUXj]ZyL"^"Z�N_Ô?Ô]ÛOZ�N�GINfÖÝH_U]iCj?Ô]ÛOZ�Y[Z�cdcIZ�U2LV^_Z�N{Ô+ÔXÛPLKÔ�ÔXÛOZyÙ<LMl{iRZ�N_Ô�ÛPL_j?Ó-Z�Z�N
U]Z�LVcIGdW�Z�`Ø�LVNP`çÔXÛOZ�Y[Z�cIcdZ�UrL"^"Z�N_ÔP�PNPLVcIcIl:GINfÖÝH_U]iCj+Ô]ÛOZW�y\Pl"Z�UrLV^_Z�N{Ô¶Ô]Û<LKÔrÔ]ÛOZÌÔ]U)LVNPjXL"×0Ô]GIH"N
Ú�L_j�j�\P×�×0Z�j]j�ÖÝ\Oc´â

�?GI^"\PU]Z ¯ j]ÛOHKÚ1j�LC`fG��-Z�U]Z�N{ÔS×�L_j�Z_â Z LVN<`fcdZ�U ��`OH{Z�j�NOH"Ô�j�\P×�×0Z�Z�`�GIN�UXZ0ÔXU]GIZ�J[GINO^pL"`fá
`fG�ÔXGdH_NPLVc-iRH"NOZ�l/ÖÝU]H_i ÔXÛOZ:ÓPLVNOk � Ô]ÛOZ:ÓPLVNPkpL"×�×�H"\ON{ÔÌGÞjyNOHVÔ�j�\�°C×�GdZ�N{Ô]cIl�ÖÝ\PU]NOGÞj]ÛOZ�`Ø[H_U
Ô]ÛOZ�U]Z9L"U]ZCNPH(ÙOU]GIJ[GdcIZ�^_Z�j��â Z LVNP`OcdZ�U �CGINfÖÝH"UXiCjçÔ]ÛPZE��\Ol"Z�U$b1^_Z�N{Ô>Ô]ÛPU]H_\O^"ÛéL(UXZ�^_\OcIL"U

�



Shared Tuple Space

exception

Buyer Agent
StartPayment

Handler1 InsufficientMoneyException

Handler2

ContractCancelled

Seller Agent

NotEnoughMoney

PaymentFailedException

Buyer E-Purse Agent

Unsuccessfull Money Recovery

Start New Selling Request

Contract Cancellation

±d²\³�´Nê�´ ¸�º_���>²{�}qhºÌq)|Vz}~vz�twq���ç�ë[��z}�}q��/ºÌq)°)�0|Mq]uv�

Z�J"Z�N{ÔçL"Ó<H_\fÔSÔXÛOZRGdN<j�\�°p×�GdZ�N_Ô>iRH"NPZ�l(ÙOUXZ�j]Z�N{ÔçGdNßÔ]ÛOZ/Z0á·ÙO\OU)j]Z"âêhÛOZ��y\Pl"Z�U>b�^"Z�N{ÔçGIj
NOHVÔ2LVÓOcIZ�ÔXHS×�H"Ù-ZyÚ�GdÔ]Û$Ô]ÛOGÞj�j�GdÔ]\PLVÔ]GIH"N¶ØMLVN<`�U)LVGÞj�Z�j+LVN$Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N¶ØK×�LV\O^_Û_ÔrÓ[l Z LVNP`OcdZ�U?OØ
ÙOU]HKJ[GÞ`fZ�`ßÓ[l(Ô]ÛPZ9Y[Z�cIcdZ�U�b1^_Z�N{Ô�â Z LVNP`OcdZ�U?9GIj�GdNé×)ÛPL"U]^_Z�H"Ö�×�L"NP×0Z�cdcIGINO^�Ô]ÛOZCH_Nfá´^_H"GINO^
×0H"N{ÔXUXL_×�Ô�Ø"G�Ô�ÔXÛOZ�N9GdNfÖÝH_U]iCj�ÔXÛOZ:YfZ�cIcdZ�UÌb1^_Z�N{Ô�Ø"Ô]ÛPLVÔyj�\PÓPj�Z�ÿ{\OZ�N{Ô]cIlRjwÔ)LVU]ÔXj�LçNOZ�ÚÕj�Z�cdcIGdNP^
U]Z�ÿ_\PZ�j�Ô�âPbSj1LVN�L"c�ÔXZ�UXNPLKÔXGdJ_Z"ØfÚ�Z�×0H"\PcI`�LVcÞj]H/Z�N[J{GÞjXLV^"Z:ÔXÛPLKÔ Z LVNP`OcdZ�U?/×0UXZ�LVÔ]Z�j�LVN�L"`fá
`fG�ÔXGdH_NPLVc Y[Z�cIcIZ�Uyb�^"Z�N_Ô2ÔXÛPLKÔ�Ú�GdcIc<j�ÔXL"U�Ô2ÔXÛOZSjXLViRZ1j]Z�cIcdGINO^�UXZ�ÿ{\OZ�jwÔ�ØVcIZ�LMJ[GdNP^çÔ]ÛOZSH"UXGd^_GdNPL"c
Y[Z�cIcdZ�U/b�^"Z�N_Ô�ÖÝU]Z�ZpÔXH ×�H"N{Ô]GIN[\OZpGdÔXj/ÚyH_U]k � Z_â ^<âdØrÓO\Ol[GINO^ßLßj�Z�U]GIZ�j�HVÖ1GdÔ]Z�iCjQ�0â�êhÛPGIj�GIj
ÙPLVU]Ô]GÞ×0\OcÞLVUXcIlC\Pj�Z�ÖÝ\Oc´ØOÚ�ÛOZ�N�ÔXÛOZ>H"UXGd^_GdN<LVc¶Y[Z�cIcIZ�U1b1^_Z�N{Ô1NOZ�Z�`Oj�ÔXHCi/HKJ_Z"â

êhÛOGIj�j]GIi/ÙPcdZ>Z�efL"iRÙOcdZ>L"cdcIHKÚ1j�\PjhÔ]HC`fU)LMÚ j]Z�J_Z�U)LVc×0H_NP×0cI\Pj]GdH_NPj�þ

» GdNì9?LVNPL:ÔXÛOZ�GdN{ÔXZ�U)L"×�ÔXGdNP^çL"^"Z�N_Ô)j�ÛPLMJ"Z�ÔXH�LVcIÚ�LMlfjrÚ�L"G�Ô�\PN_ÔXGdcOÔ]ÛOZ1Z�NP`RLVNP`/\ON{ÔXGdcPL"cdc
NOHVÔXG��-×�LKÔXGdH_NPj?ÛPLMJ"Z�Ó-Z�Z�N$UXZ�×�Z�GIJ"Z�`¶Ø�ÓO\fÔ�GIN$H"\PUrL"ÙOÙOUXH_L"×)Û:ÔXÛOZ�l�`fHSNOHVÔ�Ó-Z�×�L"\Pj]Z�Ô]ÛPZ
ÛPLVN<`fcdZ�U>LV^"Z�N{ÔXjç×�L"NàÛPL"NP`fcIZ/ÙPU]H_ÓOcdZ�iCj � H"\OU�j]H"cI\fÔXGdH_NßLVcIcIHKÚ1j�\Pj:ÔXH�ÓO\OGIcI`ßU]Z�LVcIcdl
L"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pjyj]lfjwÔXZ�iCj�BY

» iRH"UXZ�HKJ"Z�U�Ø[H_\OU1LVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)Û�LVcIcdHKÚ1j�L"^"Z�N{Ô)j�Ô]HRÖÝUXZ�Z�cIl9iRHKJ_ZSÔXHCHVÔXÛOZ�U1cIHf×�LVÔ]GIH"NPj�L"NP`
jwÔ)LVU]ÔpHVÔXÛOZ�UpÚ�H"UXk.Ú�GdÔ]ÛPH"\fÔ9ÚhLVGdÔ]GINO^ ÖÝH"U�LVcIc1NOH"Ô]G��<×�LVÔ]GIH"NPjRá�G�Ö�LVNÕZ�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"NøGIj
j�GI^"N<LVcIZ�`äGdNøÔXÛOZ(H"UXGd^_GdN<LVc�cIH[×�LVcIG�ÔwlåÔ]ÛOZ�U]Z�L"cdÚhLMlfjRGIjpL ÛPL"NP`fcIZ�UCÔXHå`fZ�L"c1Ú�GdÔ]ÛÕGdÔ
cdHf×�LVcIcdl�Y

» GdNé9+L"NPLSL"cdc{ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNO^:GÞjrLSÙPL"U�ÔrHVÖOÔXÛOZ1Y[Z�cIcdZ�U�Ø�ÔXÛOZW��\Ol_Z�U�LVNP`�Ô]ÛOZ 
 á¾G�\PUXj]ZÌb1^_Z�N{ÔXj
ÓO\fÔ$GIN H"\OU�LVÙOÙOUXH_L_×)ÛàÛPL"NP`fcIGdNP^(GIj>GIiRÙOcIZ�iRZ�N{Ô]Z�` GdNéj]Z�ÙPL"UXLVÔ]ZRÛPL"NP`fcIZ�U�LV^_Z�N{ÔXj:á
H"\OU�`OZ�j]Gd^_N GÞj�×�cdZ�LVNOZ�U�LVNP` Ú�ZRj]Z�Ù<LVU)LKÔ]Z/ÔXÛOZCNOH"UXiCLVc�×�H[`OZRÖÝU]H_i Ô]ÛPZpLVÓONOH_U]iCL"c
H"NOZ_ân�yZ�×�L"\Pj�Z�HVÖ�ÔXÛOGIj�Ø2H"\PU/L"ÙOÙOUXH_L"×)ÛéGÞj�i/H_U]ZícPZ0efGIÓOcIZ"â]UßZ(×�LVN¶Ø?ÖÝH"U/Z0eOLViRÙOcIZ"Ø
\Pj]Z�`fG��-Z�U]Z�N_Ô�ÛPLVN<`fcdZ�U�ÙOUXHf×0Z�jXj]Z�j�ÖÝH_Uy`fG��-Z�U]Z�N{ÔÌcdHf×�LKÔ]GIH"N<j2Ú�ÛOGÞ×)ÛRÔ]ÛOZä�y\Pl"Z�Uyb1^"Z�N{Ô
J[GIj]G�Ô)j�ØPÚ�ÛOGdcIZçGdNF9?LVNPL/ÛPL"NP`fcIGdNO^RGÞj�ÛPL"UX`fÚ�GIUXZ�`pGIN{Ô]HRÔXÛOZ4��\Ol"Z�Uhb�^"Z�N_Ô�â
UÕG�ÔXÛ�UXZ�j]Ù<Z�×�ÔrÔ]Hç`fZ�L"cdGINO^SÚ�G�ÔXÛ/`fGÞj�Ô]UXGdÓO\OÔ]Z�`/LVÙPÙOcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N�Z�U]UXH"U)j¶Ú�Z�Ú�GdcIc[Ó<ZhZ0e[ÔXZ�NP`[á

GdNO^�H_\OU�LVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)Û�Ú�GdÔ]Û Ô]ÛPZp×0H"N<×0Z�ÙOÔçH"ÖyÔXÛOZp×0H_N{Ô]Z0e[Ô � j]Z�Z/ÔXÛOZpQ�GÞjX×0\PjXj�GIH"NéY[Z�×�Ô]GIH"N��

��"



ÓO\fÔ�GINÒ9+L"NPL/Z�J_Z�UXl_ÔXÛOGINO^pLV^{LVGIN�j]ÛOH_\OcI`�Ó-Z�`fZ�J"Z�cdH_Ù<Z�`�Z�efÙOcdGÞ×0GdÔ]cIl�Ó{l9Ô]ÛOZ/LVÙOÙPcdGÞ×�LVÔ]GIH"N
ÙOU]H_^"U)LViRiRZ�U)jÌÚ�GdÔ]Û�NOHCL_`O`fGdÔ]GIH"NPL"c¶j�\OÙPÙ<H_U�Ô�ÖÝUXH"i ÔXÛOZ�j]l[j�Ô]Z�i�â

ã Ô$GIj�×0cIZ�L"U>Ô]ÛPLVÔ�LVN[lßÙPLVU]Ô]GÞ×0\OcÞLVU�ÖÝZ�LKÔX\OUXZpÚ�ÛOGÞ×)ÛéH"\OU$L"ÙOÙOUXH_L_×)ÛßÙOUXHKJ[GI`OZ�j�×�LVNéÓ-Z
GdiRÙOcIZ�iRZ�N{ÔXZ�`CGINí9+L"NPLçH"U�LVN[l$H"Ô]ÛOZ�Uy×�H{H_UX`OGdNPLVÔ]Z�`�iRHf`fZ�cIj�â{êhÛPZ1U]Z�LVcPÿ{\OZ�jwÔXGdH_NCGIjyÛOHKÚ
Z0efÙ<Z�NPj]GdJ_Z:L"NP`pZ�U]UXH"U]á´ÙPU]H_NOZhÔ]ÛOZ�j�Z>j]H"cI\fÔ]GIH"N<jyL"U]ZçLVNP`9Ú�ÛPLKÔ�j]H"U]Ô�H"Ö?j�\PÙOÙ<H_U�Ô�Ô]ÛPZ:ÙPU]H"á
^"U)LViRiRZ�U)jhÛPLMJ"Z:Ô]H�j�lfj�Ô]Z�iCLVÔ]GÞ×�LVcIcIlpZ�iRÙOcIHKl9Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_N�ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^Pâ-êhÛOGÞj�GIj�Ú�ÛOZ�UXZ>H"\PU
j�H_cd\fÔXGdH_NéÙOUXHKJ{GÞ`fZ�j>L(N[\Oi$Ó-Z�U�H"Ö�Ó<Z�NOZN�OÔ)j$Z�NPj]\OU]GINO^<ØÖÝH"U�Z0eOLViRÙOcIZ"ØÔXÛPLKÔ/LVN[lßZ�eO×0Z�ÙOá
Ô]GIH"NàGÞj:LVcIÚ�LMlfj�ÔXU]Z�LKÔXZ�`â ã NàL"`P`fG�ÔXGdH_N�ÔXHpÔ]Û<LKÔçH"\OUçLVÙOÙPU]H{L"×)Û�U]Z�j�Ù-Z�×0ÔXj:L"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pj
×0H"iRi�\ONOGÞ×�LKÔXGdH_NpiRZ�×)ÛPL"NOGÞj�i LVNP`9`fH[Z�jyNOHVÔhU]Z�jwÔXU]GÞ×�Ôy\ONONOZ�×0Z�jXjXLVUXGdcIl�ÙPU]Hf×0Z�j]jÌiRH"ÓOGIcdGdÔwl"â

î fïrPpsk?Ë�r+ÏÖð Î�Í�ñlò

ê+H�Ô]ÛOZRÓ-Z�j�Ô>HVÖÌH_\OUçk{NPHKÚ�cdZ�`f^"Z$Ô]ÛOZ�U]ZRLVUXZ$NOH�^"Z�NOZ�U)LVcrZ0eO×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NàÛPL"NP`fcIGdNO^�ÖÝZ�LKÔ]\PU]Z�j
`fZ�J_Z�cIH"Ù-Z�`>ÖÝH_U?iRH_ÓOGdcIZ�×0H[H"U)`fGINPLKÔXGdH_Nfá·ÓPL"j]Z�`:Z�N[J[GIU]H_NOiRZ�N{ÔXj?iRZ�Z0ÔXGdNP^SÔXÛOZ�U]Z�ÿ_\PGdUXZ�iRZ�N{Ô)j
LVÓ-HKJ"Z"âMêhÛOZ�U]Z�LVUXZÌH"NPcdl:ÖÝZ�Ú.U]Z�cdZ�JML"N{ÔrÙPL"Ù<Z�UXj?H"N$Z0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"N�ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^:GdN/×0H[H"U)`fGINPLKÔXGdH_Nfá
ÓPL"j]Z�`�j�lfj�Ô]Z�iRj�âfQ�GÞLVW>Z�Ô1LVcd� È �¶ÙO\fÔhÖÝH_U]ÚhLVU)`9L/ÓPL_j�GÞ×�Z�eO×0Z�ÙOÔ]GIH"N�ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^/ÖÝUXL"iRZ�Ú�H"UXk
ÖÝH"U�ÔXÛOZpcIH"^_GI×p×)Û<LVNONOZ�c�á·ÓPL_j�Z�`ß×�H{H_UX`OGdNPLVÔ]GIH"N iRHf`fZ�c´â ã N ÔXÛOGÞj$iRHf`fZ�cyÚ�ÛOZ�NåL�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj
GIjR×0UXZ�LVÔ]Z�`åLßj]Ù-Z�×0GÞLVchcIH"^_GI×�LVch×)ÛPLVNONPZ�c�GIjRL"jXj]H[×�GILVÔ]Z�`éÚ�G�ÔXÛ.GdÔ�Ø�j]HàÚ�ÛOZ�N.ÔXÛOZ�ÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj
UXL"GIj]Z�j�L"NéZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NéGdÔ�GÞj�ÙPU]H_ÙPLV^{LKÔ]Z�`ßÔ]ÛOUXH"\O^_Û Ô]ÛOGÞj$`OZ�`fGÞ×�LVÔ]Z�`.×)ÛPLVNONPZ�c´â?êhÛOZpGÞ`fZ�L
ÛOZ�UXZ9GÞj�Ô]ÛPLVÔ/Ú�ÛOZ�NäLàÙOU]Hf×�Z�jXj$GÞjR×0UXZ�LKÔXZ�`éL j�Ù-Z�×�GIL"cyÙPU]Hf×0Z�j]j�\Pj]Z�`åÖÝH"U/ÛPLVNP`OcdGINO^ßL"cdc
G�Ô)jçZ0eO×0Z�ÙfÔ]GIH"NPj:GÞjç×0UXZ�LKÔXZ�`ßLVNP` j�Z�N{ÔçL_jSÚ�Z�cIc´â êhÛPGIj>jX×)ÛOZ�iRZ/GIjçNPHVÔçH"UXGdZ�N_ÔXZ�`�Ô]HKÚhLVU)`Oj
i/H_ÓOGIcdZ�Z�N[J[GdUXH"NOiRZ�N_Ô)j�Ø+G�Ô/U]Z�cdGIZ�j$H"NåL"j]l[NP×)ÛOUXH"NOH_\Pj>Z�ef×�Z�ÙfÔXGdH_NéÛPLVN<`fcdGINO^�iCL"k{GINO^�NPH
`fG�� Z�UXZ�N<×0Z�Ó<Z�ÔwÚyZ�Z�N»NOH"UXiCLVc1L"NP`äL"ÓONOH_U]iCLVchZ�J"Z�N{Ô)j � ÚyZ�Ú�GIcdcS`fGIjX×0\<j]j�Ô]ÛPGIjCGÞjXj�\OZ�GIN
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Abstract. We believe the fundamental problem with distributed exception han-
dling is invoking the semantically correct exception handlers in all the distrib-
uted processes that are required to participate in the recovery. Existing distrib-
uted exception handling techniques emphasize raising the same exception in all
the required processes with a transaction-like program structure. As useful as
that is, there are many applications that do fit easily into that paradigm. A single
raised exception must be able to represent adequately all concurrently signaled
exceptions, and a transaction-like structure may be too rigid for an application.
We present the primitives and mechanisms for an abstraction called guardian
for exception handling in distributed systems that can overcome those limita-
tions. Using an example, we show how the guardian can be used to augment
and enhance an existing distributed exception model.

1   Introduction

This paper discusses the primitives and mechanisms of the guardian exception han-
dling model for distributed systems. The conceptual foundations of the guardian
model were presented in [6], and in [7] the initial set of guardian primitives was intro-
duced. In this paper, the full set of guardian primitives and mechanisms are described,
and an example using the guardian that shows how it can augment or enhance an ex-
isting distributed exception handling model is shown.

Exception handling in distributed systems differs significantly from sequential ex-
ception handling. In [9] two reasons are given: distributed systems need exception
handler communication and coordination, and multiple exceptions may be concur-
rently signaled. Concurrent exception models have the capability  of handling concur-
rently signaled exceptions, and are based on exception resolution and a program
structure based on transaction-like semantics [1]. Exception resolution translates or
maps concurrent exceptions into one exception (a resolved or concerted exception).
An exception that is to be signaled to the processes (the participants) of a distributed
application is called an external exception. An exception that is handled locally in the
process is an internal exception. Examples of concurrent exception models are CA
actions [9], Arche [3], OMTT [4], and conversations [1].



Concurrent exception models assume that a semantically correct handler is invoked
in each participant. To allow this, the exception is raised in all participants, including
the signaling participant. Since a distributed system is asynchronous, it is possible for
one participant to have a different exception handler enabled than another participant.
Relying on handler communication to ensure the correct handlers are invoked may be
a highly complex task. To simplif y this, concurrent exception models assume a pro-
gram is structured in such a way as to ensure that the correct handlers are invoked so
handler communication is not required. Typically, the structure is transaction-like that
has synchronized entry and exit points. Any external exceptions raised in a participant
are within that boundary. Because all participants are executing within the same
boundaries, it can be assured that the correct handler is invoked in all participants.

The next section describes the limitations of the existing concurrent exception han-
dling models. Section 3 describes the programming primitives and mechanisms for the
guardian model. Section 4 presents an example using this model, and finally Section 5
concludes this paper.

2   The Problem

Concurrent exception models have a defined behavior for concurrently signaled ex-
ceptions, and exception handlers coordinate not by direct communication, but by
having handlers for the same exception invoked in all the participants. However, there
are still three limitations with these models.

First, concurrently signaled exceptions are assumed to be related in some way so
that a meaningful resolved exception may be obtained. This is not always easy to do
[8]. Secondly, external exceptions are signaled explicitly  from a participant, so excep-
tion conditions outside the participants may not be detected. Finally, there is the re-
striction of a transaction-like program structure. Transaction-like structure is useful in
many applications, but there are also other applications that have an asynchronous
aspect to them, such as management or monitoring applications, where such a struc-
ture may be diff icult to apply.

We believe the problem with distributed exception handling is invoking the se-
mantically correct handler in each participant. Determining the correct handler is the
main issue, and not the raising of exceptions. In the guardian model, determination of
the correct handler is by using the guardian to direct each process to a correct excep-
tion handler by raising in each process a possibly different exception and specifying
the context in which it should be handled by the process. This is different from the
approach of concurrent exception models, in which the same exception is raised in all
processes that need to participate in the recovery.

The purpose of allowing different exceptions to be raised in each participant is to
allow the guardian to orchestrate the recovery action. A raised exception implies a
specific recovery action a participant is to do. For example, say there is a pipeline of
three processes A, B, and C. Should B fail, the guardian would signal to A an excep-
tion that its downstream neighbor has failed, and to C an exception that its upstream
neighbor has failed. With a guardian, participants are freed from the burden of main-



taining any configuration information and relating it to a process failure to determine
the semantically correct recovery action. No transaction-like structure is needed for
the correct exception handlers to be invoked (though that structure may be useful for
other reasons).

3   The Guardian Model

The guardian exception handling model [6] [7] is based on the timed asynchronous
computation model [2], global exception handlers, separation of global exception
handling from the exception handling local to a process, and an extended fault model.
The guardian is a distributed global entity that orchestrates the exception handling
action by directing each involved process. The directing is by raising in a process an
appropriate exception, which may differ from the exception raised in another process.
Application defined recovery rules determine the exception the guardian raises in each
participant, which in turn causes the correct exception handler to be invoked. The
guardian model has three elements: the concept of an exception context, a global en-
tity called a guardian, and a set of guardian primitives that the participants  use.

3.1   Exception Context

An exception context is an execution phase or region of a program. Contexts may be
nested by a process entering a new context reflecting the static structure of the pro-
gram (as nested blocks), or the dynamic function call sequence. Contexts are applica-
tion specified as a symbolic name, and so they may have different meanings based on
the application. A context may be used to represent a number of different abstractions
such as an invocation stack frame, checkpoint, recovery block, transaction or conver-
sation context, a barrier synchronization point, or an assert point.

The raising context is the context a process is in when an exception is raised in it.
A target context is the context that an exception is to be handled in. There is a re-
served context called Init, which is used as top-level context. Its purpose is to allow a
process to have a context before it defines one, and to have a target context to prevent
a process from handling an exception, such as a terminate exception.

The purpose of contexts is to provide a mechanism to invoke correct exception
handlers.  This is done in two ways. First, when an exception is raised in a process, a
target context is specified in the exception object, since the raising context and the
target context may not be the same. Second, contexts provide a means to give a dy-
namic meaning to an exception based on the current program flow, similar to a dy-
namic call chain.

3.2   The Global Exception Handling Model

The basic elements of the guardian model are shown in Figure 1. Each process, such
as Pi., in the application is a participant. The guardian is logically replicated at all



participant environments Ei with a guardian member GMi as a co-process. The
guardian members form a process group implementing the global abstraction for its
guardian.

The members in this group communicate with each other using reliable group
communication primitives. Group messages are delivered and processed within time
bounds; if  the bound is not met then the message is considered lost [2]. Groups allow
for reliable and totally ordered message delivery within the bounds and support virtual
synchrony (i.e., membership change messages are ordered with all other messages).
The guardian defines membership exceptions, which indicate a change in the member-
ship of the guardian group. The guardian raises an exception when a participant joins
or leaves the activity.

The guardian supports global exception handling in the following manner:
1. Using the guardian method enableContext, a participant defines a context and the

exceptions that the context can handle. The guardian member for the participant
maintains a stack of these contexts and the related set of exceptions. When a
context is returned from, the participant invokes removeContext which pops the
last context from the stack. A program typically has a small number of contexts,
where each context represents a recoverable block, such as a try-catch. Each par-
ticipant may have a different context stack.

2. When a participant signals a global exception, it invokes a guardian method
called gthrow. The participant blocks in gthrow until an exception is raised. The
associated guardian member sends a message that represents the exception to the
other guardian members through the guardian group. If exceptions are signaled
simultaneously by multiple participants, then group communication orders the re-
spective messages for all guardian members

3. When a guardian member receives the exception message from its group, it
checks if  its associated participant is suspended. If the participant is not, then the
guardian member suspends the participant. This ensures that all concurrently sig-
naled exceptions are known to the guardian.

4. To suspend a participant that supports interrupts, the guardian member interrupts
the participant, and the interrupt handler invokes a guardian method called
checkExceptionStatus. The method checks if there are any exceptions that have to
be delivered to the participant. If not, the method returns, otherwise the method
blocks until an exception is raised from it. No group communication is used for
the check. To suspend a participant that does not support interrupts, the partici-
pant periodically invokes checkExceptionStatus.

5. As each participant is suspended, the guardian assembles all the participant con-
text lists together. Once all participants are suspended, the guardian invokes ap-
plication-defined recovery rules, for example exception handling patterns [5].

6. The guardian provides to the recovery rules the exceptions signaled, and all con-
text lists. A matching rule defines, for each participant, the target context and ex-
ception to raise in that participant. The guardian members collectively raise in
their respective participants the exceptions defined by the rules.

7. After the exception is raised in a participant, exception handlers are searched in
the participant. Each handler is expected to invoke the guardian method propa-
gate, which returns to the handler whether it should handle the exception or



     if signaled exception is E then {
   for each specified identifier expression Pe do {
      let PL be the list of participants  satisfying Pe;
      for each specified selection predicate S do {
         let Ps be the  subset of PL satisfying S;
         for each participant  p in Ps do {

someComputation();
//insert exception object in Output Exception List
OEL.insert(p, Ep(Cp));

         }
      }
   }
}

Fig. 1. Single exception rule structure

propagate it. The method simply compares the exception target context with the
handler’s context.

The recovery rules may map a single signaled exception into a different exception
or target context on each participant. Typical exception resolution is possible by trans-
forming all the concurrently signaled exceptions into the same exception and target
context in all participants.

The guardian also supports the notion of an interrupt with the methods enableIn-
terrupts and disableInterrupts. It is assumed a guardian member may interrupt its
associated participant, and the participant invokes an interrupt handler that can query
the guardian to determine if the interrupt is from the guardian. If the interrupt is due to
the guardian, then the interrupt handler can signal an exception to the participant pro-
gram. This is similar to the Java model of interrupt using the interrupt method.

If  a participant has interrupts enabled, then checkExceptionStatus does not block.
When a participant receives an interrupt, the interrupt handler invokes checkExcep-
tionStatus. If  the interrupt is due to the guardian, then an exception message has al-
ready been sent, and checkExceptionStatus will throw the exception received. Should
a participant execute gthrow with interrupts enabled, then gthrow returns after sending
its exception message to the guardian. When an interrupt from the guardian occurs in
the participant, checkExceptionStatus is invoked as explained above that signals the
received exception.

3.3   Recovery Rules

A program extends the guardian with application-specific rules. The rules are logically
replicated with each guardian member.  The rules mechanism has as its input all con-
currently signaled exception objects, and the context stack for each participant. The
rules mechanism outputs a list of exception objects: one object to be raised in each
participant that matches the rule. Each exception object contains the target context in
which the participant should handle the exception.

Participants are identif ied using their contexts rather than fixed symbolic names. A
participant identif ier is a context list expressed as slash-separated context names. An



     if (E is a subset of the signaled exceptions)
OSL.insert(exceptionResolution(E));

Fig. 2. Concurrent exception rule structure

identif ier represents a subset of participants whose current context matches the speci-
fied identif ier.

A fully qualified identif ier includes the entire context as the identif ier, while a par-
tially qualified identif ier is expressed as a regular expression of context names. For
example, a context stack C1→C2→C3 has a fully qualified identif ier as C1/C2/C3.
Using a partially qualified identif ier allows greater flexibility  in identifying a subset of
participants, e.g., */C2 matches all participants whose current context is C2.

There are two kinds of rules, one for single exceptions, and the other for multiple
concurrent exceptions. Rules are searched in lexical order, with concurrent exception
rules first. A rule for a single exception constructs a list of exceptions, one exception
object that the guardian will raise for each member of a set of participants.

The general structure of a single exception rule is in Figure 1. For a given signaled
exception, one or more identif ier expressions Pe are evaluated serially. The list PL of
participants is constructed for each Pe by matching the context lists of the current set
of participants with Pe. For each selection predicate S, a subset PS of PL is computed
using S. Furthermore, for each participant in PS, the guardian may perform some ap-
plication-specific computation to determine the exception to be raised in that partici-
pant. The guardian then adds that exception to the Output Exception List (OEL). In
Figure 1, for participant p an exception object of type Ep with target context CP is
added to the list.

After the guardian has completed building the OEL by executing all applicable
rules, it raises each of the exception objects in this list in the correspondingly specified
participant. Each exception object specifies the target context in which the participant
should handle the exception.

For concurrent exceptions, the guardian provides flexible exception resolution that
can be used with existing exception resolution methods or new ones, such as the high-
est priority exception or to serially apply the concurrent exceptions to the sequential
rules. The application defines N levels of priority, with level 0 the highest priority.
Each exception that may be signaled is assigned a priority, with a default priority
being the lowest level (N-1). The conversation and Arche models would use only one
level.

When exceptions are signaled concurrently, the exceptions are first sorted by pri-
ority level. After the sort there is a vector of priority levels, with each level having a
set of signaled exceptions for that level. Each level, in priority order with level 0 first,
has the concurrent rules applied to the signaled exceptions at that level. Figure 2
shows the general concurrent exception rule structure. Note that E in Figure 2 is a set
of one or more exceptions, and all exceptions specified by E must be in the currently
signaled set of exceptions. A concurrent rule for resolved or concerted exceptions uses
a value of E or null, since null is a member of all signaled exceptions sets.

The concurrent rule uses an application-defined resolution function that outputs
zero or more exception objects that are put on the Output Sequential List (OSL). As



each priority level has the concurrent rules applied to it, the sequential exception ob-
jects from that level are appended to the OSL. When all levels have been processed,
there is one OSL that has all the exception objects in priority order that the sequential
rules are applied to serially. To the sequential rules, each exception object on the OSL
appears as though an exception had been signaled by a participant.

The guardian defines a default rule of exception resolution by finding the root of
the smallest sub-tree that contains all the concurrently signaled exceptions. This is the
same rule as conversations and CA actions use.

3.4   Guardian Model Comparison

As has been discussed above, the two main differences between the guardian model
and other models is that the guardian may raise different exceptions in each participant
and a context is used to determine at what execution point a program is at. This has
several implications.

First, the guardian model is not meant to replace a program’s structure. The
guardian model can be used to implement an exception model in a rules-based way.
For example, a context is not meant to replace a conversation, but rather can be used
to implement a conversation. Second, there is no known exception model that is suit-
able for all known exceptional conditions. A guardian allows the exception model to
be changed during a program to better match the program’s exception handling to the
current execution phase of the program. Third, a model implemented using the guard-
ian may be enhanced, such as with increased error detection capability  (e.g., partici-
pant death or other system-types of exceptions). Fourth, a guardian is rule-based,
meaning the exception handling intelligence could be partially removed from a pro-
gram and placed in a system repository, particularly for conditions that require so-
phisticated actions. Programs that were not designed to have coordinated recovery
could through if the programs are using the same guardian. If some contexts and re-
covery actions can be standardized or predefined, then a program gets these behaviors
through the system, and so different systems can tailor the behavior. Fifth, exceptions
could be used to indicate non-error situations, such as warnings of abnormal behavior
that is not an error (such as an input being at a limit of the input’s range).

The guardian also has disadvantages. For contexts to be meaningful, a program
structure is needed that a context can be associated with. In order for different pro-
grams to use the same guardian concurrently or for system-defined guardian rules that
can augment a program’s rules, the context names need to be well-defined so that the
guardian rules do not become confused.

 4   An Example of Guardian Programming

The guardian model is not meant to replace existing exception handling models, but
rather to enhance them. An example of this is with the conversation model. The nor-
mal conversation model can only detect failures that are explicitly  signaled by a par-
ticipant. For example, unexpected participant termination is not detected. Using the



guardian to implement conversations, failures detected by the guardian fault model
(such as unexpected participant termination) are signaled as global exceptions auto-
matically. The guardian model can also sustain K of N failures at a synchronized entry
or exit point, while the conversation model can not. Lastly, implementing a related
model, such as CA actions or OMTT, is mostly accomplished by changing the guard-
ian rules.

Figure 3 shows how a guardian can implement a conversation. The conversation
entry and exit points are implemented using a barrier that has been guardian-enabled.
The enableInterrupts method allows the barrier to be interrupted with a global excep-
tion. The barrier is modified to check for a global exception if it is interrupted. After
the barrier, disableInterrupts is invoked to preserve the conversation semantics of
raising an external exception at exit points.

Each conversation is represented by an exception context. In Figure 3, the conver-
sation has the context Conv. If a nested conversation is used, then the nested context
simply has a different name, such as Conv2. The full context name is Conv/Conv2.

To see how contexts are used, say there are three processes P1, P2, and P3. All
three processes are in the outer conversation Conv, and P1 and P2 are in a nested
conversation Conv2. Should P1 signal a global exception, it should only be raised in
P1 and P2. When P1 signals the exception, it has a target context of Conv/Conv2.
Only P1 and P2 are in that context (P1 is in Conv), so the exception is raised only in
P1 and P2. The target context could also be specified as */Conv2 to indicate all proc-
esses that are in the conversation Conv2.

If  the exception is unhandled in Conv2, then the guardian re-raises the exception
with target context Conv (the next enclosing context). It can be seen that now all three
processes will have the exception raised in them.
The guardian recovery rules for conversations use the default rules. Multiple concur-
rently signaled exceptions are resolved into one resolved exception, and each partici-
pant has the same exception raised in it as all other participants.

 5   Summary and Conclusions

The conceptual foundations of the guardian model were presented in [6], and in this
paper we have presented the details of its programming primitives and its runtime

Guardian myG;
GuardianBarrier b;
Context c1 = new Context("Conv", GlobalException);
 myG.enableContext(c1);
 try {
      myG.enableInterrupts();
       b.barrier(myG);
       myG.disableInterrupts();
       doWork();
       if (error)
         myG.gthrow(new GlobalException(‘Error’);
      myG.enableInterrupts();
      b.barrier(myG);
      return;
 } catch(GlobalException ge) {
        if (myG.propagate()) throw;
       doCleanup();
 }

Fig. 3. Conversation using a guardian



execution model. To understand the limitations of the existing distributed exception
handling models, we have analyzed distributed exception handling requirements with
respect to sequential exception handling models. Three basic differences between
distributed and sequential exception handling are identif ied. This leads to what we
consider is the fundamental problem with distributed exception handling: each af-
fected process must invoke the correct exception handler.

We have shown how the guardian model for distributed exception handling ad-
dresses this fundamental problem using the concept of exception contexts and a set of
programming primitives supported by a global exception handler called the guardian.
We currently have a test implementation using multiple, distributed Java virtual ma-
chines. Future work includes incorporating the guardian in a Java-based agent pro-
gramming system, and formalizing the guardian model.
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Abstract. The development of modern software systems usually needs to inte-
grate autonomous component-systems which are developed independently from 
each other. Examples of such component-systems include COTS components, 
legacy software systems and Web Services. For developing this new kind of 
software system, we need innovative software engineering approaches that rely 
on the system's software architecture to achieve the desired quality properties of 
the resulting system, such as fault tolerance. In this paper, we propose an archi-
tectural approach to the dependable composition of component-systems based 
on composition contracts and an exception handling scheme which considers 
the concurrent execution of architectural components. 

1   Introduction 

Modern software systems, such as e-commerce and e-banking, usually are developed 
integrating component-systems, which are autonomous systems developed, main-
tained and concurrently operated by independent organizations. In a rapid changing 
world, these new software systems should be easily adaptable to changes in the busi-
ness rules [6]. Moreover, many of these new software systems are becoming safety-
critical because financial loss and even life loss can result from their failure [1]. 

In general, no assumptions can be made about the internal design and implementa-
tion of a component-system. For instance, when integrating a web service [2] whose 
actual implementation is dynamically bound at run-time, the only information avail-
able to the system integrator is the specification of the public interface. So, there are 
no guarantees about the quality attributes of the actual implementation, such as its 
correctness, availability and reliability. This implies that: in order to achieve quality 
properties, such as adaptability and dependability, we should focus on solutions 
mainly at the software architecture. 

The proposed approach employs the C2 architectural style [4], which is a compo-
nent-based style directed at supporting large grain reuse and flexible component com-
position, emphasizing weak bindings between them. By architectural style we mean a 
set of design rules that identify the kinds of components and connectors that may be 
used to compose a system or subsystem, together with local or global constraints on 
the way the composition is done [5].  



In this paper, we propose an architectural approach to the fault-tolerant composi-
tion of concurrent component-systems, based on composition contracts. A composi-
tion contract extends the concept of coordination contracts [6] to include an excep-
tion handling scheme based on Coordinated Atomic Action (CA Action) [3]. A 
coordination contract is a connection that can be established between a group of ob-
jects through which rules and constraints are imposed on their collaboration, thus en-
forcing specific forms of interaction or adaptation to new requirements [6]. In es-
sence, a coordination contract consists of a prescription of coordination effects that 
will be imposed on a collection of partners when the occurrence of one of the contract 
triggers is detected in the system. Coordinated Atomic Actions (CA Actions) [3] is a 
mechanism for structuring fault-tolerant concurrent systems that unifies the notions of 
forward and backward error recovery into its exception handling schema.  

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of 
how we have adapted the CA Action concept to obtain fault tolerance in component 
integration. Section 3 provides an overview of the C2 Architectural Style. Section 4 
presents a software architecture that uses composition contracts with exception han-
dling to build composite systems. Section 5 shows a case study illustrating the behav-
ior of a fault-tolerant system. Finally, section 6 summarizes the conclusions of this 
work and discusses related work. 

2   Exception Handling in CA Actions 

A CA Action is designed as a multi-entry unit with roles which are bound to action 
participants which cooperate within the CA Action. The action starts when all roles 
have been activated and finishes when all of them reach the action end. If a partici-
pant raises an exception within a CA action, appropriate recovery measures should be 
invoked cooperatively, by all the participants, in order to reach some mutually consis-
tent exception handling. A resolution scheme is used to combine multiple exceptions 
into a single exception if they are raised at the same time. The participants may ini-
tially apply a forward error recovery strategy aiming to mask the exception and com-
plete the CA Action successfully, either with a normal result or a degraded (excep-
tional) one. If this initial strategy fails then the CA action should trigger backward 
error recovery in their participants in order to undo the undesired effects. If the CA 
Action cannot complete successfully but is able to restore its initial state, then the ac-
tion is aborted, otherwise it fails. 

Composition contracts differ from CA Action in allowing the component-systems 
to interact with external objects that are not transactional. This implies that a 
composition contract will guarantee only atomicity and consistency of its services, not 
embracing the full set of the ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isolation, 
durability) of a CA Action. Systems can be designed recursively using action nesting. 
Fault tolerance features are always associated with such units confining all errors. 
When an action is not able to mask an error an exception is propagated to the 
containing action. This exception may be an abort exception, when the participants 
are left in a state free of effects of the action, or a failure exception otherwise, when 
the undo fails. In this last case the containing action is responsible for recovering the 
system state. 



3   The C2 Architectural Style 

In C2 architectural style, components of a system may be completely unaware of each 
other. The components communicate only through asynchronous messages mediated 
by connectors that are responsible for message routing, broadcasting and filtering. 
Both components and connectors have a top interface and a bottom interface. Systems 
are composed in a layered style. The top interface of a component may be connected 
to the bottom interface of a single connector. The bottom interface of a component 
may be connected to the top interface of another single connector. Each side of a con-
nector may be connected to any number of components or connectors. 

There are two types of messages in C2: requests and notifications. By convention, 
requests flow up through the system's layers and notifications flow down. In response 
to a request, a component may emit a notification back to the components below, 
through its bottom interface. Upon receiving a notification, a component may react, as 
if a service was requested, with the implicit invocation of one of its operations. 

4   The Proposed Architecture 

The proposed software architecture is organized in three layers (Figure 1). The com-
putational layer encapsulates the service interfaces of component-systems, called par-
ticipant components. Examples of participant components include COTS components, 
legacy systems and Web services. The coordination layer consists of a composition 
connector that mediates the interactions between computational layer and the applica-
tion layer. The top interface of the composition connector, or basic service interface, 
is the sum of all the participant service interfaces. The composition connector may 
impose business rules to the basic service interface providing new composite services. 
The bottom interface of the composition connector, or composite service interface, is 
the sum of the basic service interface and the new composite services provided by the 
composition connector. The composite service interface also adds fault tolerance to its 
new services. The application layer contains the components that implement the ap-
plication logic (client components) and that may use the composite service interface. 
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Fig. 1. Software Architecture using C2 style 

The composition connector is a C2 connector built from an interceptor component 
and a set of composition contract components (Figure 2). A composition contract de-
fines a set of related composite services. In this context, a composite service specifies 



an action that may be required to add new business rules upon a service. The compos-
ite service can extends a single basic service or it can compose a more sophisticated 
service, which defines a coordinated action of two or more participant components. 
The composition contract components can be organized in various contract layers that 
are connected by specialised C2 connectors. Figure 2 shows a composition connector 
with two contract layers. The composition contract components are responsible for: 
(i) to provide new composite services; (ii) to impose the business rules upon basic and 
composite services; and (iii) to implement fault-tolerance for basic and composite 
services. This is done by means of the fault-tolerant composition of one or more basic 
services. The composition contract components of a contract layer can use composite 
services provided by contract components located at upper contract layers, allowing 
action nesting. The interceptor component is responsible for monitoring the events 
flow at the basic service interface and activating the composition contract components 
when needed. 
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Fig. 2. Basic Structure of the Composition Connector 

4.1   The Composition Contract Component 

A composition contract component implements a composition contract as a CA Ac-
tion relaxed in its transactional requirements over the participant components to guar-
antee the atomicity of the composite services. A composition contract is activated by 
a notification of an event associated with a contract trigger. This notification is sent 
by the interceptor component. The activation of a composition contract implies in the 
implicit invocation of an associated composite service. The invocation of a composite 
service normally results in one or more service requests accordingly with the coordi-
nation rules defined by the composition contract. The service requests can be concur-
rently executed. Moreover, they may activate composition contract components in-
cluded in upper contract layers, creating nested CA Actions.  

When a composite service completes successfully it ends either with a normal noti-
fication or, if its result is degraded, an exceptional notification. If an exception is 
raised by a requested service, the composition contract component collects the re-
sponses from the services and activates an exception handler component. The excep-



tion handler component resolves the raised exceptions and coordinates the appropriate 
recovery actions that should be taken by the participant components. If the excep-
tional condition cannot be masked, the composition contract component reacts with: 
(i) an abort notification, if the participants are recovered successfully, or (ii) a failure 
notification, if one or more participants are left in an inconsistent state. 

The composition contract definition is shown in Figure 3a. The attributes clause 
specifies the configuration parameters an instance of a composition contract. The co-
ordination clause specifies a list of interactions which defines how the participant com-
ponents cooperate to perform a particular composite service (Figure 3b). The condi-

tion after the when clause specifies the contract trigger for this interaction. The do  
clause specifies a set of actions to be concurrently executed by the participant compo-
nents. The raises clause specifies the types of exceptions that may be raised during the 
execution of the interaction. 

contract <contract_ name> { 
  attribu tes <list_of_attributes> 
  coordin ation <list_of_inter actions> 
end contr act 
 

(a) The contract definition 

<interac tion name> : 
  when ( <condition >)  
  do <se t_of_actio ns> 
  raises  <list_of_exceptions > 
 

(b) The interaction definition 

Fig. 3. The composition contract definition 

4.2   The Interceptor Component 

The interceptor component acts like a proxy object intercepting the messages sent to 
the participant components. It is responsible for notifying the composition contract 
components that a contract trigger was enabled. Currently, we consider that only ser-
vice requests enable contract triggers. These notification messages contain the service 
request and the parameters of the composition contract being activated. 

4.3   The Exception Handler Component 

In our model, an architectural component can be a participant component, an intercep-
tor component or a composition contract component. It is composed of two subcom-
ponents: a NormalActivity component and an ExceptionHandler component (Figure 4). 
The NormalActivity component implements the normal behaviour of an architectural 
component, when no exceptions occur. The ExceptionHandler component is responsible 
for: (i) handling exceptions raised by its associated NormalActivity component; and (ii) 
providing handler services. 

More specifically, the ExceptionHandler component of a participant component im-
plements handler services to undo operations that affect the participant's state. The 
ExceptionHandler component of the interceptor component can handle system configu-
ration errors. The ExceptionHandler component of a composition contract component 
coordinates the activation of handler services of the participant components. The Ex-
ceptionHandler component implements the exceptional contract defined for the compo-
sition contract (Figure 5). The ExceptionHandler component of a composition contract 
tries to mask an exception and return the control flow to the NormalActivity component 



using a forward error recovery strategy. If this strategy fails the ExceptionHandler com-
ponent starts backward error recovery executing compensation action to undo unde-
sirable effects over the participant components, when possible 
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 exceptional contract <contract_n ame> {
  attributes <list_of_attributes > 
  coordination <list_of_handlers > 
end contract  

 
 

  Fig. 5. Exception Handler Component Definition 

5   Case Study 

This case study illustrates the behavior of a fault-tolerant banking account system ap-
plying the software architecture described in this paper.This case study integrates two 
autonomous components: the Checking Account component and the Savings Account 
component, which wrap existing (off-the-shelf) components providing operations to 
withdraw and to get the current balance. 

The system-specific business rules are enforced through a single composition con-
tract that is the FlexibleContract. The FlexibleContract tries to avoid overdrafts in the 
CheckingAccoung using funds from an associated SavingsAccount, when needed. 

 Client Component FlexibleContract Interceptor Checking
Account

Savings
Account 

withdraw, ca, 100 

withdraw, sa, 25 
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getBalance, ca 
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request 
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notification 
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Fig. 6. Sequence diagram for the scenario 

 



The sequence diagram in Figure 6 shows the processing of a request to withdraw 
an amount of $100 from a checking account "ca" which is associated with a savings 
account "sa" by means of a flexible contract. Initially, the FlexibleContract component 
checks the balance of "ca", which in this example is only $75. So, the FlexibleContract 
tries to satisfy the original request by means of two concurrent withdrawals: $75 from 
"ca" and $25 from "sa". In this example the SavingsAccount component refuses this 
second withdrawal and raises an AbortException. The FlexibleContract resolves the ex-
ceptions and sends a SaOverdrawAborted exception to both SavingsAccount and Checkin-
gAccount components. The SavingsAccount ignores this exception. The CheckingAccount 
handles this exception with a self-invocation of a $25 withdrawal. This recovery ac-
tion leaves "ca" overdrawn. The Client component is notified of this degraded result 
by means of an AccountOverdrawn exception that is propagated by the FlexibleContract 
component. 

6   Conclusions and Related Work 

In this work, we propose an architectural solution for the development of dependable 
software systems out of concurrent autonomous component-systems. This solution 
favours the adaptability, extensibility and reliability attributes of the resulting system. 
The concepts of coordination contracts and CA Actions were adapted to a service-
oriented approach applied to the system's software architecture. 

The WSCA (Web Service Composition Action) concept also exploits the concept 
of CA Actions to enable the dependable composition of Web Services [7]. The pri-
mary difference between our work and the WCSA concept is that our approach also 
includes concerns about coordination contract, which improves the adaptability, and 
an architectural design to be applied to a more general class of service-based systems, 
not only restricted to Web Services.  

Similarly to our approach, Pires [8] proposes an architectural solution for providing 
reliable Web services compositions using a layered architectural style. However, this 
work only provides backward error recovery, not considering concurrent exception 
handling. 
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Error Recovery for a Boiler System with OTS PID Controller 
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Abstract. We have previously presented initial results of a case study which illustrated an 

approach to engineering protective wrappers as a means of detecting errors or unwanted behaviour 

in systems employing an OTS (Off-The-Shelf) item. The case study used a Simulink model of a 

steam boiler system together with an OTS PID (Proportional, Integral and Derivative) controller. 

The protective wrappers are developed for the model of the system in such a way that they allow 

detection and tolerance of typical errors caused by unavailability of signals, violations of range 

limitations, and oscillations. In this paper we extend the case study to demonstrate how forward 

error recovery based on exception handling can be systematically incorporated at the level of the 

protective wrappers. 

1 Introduction 

Although integration of Off-The-Shelf (OTS) components into systems with high dependability 

requirements (including those that are safety-critical) is becoming a viable option for system 

developers, care must be taken to avoid a deterioration in overall system dependability. OTS 

components are often of a lower quality than bespoke components, may not have been specifically 

intended for the environment in which they are to be employed, and may be poorly documented. These 

factors all contribute to a higher risk of failure for complex systems employing OTS components. 

It must be accepted both that OTS components will be employed in such systems, and that their use 

will be a source of failure in spite of all efforts to improve the quality of OTS components and of the 

system in which they are to be integrated. The solution we advocate is to employ specialised fault 

tolerance techniques for integration of OTS components into complex systems. 

1.1 Protective Wrappers 

In previous work [1,7] we illustrated an approach to the development of protective wrappers, a bespoke 

software module which intercepts all information going to and from an OTS item. This approach is 

developed further in this paper using the same case study. 

Fault tolerance techniques have three main phases: error detection, error diagnosis and error recovery 

[5]. The first phase identifies an erroneous state; error diagnosis is then used to examine and assess the 

damaged area, to enable it to be replaced by an error-free state during error recovery. We have 

previously concentrated on detection and diagnosis, providing only limited recovery actions.  

Component wrapping is an established technique used to intercept data and control flow between a 

component and its environment [6]. A protective wrapper may detect errors or suspicious activities, 

and initiate appropriate recovery when possible, and must be rigorously specified, developed and 

executed as a means of protecting OTS items against faults in the Rest Of the System (ROS), and the 

ROS against faults in OTS items. Sources of information for wrapper development include 

specification of the OTS item behaviour, known “erroneous” behaviour of the OTS item, and 

specification of the correct behaviour of the ROS with respect to the OTS item. 

1.2 Case Study 

The case study used in this paper concerns the development of a protective wrapper for an Off-The-

Shelf PID (Proportional, Integral and Derivative) controller. This case study is intended to illustrate 

how the approach could be applied in practice, employing software models of the PID controller and 

the steam boiler system rather than conducting a potentially risky experiment in a real-world 
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Coal Quality 
Inputs to OTS 

environment. Use of such software models is an active area of research and development carried out by 

many leading control product companies (including Honeywell [8]), and we use a third-party model of 

a steam boiler in this case study. We believe that this decision adds credibility to our results. The model 

simulates a real controller and steam boiler system, enabling us to investigate the effect of wrapping 

with a representative model. In the course of our work we have extended the model by incorporating 

protective wrappers.  

1.3 Roadmap 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the following section we describe the simulation 

environment, the controller and the boiler models we are using, and our approach to monitoring the 

model variables. Section 3 discusses the requirements for a protective wrapper to be developed and 

outlines the causes of errors to be detected and tolerated at the level of the wrapper. The next three 

sections discuss design and implementation of the wrapper to detect, diagnose and select an appropriate 

recovery action for errors caused by unavailability of signals, violations of range limits, and signal 

oscillations. Section 7 concludes the paper by discussing the generic error recovery strategy and the 

possible effects of wrappers executing on the overall execution of the integrated system.  

2 Simulation 

2.1 Simulink 

Simulink (Mathworks) [10] is one of the built-in tools in MATLAB, providing a platform for 

modelling, simulating, and analysing dynamical systems. It supports linear and nonlinear systems 

modelled in continuous time and sampled time, as well as a hybrid of the two. Systems can also be 

multi-rate, i.e., have different parts that are sampled or updated at different rates. Simulink contains a 

comprehensive block library of sinks, sources, linear and nonlinear components, and connectors to 

allow modelling of very sophisticated systems. Models can also be developed through self-defined 

blocks by means of the S-functions feature of Simulink or by invoking MATLAB functions. After a 

model has been defined, it can be simulated and, using scopes and other display blocks, simulation 

results can be displayed while the simulation is running.  

Simulink provides a practical and safe platform for simulating the boiler system and its PID control 

system, for detecting operational errors when boiler and control system interact, and for developing and 

implementing a protective wrapper dealing with such errors. 
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2.2 The Structure of the Model 

The abstract structure of the system we are modelling is shown in Fig. 1. The overall system has two 

principal components: the boiler system and the control system. In turn, the control system comprises a 

PID controller (the OTS item), and the ROS which is simply the remainder of the control system. 

The ROS consists of : 

x the boiler sensors. These are “smart” sensors which monitor variables providing input to the PID 

controller: Drum Level, Steam Flow, Steam Pressure, Gas Concentrations and Coal Feeder Rate; 

x actuators. These devices control a heating burner which can be ON/OFF, and adjust inlet/outlet 

valves in response to outputs from the PID controller: Feed Water Flow, Coal Feeder Rate and Air 

Flow; 

x configuration settings. These are the “set-points” for the system: oxygen and bus pressure, which 

must be set up in advance by the operators. 

Smart sensors and actuators interact with the PID controller through a standard protocol. Simulink 

output blocks can be introduced into the model in such a way that the variables of the MATLAB 

working space can be controlled as necessary. Working with the Simulink model we were able to 

perform repeatable experiments by manipulating any of the changeable variables and the connections 

between system components so as to produce and analyse a range of possible errors that would be 

reasonably typical for the simulated system. 

2.3 The Simulink Model 

The Simulink model (shown in Fig. 2) actually represents the OTS item as three separate PID 

controllers that deal with the feed water flow, the coal feeder rate and the air flow. These controllers 

output three eponymous variables: Feed Water Flow (F_wf), Coal Feeder Rate (C_fr) and Air Flow 

(Air_f); these three variables, together with two external variables (Coal Quality and Steam Load) 

constitute the parameters which determine the behaviour of the boiler system. There are also several 

internal variables generated by the smart sensors; some of these, together with the configuration set-

points, provide the inputs to the PID controllers. Table 1 lists all of the variables used in the model. 
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Fig. 2. Simulink Model of the Boiler System with PID Controllers 
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2.4 Variable Monitoring 

Simulink scopes and other display blocks enable us to develop modelling components that observe the 

intermediate results while the simulation is running. In our experiments we can monitor and display a 

total of 15 variables, comprising all of the variables listed in Table 1 (except for the two set-points), 

plus three internal variables which represent two internal air flows and one internal steam flow. The 

simulation time for all of our experiments is set to 12000 steps. Some monitoring results are presented 

in Fig. 3. In particular, this chart demonstrates the behaviour of the three PID outputs and two external 

inputs of the boiler system when at step 2000 the steam load is increased, and at step 5000 the coal 

quality changes: in both these scenarios the boiler system returns to steady operation reasonably soon.  

Table 1. Variables used in the model 

Variable  Representation  Variable  Representation 

Coal Quality Coal quality, ton per hour   D_l Drum level 

Steam Load Steam Load, fraction of pure 

combustibles 

 

 

S_f Steam flow 

F_wf Feed water flow  P_d Steam pressure / drum 

C_fr Coal feeder rate  P_b Steam pressure / bus 

Air_f Air flow (controlled air)  O2eco O2 concentration at 

economizer 

P_ref Bus pressure set-point  COeco CO concentration at 

economizer 

O2_ref O2 set-point    NOxeco NOx concentration at 

economizer 
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Fig. 3. Normal Performance of the Boiler System with PID Controllers 

2.5 Properties of the Boiler System and the PID Controllers 

In this section we summarise the information which we collected to guide us in developing the 

protective wrappers. The basic boiler specification provides information on steam flow, bus pressure, 

output temperature and coal calorific value. As the OTS item (the PID controller(s)) is treated as a 

black box, any information about its properties must be deduced from the interface or from relevant 

sources where available. In an ideal world the system designer would have a complete and correct 

specification of the boiler system, the PID controller and the ROS. Unfortunately, we only had access 

to limited information about the boiler system and the ROS (which is typical for many practical 
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situations). From an investigation of the boiler model and information acquired from all available 

sources, we have formulated the following description. 

Information from the documentation available to us is as follows:  

x Output temperature 540 deg C 

x Coal calorific value 16-18 MJ/kg  

x Steam load      50-125 ton/hour 

x Coal quality is measured as a fraction of pure combustibles (where pure = 1; actual value about 

0.55-0.7) 

x Three controlled outputs (F_wf, C_fr, Air_f) are given as a percentage 

Information obtained by analysing the interface and by investigating the simulated model: 

x Set-point of bus pressure ranges from 0 to 20 (usual value about 9.4) 

x Set-point of O2 concentration at economiser ranges from 0 to 0.1 (usual value about 0.03) 

x Internal variables input to PID controllers:  

x Drum level: output value between -1 and +1 (usual value close to 0) 

x Steam Flow: 0 to 125 

x Bus pressure:  0 to 20  

x O2 concentration at economiser:  0 to 0.5 

3 Requirements for a Protective Wrapper 

In the previous section we presented an outline characterisation of the boiler system, as deduced from 

the model and other sources. In the following sections we consider the errors which could arise from 

integrating an OTS PID controller in the system, in order to derive requirements for a protective 

wrapper. We make the following assumptions: 

x The value of each variable can be checked instantaneously through microprocessors. In particular, 

we assume that the values of input and output variables of the PID controller are available 

instantaneously. This (highly) simplifying assumption enables us to illustrate the method for 

protective wrapper development without regard to issues relating to response times. 

x The wrapper program can be inserted into the control system, either by a partial hardware 

implementation which intercepts the physical connections, or purely in software. There are, of 

course, significant issues involved in deciding on the implementation of a protective wrapper, but 

we do not address these in this paper. 

In order to clarify the requirements for a protective wrapper, it is necessary to form a view of what the 

PID controller and the ROS should, and should not, do at the interface between them. This view can be 

formulated as a collection of Acceptable Behaviour Constraints (ABCs) [7] defined from the 

perspective of the systems integrator. Once defined, these ABCs can be thought of as contracts [11] 

which a system designer could use as the basis for defining a protective wrapper, which can then 

employ conventional mechanisms for error detection, containment and recovery [2].  

4 Safe Boiler Operation 

Many aspects of the operation of the boiler and control system, such as the flow of gases, fuelling, 

pressures and levels, could lead to a failure of some type. However, some features are much more 

significant in terms of safety; in a steam boiler, the drum level is a key parameter. This parameter 

represents the quantity of water in the boiler more accurately than a direct measurement of the water 

level, due to changes in mass caused by differences in temperature. By monitoring and controlling the 

drum level we can maximize steam quality and maintain the proper water quantity to prevent damage 

to the boiler. Too low a level could expose the water tubes to heat stress and damage; too high a level 

could allow water to go over the steam header, exposing the steam turbines to corrosion and damage 

[12, 13]. Steam pressures on the drum and the bus are the two other key variables, since they indicate 

the balance between the supply and demand for steam. The consequences of excessively high steam 

pressures are obvious and explosive. Thus, any deviation from normal values of steam pressure and 

drum level must be corrected immediately, whereas abnormal values of the other variables can be 

tolerated for a time period (which must be defined by the system designer).  
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We classify the detectable variables into two loops, the control loop and the safety loop, which operate 

as follows: 

x an alarm from the safety loop will shut the system down; 

x alarms from the control loop are processed on-line and either resolved or, if this is 

unsuccessful, the safety loop is triggered. 

The wrapper envelopes the PID controllers as shown in Fig. 4: it monitors the values of variables 

which go into and come out from the PID controllers. Three variables – the drum level and the steam 

pressures on the drum and bus – are classed as belonging to the safety loop, and all other variables 

(PID outputs to the boiler (via the ROS), set-points and other input variables) belong to the control 

loop.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Variable categories around the PID controller(s) 

5 Error Recovery  

Error recovery transforms a system state that contains errors into an error free state. The transformation 

typically takes the form of either backward or forward error recovery [2]. Backward error recovery 

returns the system to a previous (assumed to be correct) state; typically, the techniques used are 

application-independent and often operate transparently for the application (e.g. atomic transactions 

and checkpoints). Forward error recovery aims to move the system into a correct state using knowledge 

about the current erroneous state; this recovery is application-specific by its nature. The most general 

framework for achieving forward recovery is exception handling [3]. It is not difficult to see that 

backward error recovery is not generally applicable in dealing with OTS items [4].  

Protective wrappers offer a structured approach for incorporating fault tolerance measures in systems 

with OTS items. In previous work [1] we demonstrated how error detection can be developed in a 

wrapper by cyclically checking for each type of possible error identified during the analysis phase. We 

characterise these errors into three distinguishable types: (a) signal not available, (b) signal violating 

specifications, and (c) unacceptable signal oscillations. When the wrapper detects an erroneous 

situation it immediately initiates recovery action by classifying the error and invoking a corresponding 

exception handler. Three possible recovery actions are suggested here.  

x Handler1:  

- Reset the signal to a standard normal value and send an alert to the operators. 

x Handler2:  

- Wait ẗ, if error resolved, take no action;  

- Otherwise, send an alarm to the operators and wait T̈, if error resolved, take no action; 

- Otherwise, invoke handler 3. 

x Handler3: 

- Shutdown the system and send an alarm to the operators. 

In Handler2, the delay times ẗ and T̈ would be determined by the wrapper designer after consulting 

the system specification. In the Simulink model we took ẗ as 500 steps and T̈ as 1500 steps, 

representing reasonable values for a genuine industrial application. 

Analysis of the error types for different signals then enabled us to define a recovery strategy, which is 

discussed in the following subsection, and then illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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5.1 Recovery Strategy 

In the case of an erroneous situation detected for a set-point value, whether it is missing, out of 

specification or oscillating is of secondary interest. The wrapper is aware of the appropriate range of 

set-point values, and Handler1 provides appropriate recovery by forcing the input to a suitable value, 

and alerting the operators (since the mistake could be theirs, or an internal corruption). 

The situation is rather different when a PID output value is detected as being erroneous, but the same 

response can be made; either by adopting standard operating output values, or by storing a recent 

history and using a smoothed average, the wrapper can apply Handler1 to impose a valid output signal 

which should result in stable, though suboptimal, performance from the boiler system. It would be 

possible to differentiate between the three error types in terms of determining the signal value to be 

imposed, but we have not exploited this in our simple demonstrator. 

Now consider inputs to the PID controllers which are not set-points, and are not in the safety loop. 

When one of these is detected as erroneous there is little point in feeding a fixed value to the PID, since 

this will not reflect the actual conditions monitored by the ROS. However, given that there is no 

immediate safety concern, the optimistic strategy of “wait and see” may be successful; indeed for a 

short interval it may not be appropriate even to alert the operators, since the phenomenon may be 

completely transient in nature (it would, of course, still be logged for an off-line report). If the problem 

persists an alarm report to the operators may enable them to cure the problem, but if not an eventual 

shut-down is inevitable. So the wrapper can deploy Handler2; again, although differentiation of the 

response in line with error type is possible, we have not exploited this option. 

Lastly, consider the variables in the safety loop: drum level, drum and bus steam pressures. Detecting 

an erroneous condition on one (or more) of these variables implies a risk to safety, and the natural 

response is to shut the boiler system down, despite the economic consequences.  Handler3 provides this 

response, but to illustrate error category differentiation in our model we invoke Handler2 in the 

particular case of an oscillating value. The justification is that although a missing signal value or an out 

of specification value indicates a clear and present risk of accident, an oscillating value within 

specification does not necessarily pose the same immediate threat – the oscillations may die out or an 

operator response could stabilise the situation. If the oscillations persist then Handler3 will still be 

brought into play. Of course, in a real boiler system this strategy would only be acceptable if justified 

by a safety case.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Recovery action implemented by exception handlers 

 

5.2 Exception Handling 

When any of the errors above is detected an exception is raised. Error diagnosis is performed to select 

the appropriate handler, depending on which variable caused the exception to be raised. The diagnosis 

is straightforward for variables in the control loop: in the safety loop, we differentiate between error 

categories. 

Errors detected by the protective wrapper can be caused by malfunctioning of the OTS item, by faults 

arising in the ROS, or by misinterpretation between the OTS item and the ROS (Fig. 1). In the PID 

case study considered here, the exception handlers implemented in the protective wrapper always act at 

the level of the integrated system, which constitutes the exception handling context [4]; they can send 

an alert or alarm signal to the operator, replace an erroneous value with an alternative “normal” value, 

await a natural rectification, or (when safety requires it)) shut the system down. 
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Clear separation of the normal and abnormal system behaviour by employing exception handling in the 

wrapper facilitates the integration of the OTS PID into the composite system [4]. 

6 Implementation of the Recovery Actions in MATLAB 

This section illustrates the operation of recovery when an error occurs, with the wrapper implemented 

in the MATLAB model. The example presented below applies error recovery by invoking Handler1. 

The error was introduced by artificially simulating an incorrectly valued pressure set-point. At step 

5000 the operator “accidentally” recalibrates the pressure set-point to be 94 instead of the normal value 

of 9.4. 

Fig. 6 shows the boiler system behaviour with no wrapper protection; note that the bus steam pressure 

is superimposed over drum steam pressure, so only one pressure variable is actually displayed.  

The first chart of Fig. 6 shows that the faulty pressure set-point results in a huge drop in the drum level 

followed by a peak at too high a value before returning to a level close to normal. Similarly, the three 

PID outputs shown in the second chart jump up beyond their specified levels after step 5000 but return 

to normal performance by step 7000. Very much more serious is the steam pressure, which the first 

chart shows rising and remaining at an excessive level. 

Fig. 7 shows the behaviour of the boiler system with wrapper protection active. The wrapper detects 

the incorrect value of the set-point and invokes Handler1. Consequently the set-point is very quickly 

corrected, and the impact on system behaviour and on the other variables is greatly reduced. From the 

two charts in Fig. 7 we see that although there are some alterations to the variables when the error 

occurs, the changes are actually quite minor, and lie within the range of the specifications for the 

system.  
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Fig. 6. Erroneous pressure set-point – boiler system with no wrapper. Drum level and feed water 

flow are outside permitted ranges: steam pressure rises to an excessive level. 
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Fig. 7. Erroneous pressure set-point – error recovery by Handler1. Variables are corrected to be 

within permitted ranges 
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7 Discussion and Conclusion 

7.1 Generic Error Recovery Strategy   

Since an OTS item that has been integrated into a system is treated as a black box, only the inputs to 

and outputs from the OTS are available to be monitored for error detection. The inputs in a control 

system can be partitioned into two groups, where the first group consists of configuration variables 

(often under operator control as set-points), while the second group provides dynamic status 

information from the system under control. A wrapper providing protection in the system can monitor 

these two groups of inputs, and the outputs, and can attempt to distinguish different categories of 

erroneous behaviour. As three simple base categories we proposed: missing value, out of range value, 

and oscillating value. 

In response to a detected error situation, over these groups of variables and categories of error, the 

protective wrapper can apply an exception handling framework to attempt to recover from the error. 

Simplistic generic recovery strategies that we have considered are: do nothing, alert the human 

operators, change variables to normal values, and stop the system. In our boiler system example we 

decided that erroneous outputs from the OTS could be over-ridden by the wrapper; in effect, the 

wrapper will take over the role of the OTS in erroneous situations, but can only provide a standard set 

of normative outputs. In the same way, the wrapper can over-ride configuration variable inputs to the 

OTS, particularly when these are input set-points. Our Handler1 is used to over-ride erroneous values. 

We need to analyse in more detail the other input variables delivered to the OTS by the ROS, since 

forcing a change here could only have a very indirect influence on the variable itself, via the OTS and 

its outputs back to the controlled system. One important aspect is with respect to safety and we used 

this to apply a hierarchy of recovery. For variables with a direct impact on safety we “recover” by 

shutting the system down (Handler3); for other variables, not in the safety loop, we first wait to see if 

the error is transient, then to see if human intervention will achieve recovery, and if that too is 

unsuccessful then the system must be shut down in any case (Handler2). 

Wrapper design in any specific case would proceed by analysis of the state space of variables, the 

errors that could be detected, the damage assessment that could be conducted, and the recovery 

strategies that could be devised, bearing in mind the implications on system operations from both a 

mission (economic) and a safety perspective. 

7.2 Scope of the Wrapper 

The essential characteristic of a protective wrapper is that all inputs to and outputs from the wrapped 

component are accessible to and modifiable by the wrapper. It might be argued that no other system 

variables should be accessible to the wrapper, since otherwise the intuitive image of “wrapping the 

component” would be distorted. We feel this is unnecessarily restrictive. If the system designer 

believes that improved performance of the wrapper can be achieved by utilising information from 

elsewhere in the system this should not be prohibited by an artificial limitation. When the wrapped 

component is an OTS item it may be very unlikely that the wrapper could make any effective use of 

internal state information within the OTS component, but valuable insight may perhaps be gleaned 

from variables in the ROS that are not visible to the component. An example of this is present in our 

case study. The drum steam pressure is not actually utilised by the PID controller (although it is made 

available), so it is debateable whether or not it constitutes an input. We gave the wrapper access to this 

variable without hesitation, since we suspect that any practising engineer would do the same. 

7.3 Complexity of the Wrapper 

A wrapper inserted into a system as a protective component performs an important role in improving 

the reliability of the integrated system. In discharging this role it is clearly essential that the wrapper 

does not itself contribute to an increase in failing behaviour from the overall system. Ideally, the 

wrapper should introduce no faulty behaviour itself, and should capture and rectify all faulty behaviour 

it encounters. Perhaps the best general guidance here is that the most reliable designs will usually be 

those that are simplest. The OTS PID controllers may, of necessity, involve highly complex algorithms 

to achieve the optimised boiler performance that is their goal. But in designing an effective wrapper we 
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are likely to find that a simple and effective recovery strategy will outperform something overly 

sophisticated. First, a simple design is more likely to be implemented correctly, and second, a more 

complex strategy may have unforeseen interactions with the control environment and these could 

detract from effectiveness. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of effects on performance of boiler system with two kinds of wrapper designs  

 

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the impact on two of the variables in the safety loop for the boiler 

system, with two different wrapper designs responding to the situation described in section 6 (the 

pressure set-point changed from 9.4 to 94 at step 5000). One wrapper applies recovery by using 

Handler1 to reset all three PID outputs to standard values, while the other wrapper only resets the feed 

water flow and air flow, leaving the coal feeder rate at its computed value. We can see from Fig. 8 that 

the more simplistic strategy of only changing two of the variables leads to a swifter and more stable 

recovery. 

This paper has summarised our recent work in the development of protective wrappers as a structured 

approach to providing error detection and recovery in systems utilising OTS items. This approach 

embodies error classification and corresponding recovery strategies implemented within an exception 

handling framework, building on the structure and error detection issues considered in earlier papers 

[1,7]. 
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Contract-based interactions Event-based execution interactions

Synchronous communications J2EE (RMI, Corba) JavaBeans, ActiveX

Asynchrnous communications J2EE (JMS) none identified
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...
// A component invoking the buy method
through RMI
try {
  utx.begin(); // Starts a first transaction
  t1.buy(10); //request on the bean
  utx.commit();  //Commits the transaction
  }
catch (LimitedStockException exc) {
  int n =  exc.getMessage();
  println("Buying only" + n + "units");
  t1.buy(n);
  }
...

...
// Remote Business method implementation.
public void buy(int s) {
  if (stock>=s) {
    newtotal = newtotal + s;
    return;
    }
  else 
    throw(new LimitedStockException(stock);)
}
...
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public void onMessage(Message message) { 

// Exceptional execution
  try {
  // The programmer tests if the message has been redelivered
  if (message.getJMSRedelivered()) { 
    // The programmer handles the exception without information
    // about the execution context in which the exception has been signaled
    System.out.println("Error while handling" + message);
    return;
    }
  }
  catch(Exception ex) { System.err.println(ex.toString());}

//Standard execution
  try { ... } 
  catch(HandledExceptionType ex) { System.err.println(ex.toString());}
}
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Contract-based interactions Event-based execution interactions

Synchronous communications Typical EHS : satisfying Generic EHS: isolated components

Asynchrnous communications dedicated EHS : unsatisfying none identified
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CS components CA components E components

Quality Exist ? Needed ? Exist ? Needed ? Exist ? Needed ?
Contextualisation respect yes yes no yes no no

Coordination support yes yes partial: transactions yes no no
 Exceptions concertation support no no no yes no no
Support for collective requests no no partial: forwarding yes partial: event dispatcher no
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